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ABSTRACT 

The world is witnessing a shift towards the private provision of infrastnicture (PPI) in the 

transportation, power, water, sanitation, and telecommunications sedors. This thesis 

examines this shift from a Canadian industry perspective by focusing on efforts by the 

Canadian International Development Agency's Industrial Cooperation Progam (INC) to 

assist Canadian finns atternpting PPI projects in developing countnes. The ptimary 

purposes of this thesis are to evaluate INC's support of PPI projeds, and to recomrnend 

how INC can improve its support efforts. These purposes are achieved by reviewing the 

shift to PPI, creating a theory explaining why PPI projects fail. analyzing INC's database 

of PPI projects, and by evaluating INC's performance in support of PPI projects. The 

condusions of this thesis are that INC has had liWe success in its early PPI support efforts, 

and that this lack of success is attributable to a proposal screening process which is 

inadeqwte for high tisk PPI projects. Thus, this thesis recommends that INC introduce a 

new PPI funding mechanism. the core of which is a nsk assessrnent template. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a constellation of forces has been pushing infrastructure provision away 

fmm the domain of the public sedor and into the realm of the p W e  sector. Though a new 

trend for our times, this is not the first tirne around for such a provision mechanism. Rather, 

the current move in this direction mirrors methods used a century or so ago, when the 

canals. telephone systems, and railroads of North America were financed and built by the 

private sector. The provision of infrastructure has long swung back-and-forth, along a 

continuum of infrastructure provision options punchiated by the public sector at one end, 

and the private sector at the other. The present trend towards private infrastructure 

provision has corne on gradually, and it cuntinues to evolve. "What we see today is the 

p d u c t  of several centuries of refinements in thinking by Humankind as to how to finance 

the progress of civilization."' 

The current trend in favour of private sector involvement in infrastructure provision has 

been endorsed by development agencies and development banks, where it is valued as 

a means whereby small amounts of development funding can be used to mobilize vast 

quantities of private capital, and to funnel such capital into projects deiivering basic needs. 

Wtti recent demases in budgetary allotments for development aid. the advent of such an 

infrastructure provision mechanism is partiailarly timeiy. Many development agencies have 

established mechanisms through which they can extend their funds to leverage private 

infrastructure projeds. Infrastructure is one of Canada's overseas developrnent assistance 

(ODA) priorities, and the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) has been 

using the private infrastructure provision route to effect development. Specifically, the 

Indusbial Cooperation Program (INC) has been ex!ending funds to Canadian private sector 

fimis to undertake infrastructure projects in less developed cuunûies (LDCs). 

' John May. "Project Finance - It'ç AI1 Been Done Before!" p. A. 
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In light of this recent trend towards private provision of infrastructure (PPI), the purpose of 

this paper is to examine INC's record in support of PPI projects thus far, and to make 

suggestions as to how INC can be more effective in future efforts to support PPI projects. 

The process of achieving this purpose will involve detaiiing the theory of PPI failure and 

testing the INC-supported PPI projects to see whether the theory explains INC's 

expenence, the understanding that, if it does, the theory can provide a basis of 

knowledge regarding PPI success/failure, which can be a foundation from which INC can 

build a PPI knowledge base and from which INC can formulate PPI policy. In quest of 

these objectives this paper will be structured as follows, 

Chapfer One - Background and Overview of PPI kdustry: Prior to engaging in the 

theoretical and analytical substance of this thesis, Chapter One will provide the reader with 

a brief background and overview of the PPI industry. This will include summaridng the 

influences which have shaped the current trend in favour of PPI. deswibing the 

composition of the global industry at present, surveying facets of the PPI delivery method 

which are evolving, and providing an overview of the state of the Canadian PP1 industry. 

Chapter Two - T h o m  In this chapter a theoretical framework of the risks to which PPI 

proje& are partiailady vulnerable will be canstructed. This framework will be established 

through a review of literature on PP1 nsk issues. It will consist of a theoretical discussion 

of the primary risk issues which impact on PPls. and it will be complimented by practical 

examples and case studies. This framework will offer insight into the nature of PPI 

projects, and it will stand as a theoretical basis from which INC's PPI efforts will be 

assessed. 

Chapter Three - Analysis of INC Pmjects: In this chapter the INC sample will be 

presented, the mettiodology and cnteria for analysis will be detailed, and the analysis will 

be undertaken. The INC projed sample will be analyzed to test the hypothesis that INC 

PPI pmjeds have k e n  impeded by manfistations of a known and defined set of high risk 

PPI issues. Or, translating the hypothesis into the intemgative fom the following research 

question is produced to guide the research process, what risk issues have manfistecf 

themsehes in INGsuppoRed PPI pmj6cts so as to significantîy impede pmgmss? TO this 



end, the INC sample will be analyzed to detemine the factors which have impeded the 

progress of INC PPI projecfs- The findings will be mmpared to the aieoretical causes of 

PPI failure documented in Chapter Two to see if they support the theory. 

Chapter Four - INC Policy Direction: This chapter will include discussions, 

rewmmendations, and conclusions regarding the INC findings in Chapter Three. Based 

on the cumnt state of knowledge about PPI as detailed in Chapter Two, and on the ING 

specific findings in Chapter Three. the primary purpose of Chapter Four will be to offer 

policy recornmendations to ClDA regarding h m  INC could be more successful in its efforts 

to leverage PPI projects. 



CHAPTER 1: 

OVERWEW AND BACKGROUND OF PPI INDUSTRY 

This chapter will provide the reader with a brief background to the PPI industry by 

summarizing the influences wtiich have shaped the current trend in favour of PPI, 

describing the composition of the global industry at present, surveying the areas in which 

the PPI method is evolving, and by providing an o v e ~ e w  of Canadian PPI efforts. Prior 

to embarking on these tasks, however, the grouping of projects being dealt with in this 

paper will be put into perspective for the reader. 

There is an infinite number of ways for the private sector to become involved in 

infrastructure, as the very act of involving the private sector delimits the range of provision 

options. The ways in which the private sector c m  involve itself Vary in ternis of 

responsibilii. commitrnent, and nsk. The variations can be conceived of as existing along 

a continuum. At  the most detached level, private sector involvement exists by way of 

technical assistance or supply contra&. Here, the private Secfor is responsible only for the 

provision of a partiwlar input, taking no responsibility for the delivery or the quality of the 

end product. Remuneration at this level is not conditional on the perfarrnance of the 

infrastructure, revenue generation, or prombility. Further along the continuum of provision 

options, are pmjects with higher levels of private sector involvement, such as management 

contracts Here the private sectots involvement is heightened as management contracts 

usually include performance requirements, to which compensation is Iinked. Further still 

along the continuum is a van'ety of infrastructure projects in which the private sector takes 

on significant risk. assuming responsibility for building, maintaining, operaüng, and 

financing the infrastructure unit There is a variety of provision mechanisrns constituüng 

this group of private infrastructure projects. These projects will be referred to collectively 

as private provision of infrastructure (PP1) projects. It is mis group of projects, and at tirnes 



the more foaissed and the subgroup of buildoperate-transfer (BOT)' projects which will 

be the subject of this research effort This paper will proceed on the assumption that the 

reader has a solid understanding of mat PPI and BOT projects are. Readers wanting 

further definitional clarification are encouraged to review the rigorous definition 

documented in Appendix A. 

INFLUENCES SHAPING THE CURRENT PPI TREND 

The trend towards PPI dates from the 1970s, m e n  a variety of forces emerged, pushing 

the responsibiiii for infrastructure provision away from the public sector, and towards the 

private sector. It was not until the late-1 980s, however, that PPI projects began to appear 

with any degree of frequency. The forces which emerged in the 1970s and 1980s to 

produce this trend have corne from regulatory, technological, and emnornic changes, and 

from a coming to terms with the inability of the public sector as provider. ln aggregate, 

these forces have shut doors on the public sectof s provision options, mi le simultaneously 

opening doors for the private sector to stepin. 

While the causes of the move to PPI are rnany, perhaps the most unforgivable cause has 

been the enduring failure of governments to supply the needed levek of infrastnicture. 

Worldwide, 1 billion people are without access to dean drinking water: 2 billion people lack 

adequate sanitation facilities; white another 2 billion are without electri~ity.~ The situation 

is most dire in the dewioping world. In Bangkok, for instance, only 8% of the surface ana 

is covered by roads, compared with 20% in London or New York. Meanwhile, 500 new 

vehides take to the roads daily in Bangkok, as ecanomic growth enables more people to 

buy cars. Bangkok's ûaffic congestion has been figured to decrease GNP by 1 % per 

annum, and to cost the average resident 40 days per year in wrnmuting tirne? The failings 

T h e  terni BOT will be used geneflcally throughout this paper, not exdusively applicable to build- 
operate-transfer projeds, but rather. repesenting a bmader range of private infrastrudure provision 
options, to be defined in Appendix A. 

World Bank World Development Report 1994 - Infrastructure For Development. p. 1. 

C. Wafker and A.J. Smith. PrivatUed Infrastructure: the BOT Approach, p. 4. 



are by no means confined to the developing world, however. In the weaithiest regions of 

the world, too, there are glaring exampfes of the shortcomings of governments in 

infrastructure provision. Power blackoüts, traffic jams, and air-travel bofflenecks represent 

such failings in the most wealthy regions of the globe. A study by the US Department of 

Transportation found that traffic jams on US highways in 1985 wasted almost 3 billion 

gallons of gasoline, equal to 4% of US annual gas consurnption. Further, a Federal 

Aviation Administration study in 1996 found that air travel delays in the US resulted in $1 -8 

B in additional airiine operating expenses? 

In the conte& of both L E S  and industrialized countries, infrastructure deficits are not the 

failings of technology, ability, or know-how; rather, they are the failings of political will, 

management, and planning, and they are the manifestations of bureaucratic inefficiency 

and incornpetence. In the summary of a report on infrastructure prepared for the Worid 

Bank, the authors condude that govemment supply responses to infrastniciure demands 

have been inadequate, and that structural and systemic failings of government are to 

blame. Refemng to govemment as provider, Kessides and lngram say that, 

widespread failures to provide reliable services that users demand stem 
from inadequate maintenance, misallocated investment, and inefficient 
operation, which in tum are largely rooted in institutional factors induding 
the following: lack of cornpetition in infrastructure seMce provision; lack of 
managerial autonomy for service providers; pricing practices that involve 
heavy public subsidies; and few incentives for service provision to be 
responsive to the needs of u s e d  

In addition to the failings of govemments, the momentum in favour of PPI also fiows from 

the promises inherent in the principles of the private sector. The pfivate sector bfings a 

vaRety of disciplines to bear on infrastructure, not applied thereto when undet public 

provision. Theoretically speaking, a cornpetitive market environment will have a positive 

innovative impact on provision. As Smith and Walker suggest, there is no logical reason 

Antonio Dias Jr. PhD thesis, p. 2, 

Christine Kessides and Gregory Ingram. "Infrastnrdure's Impact on Development: Lessons from 
WDR 1994," p. 16. 



that Adam Smith's maxirn "society gains when men compete to better their position" 

should not hold tnie in regards to much of today's infrastructure needs. The current trend 

towards PPI, has been largely acmmpanied by a consensus arnong govemments worfd- 

wide and among lFls and development agencies, including the IMF, the WB and the UN, 

that there is great value in "tapping the energy and initiative of the private sector and the 

discipline imposed by its profit motive, to enhance the efficiency and productivity of that 

which has previously been considered public sector ~ e ~ c e s . ~  

The growth in private infrastructure provision has also been pushed forward by enhanced 

supply capacity and capabilities stemrning from regulatory and technological changes 

which have faalitatecl the fiows of capital globally and amss boarders. The deregulation 

efforts which began in the USA in the 1970s, have now circled the globe creating an 

enabling environment amenable to international business interests. The growth of capital 

markets and banking systems in LDCs have also provided rnomentum for the change, 

allowing for capital to be raised domestically. New and innovative mechanisms for raising 

capital, have allowed financing to be found where it previously did not exist. 

Supply capacity has been augmented by changes to domestic legislation allowing pnvate 

sector involvement in infrastructure sectors, many of which were previously protected by 

legislation from private participation. In this respect, eariy privatization and private 

participation efforts in Chile, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom set the pace. 

In addition, technology has created new, lucrative infrastructure sectors which private 

interests have been quick to respond to. The most obvious example of the role of 

technological change in the advent of PPI is in wireless communications. Technological 

advances have also allowed for the unbundling of infrastructure systems, such that those 

segments of infrastructure systems which are amenable to cornpetitive free-market 

provision can now be so provideâ. Today, power infrastmcture, for example. can be broken 

7C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized lnfiasbucture: The BOT Approach. Preface. 

Geoff Haley. "Developing BOT Vanants," p. ii. 



down so that generaüng capacity can be provided by a cornpetitive marketplace, while the 

state can continue to assume responsibility for the less commercially attractive aspeds, 

such as distribution. Many infrastructure systems have traditionally k e n  considered 

natural monopolies and, thus, the seMces were considered best provided (or at least 

highly regulated) in mole by the public sector. The revolution in elactronic technologies 

has also had an enabling effect, making previousty unviable infrastructure projects 

logistically possible, by cornpressing time and space to make a growing number of projects 

commercially viable. 

Furttier, changes in political and ewnomic ideologies have added to the volume of PPI 

opportunities. Specifically, the downfall of communism in Eastern Europe and the Former 

Soviet Union, and rapid ewnomic growtti in the newly industrialized economies of Asia 

and Latin America have augmented the volume of potential projects worfdwide. 

Finally, the move to PP1 has gained impetus from the wnstrained borrowing opportunities 

of LDC govemments as a result of the Debt Crisis, and subsequent policies of fiscal 

austerity, such as structural adjustment programs. LDC govemments simply do not, any 

longer, have access to the volumes of money needed ta finance infrastnicture projects. 

Further, because infrastructure projects are vev visible and very costly, they are easily 

targeted by govemments looking for qui& budgetary adjustments. The result of these 

govemment spending wnstraints is an increase in the infrasttucture deficit 

Simultaneously, howevier, vast pools of capital have been left dormant. The private sector 

has responded to these factors by finding viable ways to access funds and to provide the 

needed infrastructure, specifically, through PPI schemes. 

THE GLOBAL PPI INDUSTRY 

Sutvey of PPI ActivHy at Globelly 

The World Bank has been maintaining a database on PPI projects, which tracks projects 

in the gas, power, telecommunications, transport, waste, and water sectors, which have 

been initiated since 1984. A tabular sumrnary of the data by country, region, and sedor 



can be found in Appendix B. Although the data is not extmustjve, it provides a revealing 

glirnpse of the state of PPI and it will provided the basis for the following discussion of the 

composition of the PPI industry worldwide. The data under discussion was provided on 

request from Alberto Amos of the World Bank. 

Y 

The World Bank (WB) data illustrates that LDC/lndustrializing Asia is the most active 

region with 163 new PPI projects registered in the database. Forty-seven of these projects 

were undertaken in the Philippines, 38 of which were in the power sedor. Thirty-seven 

were undertaken in China; 24 in Malaysia; and 21 in India. Slightly more than haif of the 

Asian PPI projects identified are in the power sector. 

Latin Arnerica has ais0 had signifiant PPI activity, with 127 PPI projects having been 

identified by the WB. Sùcty-one of these have been in Mexico, of which 46 were in 

transport, reflective of a large toll road initiative in that country. Twenty-three projects were 

undertaken in Argentina; 12 in Chile; and I O  in Columbia. 

Africa and the Middle East have undertaken few PPI projects todate. Only 52 projects have 

been identifiecl by the WB in Africa and the Middle East, Il of which were in South Africa. 

Eastern Europe and the States of the Former Soviet Union have also had little PPI activity, 

with only 32 projects identified by the WB, 11 of which were telecorn projects. In the 

industrialized world, PP1 activity has been quite slow. In OECD Europe there have been 

only 137 projects identified by the WB since 1984, of wtiich 49 were in the UK. Canada 

has implernented only 22 PPts sine 1984, mile the USA has implemented 130. However, 

of the 130 Arnerican projects, 73 were in the power sector, reflecting legislative initiatives 

in that country to develop a strong private power industry. The power sector aside, the 

relative inactivrjr in PPI in the USA stands in ironic wntrast to the very fundamentab and 

attitudes the country is premised on and stands in stark contrasi to the intricate level and 

high degree of inwhFement of Arnerican fims and banks in PPI progress elsewhere in the 

world. 



Infrastructure projeds have becorne a significant portion of the IFC's portfolio. The IFC has 

agreed to support 148 PPI projects in 40 E s .  By way of support, the IFC has committed 

$3.1 B to these 148 projeds, which have an aggregate value of $28.6 B. The fint IFC PPI 

approval was granted in 1967; however. the total number of projects approved prior to 

1990 was small. The magnitude of the current and growing trend towards PPI is evident 

in that a full 75% of IFC approvals have been granted since fiscal ysar (FY) 1993. 

Most of the projects supported by the IFC have been power generaüon and telecorn 

projects, with 44 and 41 approwals respectively. Other active sectors include ports with 19 

approvals; power transmission and distribution with 1 1 approvals; and pipelines and waste 

water sectors with 8 approvals each. 

Latin America accounts for 43% (by dollar value) of IFC approvals, while Asia accounts for 

34%. Africa, Central Asia, and the Middle East canstitute only 10Y0 of IFC approvals to 

date. In terms of country activity, Argentina leads the way with 29 projects receiving IFC 

approval, followed by lndia with 13 approvals, and the Philippines and Chile with 11 eachg 

The IFC has supported only 6 projects in Mexico and four in Brazil, leading Gary Bond to 

label the hivo countries the biggest disappointments for the industry.1° 

POINTS OF EVOLUTION IN PPI PROJECT DEUVERY 

The WB'S database refiects the constimon of the first phase of the current round of PPI 

pmjects. This first wave of projects has induded a few very large PPI projects which stand 

as high profile disasters, and such expenences weigh heavily in the collective mind of the 

PPI industry. However, more weighty still is the fact that Me IFC predicts that LDCs will 

need more than $3 T in new infrastmcture during the next 10 yean", and that the public 

Source of IFC data in this section: IFC, Financing Private Infrastnrcture: Lessons of Expenènce. 
pp. 3-24. 

'mis staternent was made by Gary Bond during a presentation on BOTS which ha made to INC on 
January 30, t 997. 

l 1  Antonio Dias Jr.. PhD thesis, p. 32. 



sedor will not be able to provide it As strong forces and loud voices continue to support 

the move to more and more private sector involvement in the provision of infrastructure, 

it is evident there exists far too much political will to retreat Subsequently, some suggest 

that what we are seeing is ?ha emergence of a rnulti-billion dollar patchwork of private 

infrastructure covering the globe, fmm Shanghai to Santiago."12 

In keeping with the principles wfiich drive capitalism, the PPI industry, as a microwsm of 

the greater structure, has inherent properties which evoke innovation and which find 

solutions. As such, the PPI concept is in transition. being pushed and pulled at many 

faœts and in many directions. In the etemaf quest for a better way to pursue infrastructure 

projeds, there is a notable change O C C U ~ ~ ~  in terms of the sire and location of projects 

being undertaken, in the specific PPI rnechanisms k i n g  employed, in the structure of fimis 

invohred in PP1 work. in the institutions suppotting such work, and in the financing methods 

being employed. This paper will now look at these characteristics as these key sources of 

PPI evolution. 

Evolution in Location of PPl A d v i t y  

The IFC has identified three groups of countries based on their Ievels of participation in 

PPI. The IFC sees 1045 first tier, or teading countries, inciuding Chile, Malaysia, Hungary, 

Argentina, Pakistan, and the Philippines. These are countries which have dernonstrated 

political cornmitment to PP1, where PPI pmjects have been undertaken frequently, and 

where appropriate and credible PPI legislation has been put in place. There are 20-25 

second tier, or starter countries, induding India, Indonesia, Turkey, Latvia, and most of 

Latin America. Such counbies have made efforts in the direction of PPI, though few deals 

have been concluded in these countries due to legal, regulatory, bureaucratie, or 

çredirthiness problems. The third tier of countries, also calleci the latecorners, includes 

the remainder of LDCs. These are countnes k i n g  sizeable legal, regulatory, policy, and 

l2 Richard House. "Who Wilt Win the New Projed Finance Game?' p. 41. 



credit problems. and which have demonstrated little cornmitment to PP1.13 In the 

experienœ of the IFC, PPI pmjects which have gone ahead in the riskiest tier of countries 

have been projects with short payback periods (telecums); projects generating foreign 

exchange (ports); and projects with strong sponsors and strong govemment support. 

Evolution in the Size of PPI Pmjects Being Undertaken 

In tens of p r u w  s ~ e ,  few in the indu* expect PPI pmjeds to become larger.I4 The IFC 

is one of those Mich foresees a move to "srnalier more manageable projects," based on 

experiences Iike Hub River and Eurotunnel. Bombardiets Philippe Plancher also notes the 

significance of the reœnt experiences of mega-projects and their impact on the Mure 

structure of the PPI transport industry. According to Plancher l'the growth of privately 

financed rail has suffered in i995 following the experience of Eurotunnel as the financial 

markets are now extremely suspicious of this sector when it cornes to project financd5 

It is important to m n i z e ,  however, that there are diminishing returns as projects become 

smaller, and mat a small PPI project is not a proportionately scaled down version of a 

larger one. Thus, there is a iimit to how small PPI projects will get. A medium sized project 

is considered to be one in the vicinity of $100 M. In the case of a medium sized project, 

development costs are typically agreed to range from 2% ta 5% of total project costs16. 

Smaller projects will have higher development costs, and projects costing less than about 

$20 M are mnsidered to be pushing the limits in tems of how small a project can be m i le  

still being viable. 

l3  IFC. Financing Private Infrastrudure: IFC's Lessons of Experience, pp. 10-1 1. 

l 4  Richard House. "Who Will Win the New Projed Finance Garne?" p. 54. 

l5 Privatisation International. Infrastructure Yeatmok 1996, p. 52. 

'%eveIoptnent cwt estimates ranging fmm 2% to 5% were frequently uted in the body of literature 
cwered in this research, and by fims and financial experts interviewed in the course of research. 



Evolution in the PPI Mechanisms Being Employed 

The frequency wioi which of the various PPI mechanisms are uülàed is also evolving. (See 

Appendni C for definitions of the pnmary PPI variants). BOTs have been the most 

common mechanism to date, but BOOs appeâr to be the preferred rnechanism for 

tomorrow. Walker and Smith anüapate the need for serious reassessment by govemments 

of the "transfer" component of BOTs, recognizing that "the transfer of a physical asset to 

the public sector is not necessarily an unalloyed blessing."I7 Infrastructure which can be 

rnaintained and operated easily and at a low cost can be done on a BOT basis and 

ttansferred to the govemrnent such that the unit is of some value to the govemment. But, 

in the case of a Iife-expired, technologically-outdated, or an environmentally-unfriendly 

infrastructure unit, transfer is likely to be more of a burden for the government The WB 

has been explicit about its disfike of the BOT mechanism, and about its preference for the 

BO0 mechanism. In a recent talk at ClDA INC, Gary Bond, a senior policy analyst with the 

IFC, spoke of the curent trend towards BOTs as simpiy the current stop on the PPI 

continuum. Bond expcts to see a dedine in BOTs because of the "transfet' wmponent, 

and a move towards BOOS and full divestiture proje~ts.'~ 

Evolution of Primary infrastructure Providers 

In Iight of increased PPI opportunities, and decreased traditional infrastructure 

opportunities, those firms which, in the past, made it their business to provide engineering 

services, equipment supply, construction, and on-going operation and maintenance 

services to infrastructure projedç, are now being required to adjust to a new way of doing 

business. PPI demands new skills in finance, management, risk assessment. and overall 

project development. Subsequently, traditional infrastructure providerç have had to 

restructure and refocus to be cornpetitive. 

l7 C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized lnlfasbucture: Me BOTApproach, p. 253. 

l8 Gary Bond is a Senior Policy Anatyst in the Corporate Planning Department of IFC. He spoke 
at ClDA on January 30,1997. 



In the past, infrastructure projects were developed primarily by governments. The fims 

providing seMces and supplies to such projects were remunerated on a wst-plus-fee 

basis. In PPI projects, however, a private sedor f im i  or consortium replaces the 

govemment as developer, and the risk of infrastructure provision is downloaded from the 

public to the private sector. With the private sector as developer, f ims providing 

construction seMces and equipment can no longer bill on a cost-plus basis, but are, 

instead, frequenüy required to provide goods or s e ~ c e s  on a fixed-price basis. Further, 

suppliers are no longer selling goods and services for cash remuneration. Rather, they 

might now have to become part of a project Company, or be required to take an equity 

position in a projed in order to secure a supply contract, or accept remuneration in part in 

equity. Infrastructure projects which used to be based on sovereign risk, are now based 

on commercial risk; and, infrastnicture projects which used to be structured on 

transactions, are now structured on relationships. 

There are traditional goods and services supply firms which will chose to remain structured 

as traditional suppliers regardless of changes at hand. This is an adequate strategy as 

long as these fims make such a choice wnsciously, recognizing the industry dynamics, 

understanding that the industry is changing, and being cognizant of where they frt into the 

new induçtry structure. For firms wishing to be cornpetitive within the structure of this newly 

emerging indusby, some corporate readjustment will be necessary. Fims have littfe choice 

but to enhance their management. development, and financial capabilities. PPI 

development requires that firms have intemal capacity to identify, assess, and monitor risk, 

and to CO-ordinate the project from identification, to financial close, to construction, and 

through the operational stage. These are new and specialized skills which are absolutely 

necessary for fimis trying to compete in the PPI industry. Yet, these are skills wtiich the 

fims involved in the traditional provision of infrastructure have not had to possess in the 

past and which are not inherent M i n  them. Management, financing, and development 

skilk will bacorne key sources of cornpetitive advantage in the PPI industry, as important 

as design, engineering, and technical skills. The biggest mistake a firm can make is to fail 

to recognize these skills as unique and outside of their traditional realrns of expertise. 

They need, instead, to recognize that these skills need to be leamed, understood, 



intemalized, and allowed to exist within f ims in their own rights, and not as sidelines to 

someone's design or engineering talents. 

As the private sector takes over the lead role in infrastructure projects. the doon have 

swung wide open for it to push the lirnits of its innovative capauty, particularly pertaining 

to deal and project structuring. While the transition will be painful for some, the dedine in 

gomment projects marks the advent of what should be a rationalized and overall more 

efficient industry. 

In addition to specialned skills, PPI requires that firms have healthier balance-sheets than 

tradiüonal infrastructure providers, as firms must now provide financing to cover 

development costs, equity capital, and stand-by credit guarantees. Infrastnicture is 

increasingly being driven by finanœ, and the resutt of the need for increasing interna! 

resources has been, and w i H  continue to be a tendency towards mergers and strategic 

alliances within and between players in the engineering. supply, and finanœ cornmurtities. 

Some traditional fimis have already restruckired in order to gain ready access to capital 

pools by way of intemaiking such resources, m i l e  others have established strategic 

alliances for such purposes. Fims such as General Electnc and Bechtel have built in- 

house projed finanœ divisions witti capital pools and PPI expertise. Bechtel, for instance, 

has established Bechtel F inancial Services to put pmjed financing together, and to provide 

an intemal equity source for PPI. Much projed finanœ expertise at present exists in banks 

and financial institutions, and, aierefore, the internalization of project financing expertise 

has resulted in a steady fiow of project finance personnel frorn investment banks to in- 

house capital divisions. Such a fiow, however, is not expected to negate the need for 

commercial banks. Açcording to companies such as Raytheon, Bechtel, and ABB, banks 

still have a valued role to play in project financing as providers of market information and 

as conta& to local sources of financing. Also motivating the trend to intemalke financial 

seMces is the significant price of extemal advisors' and arrange& fees. 

The group of projed developen which is emerging as leaders in the industry has corne, 

in part from the ranks d tradiüonal angineers and equipment suppliers. Fluor Daniel. Black 

& Veatch. Bechtel, ABB, Phillip Hohan ,  Momson Knudson, GE, and Rayethon are 



examples of finns which have broken away from their traditional infrastructure provision 

roles, making conscious efforts to became project developers. Those mentioned above 

have made the transition to developrnent with the intent of staying in the project at least 

long enough to seIl their traditional goods or seMces into the project There is also, 

however, another variety of developers emerging. a group which exists for the sole 

purpose of developing projects with the intent of cashing-out as early as possible, such as 

at finanaal dose. Because the development phase of PP1 projects is so risky, developers 

can demand a 20(1400% retum on their development phase investments, making project 

development a lucrative business on its own. 

There are alsd large infrastructure conglornerates which involve themselves in PPI projects 

from "cradle to grave."l9 The Malaysian conglomerate Renong Bhd consists of 13 listed 

companies and 100 related operators. Renong considers itself a one-stop infrastructure 

shop, offering the "full complement of sentices necessary to develop an infrastructure 

project." Renong's involvement in PPI projects coverç project conception, design, 

construction, materials provision, finance, ownership and operation. taking projects from 

development through to transfer. Such companies, however, will likely not be the 

overwhelming trend in the Mure of mis industry. In fact, Smith and Walker have identified 

the continued ioosening of the link between project sponsors and construction contractors 

as one of the primary areas of project structure evolution. Aside fmm those construction 

fims which have expanded into project development. it is becoming less cornmon for 

construction finns to be part of the concession Company. More frequentiy, construction is 

undertaken on a fuced-price, tumkey contract basis. This trend works in the interests of 

both parties. In contracting-out consbuction, project developers can protect themselves 

against construction risks, parüarlady cost overmns and technical risks. And, wnstniction 

companies are, thernselves, endoning their preference for tumkey participation as this 

allows tham to get in and out of projects quiddy, rather than tying-up capital as equity 

investment ln line wiar their traditional way of doing business, they prefer to have financial 

assets available to generate further business. 

l 9  Renong Berhad. Remng: An Inhstmctwe Powerhouse. 



The WB, in its efforts to understand where f ims in this indu* are moving, has identified 

five restmcturing strategies mich have been adopted by PPI-oriented firms. Firsi. fims 

such as France's Compagnie Générale des Eaux have dewloped a municipal fows. Such 

f ims focus on developing relationships and a diverse network of projects. in multiple 

sectors, at the municipal level. The Compagnie Générale des Eaux, for instance, has 

expanded from waterworks "into other municipally oriented senAces such as hospitals, 

cabie television, parking facilities, passenger transport, and urban property development" 

Secondly, Telefonica de Espana has taken a regional focus in its efforts to secure a 

significant share of the Latin American tdecommunicaüons market Such a focus indudes 

building business and political relationships, establishing trust and familiarity, and 

capitalking on knowledge and common understanding of the culture, language, and 

consumer culture. Hopewell Holdings has also taken a regional approach in the Chinese 

market, fostering a network of connections in that country which has won it favour and 

seaired its advantage there. Thidly, some cornpanies are focusing on the development 

of vertical infrastructure. Tribasa, for instance, plans to "develop inter-modal transport 

corridors in Mexico with ports, toll roads, and semice facilities that improve logistics for 

rnanufactunng fims relying on just-imtime delivery methods." Fourthly, some large 

construction companies are deueloping a construction focus, rather than branching out into 

projed financing and development As such, they focus on projects with large construction 

components. Fiffhly, companies induding Enmn have developed a narrow segment focus. 

For Enron this has meant basing its m e g y  around natural gas. and concentrating on gas 

transport and distribution, and on building gas-fired power plants." 

The trend towards PPI has also forced change in the finanual cornmuntty. Whereas 

projects were previously sovereign risks, they are now commercial nsks and banks and 

institutional investors are begnrdgingly taking on some of this new risk. The typical 

breakdown of PPI financing is in the vicinity of 70-80% debt and 2û-30% equity. Pmjects 

Jae So and Ben Shin. The Private Infrastructure lndustry - Company Approaches." 



with higher perceived risk wilt usualty require higher leveîs of equrty in order to give lenders 

confidence to corne on-side. Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 below rdect the debt-equity 

composition of 140 IFC sponsored PPI projects, and illustrate where financing is coming 

from. 

TABLE 1.1: SOURCES OF DEBT IN 1FCSUPPORTED PPI PRWECTS' 

Local Commercial Banks 1 2.7 1 10 

Local Publicly ûwned 
Banks 

, DaW x ûebt %?ce, 
% Of Totd Pmject Costs 

21 

- - - - . -. - - - 

ûebt Source 

Foreign Commercial 
Banks 

ECAs 1 2 1 7 

ûebt (US$ B ) Ï n x  
Supported..Proje- x 

DeM Sawce 

5.6 

Supplier Credits 1 i .7 1 7 

International Bond Issue 1 0-5 1 2 

IFC Loans 1 2.2 1 8 

Other Multi/Bilateral 1 1.3 1 5 

Total 1 $16.1 B 1 61 % 
'Source: IFC. Financing Pn'vate Infmstmctum: Lessons Of Expience, 1996, p. 57. 

TABLE 1.2: SOURCES OF EQUITY IN IFCSUPPORTED ?PI PROJECTS* 

II Equity Source Equity (US$B) in I F C  Equity by Equity Sowce, 1 Svpp~r tedPm~obx 1 AS X ûf Tot.! Pmject 

11 Private Foreign Sponsors 1 2.6 1 10 

II Private Local Sponsors 1 2-8 1 10 

I 
- - - 

11 Intemal Cash Generation 1 4.2 16 

IFC Equity 

Other MulWBilateraI 

1 $40.5 8 1 39% 
'Source: IFC. Financing PnMte Infrast~~ctum: Lessons Of Experience, 7996, p. 57. 

0.8 

O. 1 
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Syndicated loans remain the debt finance mechanisrn of choice; however, the combined 

forces of demgulation, globalization, technology, and innovative thinking are pushing Me 

parameters of financing options and are tempting fimis to venture away from the traditional 

finanang methods. PPI finanang mn be raised from commercial banks; project sponsors, 

contracton, equipment vendon, leasing fims, bond issues, public offerings, secunties 

funds, IFls, ECAs, and development agencies, including CIDA. Commercial banks are 

constrained in their eagemws to participate by the time profile of PPI projects. which often 

require longer ban ternis than commercial bankers are willing ta offer. Pension funds and 

insuranœ companies have emerged as new sources of financing, and seem to provide a 

good maturïty match with the demands of PPI projeds. The large volumes of money 

accessible through pension and insurance funds, along with the lengthy tenures sought 

make them logical partners for PPI projects. However, such funds are often legally 

wnstrained in ttieir investrnent options. They typically have minimal nsk appetite, and can 

often oniy be d m  on in post-constniction phases. Such funds might be best served by 

investing in one of the hundreds of private infrastructure equity funds which have emerged 

in recent years. As such, the investment can be diversified over a variety of projects, and 

the risks reduced. Regulations for insurance funds are loosening, leaving more roam for 

investment in global infrastructure pmjeds. Insuranœ funds in the US can now invest 20% 

of their assets outside of North America. up from 696 in recent ~ e a r s . ~  The appeMe for 

infrastructure inveçtment is significant; as of 1995, Pmdential Insurance had invested $4.5 

B in 100 US power plants. most of which were non-racoune. greenfield projects. The 

cornpany is now looking to invest 10-1 5% of its portfolio in foreign infrastructure projects. 

Bond finanang options are usualty only viable for large projects with strong sponsors and 

clear govemment support. Public share issues have been extended infrequently, though 

they have been used in some high profile PPI cases, including the Eurotunnel and the 

North-South Expmsway in Malaysia, and in some highly innovative ways, such as in the 

case of a sports stadium in Australia. The $678.6 M sports stadium is being constructed 

on a project finance basis for the 2000 Olympics in Sydney. The project wmpany is selling 

" IFC. Financing Private Infiastnrcture: Lessons Of Expenence, p.61. 



two equity products to finance the projecf each of which combines stock and seats. The 

gold package is priced at $A 10.000 and indudes stock, seats for all events held in the 

stadium dunng the Olympics, dub membership for 30 years, entry to most sporting events, 

preferred booking for concerts and other non-sporüng events. and more. More than 34.000 

gold packages were listed for sale but have been slow moving. However, al1 600 un& of 

the platinum package wece snapped up ins tan~y.~  The platinum package includes stock. 

two seats per event listed above, and additionaf perks. 

Just as there is no single right way to approach PPI work. there appears no single nght 

way to stmcture finanang and different pmjed developers are taking different routes. ABB. 

for instance "makes full use of export credit financing for its projects," while "Enron 

constaritly pushes the frontier in tapping capital rnarket~."~ Some industry analysts. 

however, predict that after toying with the innovative, new schemes, financing corne 

full arde. "ln spite of the hype last year sumunding the use of capital markets to finance 

projects, the consensus now is that traditional sources of finance will d~rninate.''~~ 

Evolution of Instifuaional Participants 

lFls have responded to the PPI trend with a variety of tools to facilitate private initiatives. 

Some wices in the finanaal community, however, argue that development banks are stuck 

in a sovereign worid and that multilaterals have had a hard time adjusting to the 

commerciar reality that they can not act unilaterally on projects which are comrnercially 

dtiven and structured. 

Among the developrnent institutions with PPI products are the IBRD, which has loan and 

guarantee facilities for middle-income developing wuntries. The IBRD also has an 

Extended Co-Financing Option. which is essentially a sovereign guarantee it can extend 

* Barry Critchley. "A$10,000 Gets You Stock and Seats." 

Jae So and Ben Shin "The Private Infrastructure lndustry Company Approaches." p. 4. 

Sophie Roel. "When Where, and How Much," p. 116. 



to ECAs. The IDA extends credits to the poorest developing countries at highly 

concessional ternis. The lBRD and IDA can extend loans and d i t s  respecfively to a 

govemment wanting to make an equity investment in a project, to a country wanting to 

provide a pool of capital ta a domestic financier, or to a govemment to finance a 

guarantee. MIGA can offer political risk insurance for threats of war, civil unrest, 

expropriation, and for breach of contract where appropriate recoune is not a~ailable.~' 

The IFC has developed significant expertise and valuable experience in project finance, 

having assisted on 148 projects to date. The IFC has mechanisms to work directly with 

ptivate fims, governments, and banks. The IFC can act as an advisor to the govemment 

or to the private fims inwhred. advising them on risk allocation, project finance stnicturing, 

or contract modelling. The IFC has the capacity ta participate in financing through debt or 

equity, or by mobilizing commercial loans. The IFC's track record in PPI projects is 

exœptional, afthough they admit that most projects are still at very early stages, and they 

recognize their projects not to be average projects (ie. those firms which have the 

wherewithal to approach the IFC and to get through its screening, are typically very 

knowledgeable applicants with good projects). Thus far, only three of the IFC's PPI 

projects have enwuntered serious trouble. In two projects the concessions have been 

revoked, while in another project the local government has had to take over the utilities 

payment obligations. 

ECAs have also developed new approaches and products to deal with increasing project 

finance dernands. Between 1988 and 1995 al1 (3-7 ECAs established project finance 

structures within their organizations. Most ECAs, including EDC, offer debt and equity 

investment in PPI, as well as political risk insurance, and financial advisory services. 

Philippe Benoit. "Miiating Pmjed Risks - World Bank Support For Government Guarantees." pp. 
39-43. 



THE CANADIAN PPI INDUSTRY 

Challenges Fecing Canadian Fims 

Canada does not enjoy a notable presence in international PPI projects. Rather Me 

international sœne is dominated by firms from Hong Kong, Bntain, France, and the United 

States. There are many reasons given for Canada's lack of presence in this industry. 

Some are convincing. 

Some consider Canada's la& of acovrty and success in PPI to stem from a lack of capacity 

on the part of the engineering community, while othen perceive it to stem from a lack of 

uMingness on the part of Canada's financial community to support these relatively nsky 

projeds. According to both a consultant3 report prepared for lndustry Canada in 1994, 

and the 1996 National Sector Team report on competitiveness in Canada's consulting 

engineering industry, Canada's financial institutions are not considered to be players in 

international project finance. Other evidence, however, suggests that Canada has had 

significant experience in project finance and is, in fact, quite active in support of such 

projeds? FM, evidence of Canadian finanang capacity exists in the numben. Table 1.3 

below, sourced from Projeci & Trade Finance, shows that the Bank of Nova Swtia, the 

CIBC, and the Toronto Dominion Bank are actually among the top 20 anangers of project 

finance globally. tikeiy, these tfiree banks made the list on the basis of support to mining 

and telecorn projects, rather than toll roads and waste water treatment plants. However, 

it does, nonetheless, illustrate capacity in this regard, and a willingness on the part of 

Canadian banks to work on doable projed finacings. 

%itially it was intended that this paper would indude a listing of sources of financing availaMe to 
Canadian firms doing PPI projects but it was leamed during the researcti process that lndustry 
Canada was cclrnpiling sudi a listing, thus, that facet of research was removed from the guise of this 
project. 



TABLE 1.3 GLOBAL PROJECT FINANCE ARRANGERS* 
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current wave of project finance opportunities, though, if any rernnants of it remain, they 

should be a good base on which to build domestic advantage today. 

Aside from a perceived lack of finanung options. Canadian capacity is also wnstrained 

by issues of history, experience, and by the small size of the Canadian market and the 

srnall sire of most Canadian f i n s .  The advantage enjoyed by firms fmm countries such 

as Hong Kong, Britain, France, and the US. c m  be largely attributed to the head-start 

afforded them by ainsequence of having the opportunity to hone their skills by doing PPI 

projects in their home countries before exporting such skills. The home country 

opportunities they enjoyed were due to privatization initiatives in these counties, a trend 

which Canada has avoided. In discussions with Canadian fims regarding Canadian 

capacity in PPI projects, the issue of lack of home country experience was constantiy 

being raised as a reason that Canadians kg in Bis fie[d of work. Aside from projects in the 

natural resource based industries, project finance opportunities in Canada have included 

liffle more than a few power generating stations, a bridge, a couple of highways, and an 

airpoR Aside from denying Canadian fimis the oppartunity to develop expertise in PPI, the 

la& of local experienœ has also denied firms the chance to build projects which they can 

hold-up as success stories, to iIlustrate their capabilities when pursuing projects 

internationally. In short, Canadian home country policies unfavourable to PPI have acted 

to insulate Canadian fimis, and, subsequentiy, to rnarginalize them within the wntext of 

the international PPI industry. 

PPI project are not smatl pmjeds, and as illustrated already, international PPI projects are 

being camed out by large international conglomerates with depths of expertise, 

experience, and financial resources which Canadian fimis, for the most part, do not 

possess. This deficit in Canadian resources and capauty formed the basis for a m e n t  

forum held on the challenges faced by Canadian finns in small and medium sized PPI 

pmjects (defined to be projects up to $100 M). One seerningly logical extension might be 

for small and medium sized f ims to target small and medium sized projects. However, 

Nabil Faltas of the IFC illustrated the paradox of such logic, stating that M i l e  such 

projects are more manageable and can be brought on strearn more quickiy, they may be 



considerably ffskier and consequentiy difficuit to finance.*28 The added nsk, acmrding to 

Faltas, wmes from h o  sources. First, there is the fact that small and medium sized 

projeds are usualiy low priorities for govemments and will, thereby, enjoy less govemment 

support. Secondly, there is the issue of scale economies. Simply stated. small PPI projects 

are not scaled-dom versions of large PPI projects. As PPI projects decrease in size, 

development wsts increase as a portion of total project costs, and commercial viability 

decreases, making smaller projects less attractive, more difficult to finance, and less likely 

to be implemented, 

As an alternative to Canadian fims targeting small projects, it has been put forth that 

Canadian firms could work to distinguish themselves on the bases of technology or 

technical cornpetitive advantages? Such a strategy might provide sorne advantage; 

however, it does not negate the issue that deeper pocketts are needed for bigger projects. 

Further, while therie is no question that Canadian technical expertise, particularly in sectors 

such as hydro, rail, and gas distribution, can rival the best in the worid, Robert Tiong has 

proven the technical facets of ?PI projeds to be of minimal importance when compareci 

with the financial aspects? In 1995 Tiong tested the hypothesis that "the ability to provide 

an attractive financial package has a greater impact in wining the concession than the 

projecfs physical design or its technical solution." The study found that, with a few logical 

exceptions, finanaal packages were significantly more important than technical solutions 

in the bid selection process for BOTs. Thus, Canadian fims are not likely to get far 

marketing their BOTs as technical packages wioiout significantly improving the business 

and financial packaging sides of their bids. 

Another problem oft cited by Canadians in reaching to explain Canada's lack of visibility 

in PPls is the difficutty of fonning consortia and developing relationships with business and 

"Kilmo International. Canadian S e ~ c e  Companies and Privatned Inhstructure Prvjects In Non- 
O ECD Markets, p. 5. 

%nt0 Consuitants International Limited. The Stnrcturing and Financing of /nlematiof?al Capital 
Pmjects, p. 57. 

" Robert Tiong, 'Impact of Financial Package Versus Tecfmical Solution in a BOT Tender." 



finance parbiers. PPI work is based on relationships, and developers tend to be very loyal 

to those wÎth whom they have worked successfully. Such relationships need to exist 

dornestically between Canadian partners establishing consortia for project development 

And, such relationships need to exist on the international level for those unable to find 

suitable partners at home, as well as for those not aspiring to project development, but, 

instead, riding the mat-tails of the PPI trend as supplies of goods and s e ~ c e s .  AXOR's 

Yvan Dupont has commented on the diffiwlty he has experienced in forming wnsortia. 

Dupont suggested that logistical bamers to such formations in Canada are compounded 

by the "often incompatible interests, misunderstandings, and different asset strengths* of 

different fi mi^.^' Different risk appetites and arporate cultures have also been cited as 

prohibitive issues in consarüa building. Howiever, since most Canadian firms simply do not 

have the resources to undertake BOTS on their own, there is very litüe ctioice for most 

Canadian fims but to continue working at building business partnerships. Thus, industry 

success in future years will require greater initiatives to fom strâtegic Iinkages, greater 

success in forming wnsortia, and greater efforts in establishing on-going working 

relationships with the finance community. Such logistical coordination could be a 

reasonable point of entry for govemment to provide strategic support to Canadian fims 

with ambitions in this industry. 

One strategic partnership which has been successfully formed for the purpose of 

international power projeds is Canada-China Power. The joint venture was established for 

the purpose of managing and developing power projects in China. It was created at the 

suggestion of the Canadian government to address its concems about being asked to 

support competing Canadian power producen in the cornpetitive and ditfiwlt Chinese 

market. The joint venture company is owned by SNC-Lavalin (40%). AGRA (40%). and 

Aaes (20%). Canadian Highways International Corporation (CHIC) is another permanent 

Canadian joint venture company which has established itself for the purpose of pursuing 

private infrastructure projects. CHIC built the recently opened Highway 407 in Ontario. 

3'Kilmo International. Canadian Service Companies and Privatized Infiastructute Pmjects In Non- 
OECD Markets, p. 8. 



Time and time again blame is cast on the Canadian govemment for not doing enough to 

foster this industry or on the banks for not having the appeMe to finance PPI projects. ln 

a report prepared on this topic for lndustry Canada, for instance, blame for the state of 

Canadian performance in PPI projects was attributed to everything except the effort, and 

performance of the Canadian fims themsehres. Their shortcomings are constantiy written- 

off as functions of history, circumstance, and inadequate govemment support 

mechanisms- While the contingencies of time, place and circumstance have not been 

favourable to Canadian fims, impeding ready and easy access to this lucrative industry, 

in the same breath, there appears also to be a lack of entrepreneurial initiative and 

business sawy on the part of many f ins .  

Many Canadian fims appear to take a haphazard approach to PPI and this is an 

impediment of another sort Canadian fims involved in infrastructure projects should 

make conscious decisions regarding their ambitions and intentions in the context of this 

industry. While such conscious strategy has been enunciated by some firrns, most tend 

to approach projects one at a time, and tend not to discriminate between PPI projects and 

traditional, govemment-led infrastructure projects. Fims need to understand the unique 

aspects of PPI projects and to be congnizant and upfront regarding the role they wish to 

play in the delivery of infrastructure as the new PPI structure of projects takes over t!!e 

infrastructure market. Fims which employ haphazard approaches fail to respect PPI 

pmjeds as a unique grouping of projects. As a consequence they will, over tirne, neglect 

to develop the intemal expertise and skills needed to become successful players in this 

industry, and will limp from one failed opportunity to the next. 

In finding their place, fims, first of all, need to ask themselves whether their goal is to 

sirnply seIl goods and/or seMces to the project; whether they are interested in investing 

financial resources in the pmjed; whether they are willing to supply goods and/or services 

in exchange (in whob or in part) for equity in the project; whether they want to take on the 

role of developer over the long-terni; or whether they want to engage in short-term 

development, cashing-out at financial close. Regardless of which role a fim chwses to 

play, they need ta be able to identify these various mles and the dynamics among them. 

While this might seern simple and obvious, M a t  is, in fact. more often observed is mat 



fimis are approaching PPI projeds essentially blind to the demands of these projects, and 

with the attitude that PPI issues are essentially add-ons wuhich they will deal with as they 

stumble upon them. 

There are some firms within Canada's engineering cornmunity which have established 

explicit PPI sûategies, induding Canada's two largest engineering fims, SNC-Lavalin and 

AGRA Industries Both of oiese fims have resbuch~red in recent years to internalue project 

finance expertise, and both prodaim, by way of #eir corporate strategies, their intentions 

to play the role of developer in some PPI projects. and EPC contractor in othen. 

Interestingly both fims admit having adjusted ttieir focuses and strategies begrudgingly 

and out of necessity. Each prefers the old style of cost-plus-fee projects, but each also 

recognizes that the method of infrastructure provision has changed fundamentally, that 

cost-plus-fee is no longer the nom, and that if they are to be players in the new game, 

they will have to evolve to suit its needs. Furthemore, Le Fonds de Solidarité des 

Travailleurs du Québec has also taken recent initiatives to develop PPI expertise by 

bringing together Quebec financial and technical specialists to find and develop project 

opportunities. These three initiatives will be detailed as examples of Canadians who are 

adapting to the new shape of the infrastnicture industry. 

Example 7: AGRA Industries 

In AGRA's 1996 Annual Report the wmpany states that its strategy is to becorne an 

international player in the market for total, financed projects for government and industry 

clients, by becoming an integrated developer of large financed infrastructure projects. More 

specifically, the stated strategic direction of AGRA's Engineering, Construction & 

Technology Sector, which brings in 75% of the Company's revenues, is to 'identif-, 

stnicture and develop financed infrastructure projects" for customers worldwide, with a 

pnority focus on toi1 highways. and power, and to a lesser exient potable water and 

information infrastructure. The stated methodology for achieving such a goal is through 



internationai growVI, strategic alliances, and the structuring and delivery of innovative 

financing. 

In tems of pmjed finance, AGRA is targeting primarily China and India, but also areas of 

Southeast Asia and South America. In ternis of international growth, AGRA Industries has 

expanded its global operations over the years, and now has 155 offices in 22 countries. 

Geographic expansion has enhanced AGRA's ability to identify PPI projects for 

developrnent; gain market intelligence; source local financing; and to develop strategic 

relations with global infrastructure developers with projects on which AGRA c m  act as 

EPC contractor. 

AGRA's efforts to intemalize project finance expertise have inciuded building a project 

finance division onto the corporation's structure and fonning a strategic alliance with 

Newwurt Credit Group, a large, non-bank financial institution. The Newcourt-AGRA 

alliance was driven, on boa ends, by a desire to combine engineering and finance talents 

in order to get at the growing wealth of project finance opportunities woridwide. Although 

AGRA is a large cornpany in Canadian terrns, as an engineering company it is without the 

deep pockets and investrnent capital needed for project financings and is without the 

appetite to tie up capital in long-term development phases of projects. Newwurt will 

provide capital for sorne projects on which AGRA is acting as developer or is otherwise 

assuming an equity position.32 

In ternis of home country expenence, AGRA was involved in two PPI toll highways. AGRA 

was part of the Atlantic Highways Corporation which built Nova Scotia's 104, the first 

private-public toll road project in Canada, and part of CHIC. which built Highway 407 in 

Ontario. 

aUnless otherwise noted, information regarding AGRA Inc. came AGRA's 1996 Annual Report or 
from an intewiew with a representative of AGRA Industries, held in Oakville on May 9, 1997. 



SNGLaMlin has also restnidured. refoased. and established strategic alliances with the 

goal of enhancing its capacity in, and its market share of project finance opportunities. In 

its 1996 Annual Report, SNGLavalin says it has repositioned itself to become tnily 

multinational and has expanded in-house project finance capabilities in order to meet 

changes in engineering and construction markets. The growing trends SNGLavalin speaks 

of are "privatization of public s e ~ œ s ,  higher demand for complete solutions on a fixeci- 

price tumkey basis with financing induded, and BOOT projects requiring equity 

in~estments."~~ 

SNC-Lavalin has the intention of working as developer on some PPI projects and as EPC 

contractor on others. The company, however, is not coy about its participation in project 

financing, stating unabashedly that the company would prefer just to be the EPC 

contractor, but mat it has been forced to shift focus to project developrnent and financing 

out of sheer necessity. SNC-Lavalin has two new intemal divisions (SNC-Lavalin Capital 

and SNC-Lavalin Equity) responsible for the added dimensions of the work PPI projects 

bring, including finance, management, and development 

The job of SNC-Lavalin Capital is to amnge and structure project financing from ECAs, 

IFls, and commercial banks. The division is also responsible for securing development 

phase money, such as mat from ClDA INC, and for evaluating the econornic and financial 

feasibility of projects which are being considered for development by the company's 

various engineering divisions. The Capital division does not invest money in projeds; 

rather, that role is played by the recently implemented SNC-Lavalin Equity division. 

The equity division was created in recognition of the growing trend towards PPI projects, 

the added cornpetitive pressures it has brought to bear on the industry, and the increased 

need for finanung services which are now required alongside engineering expertise. The 



SNCLavalin Equity dMsion in- in select PP1 projeds meeting four basic criteria. Equity 

investrnents must generate business for the engineering and construction units; provide 

a good return on invesîment; meet stringent risk criteria; and contain a safe exit strategy 

which allows the company to recover al1 capital invested in the project if it pulls out 

prematurely. The equity d~sion's first investment was in the RaMnd diesel power projed 

in Pakistan. SNGLavalin took control of the $A68 M project through a share purchase in 

which Ï t  acquired International Power Corporation, which owns 60Y0 of the Pakistani 

project. International Power Corporation was set up by BC Hydro for its short Iived 

participation in Me RaMnnd pmjectY 

Aside from RaMnnd, SNGLavalin currentiy has interests in a few mini-hydro BO0 projects 

in Quebec and the United States. They also worked on the Ankra Metro system and a 

Canada Post faality, both of which were supposed ta be project finance based but did not 

end up that way. Further, the BOT concession for the Bangkok rapid transit system was 

initially awarded to SNC-Lavalin, though political tumoil and a change of govemrnent 

robbed the company of its opporhinity ever to cary out the w ~ r k . ~  

Example 3: Le Fonds de Solidarité des Travailleurs du Québec 

On the project development side, a recent effort has been initiateci by the Le Fonds de 

Solidarité des Travailleurs du Québec (FTQ) to develop PPI projects for the purpose of 

creating jobs in Quebec and work for Quebec companies. The specific strategy was 

devised based on a recognition that project opportunities at home had dfled up and that 

there was a need to establish a critical mass of technical expertise, and an adequate 

financial base to implement large international infrastructure projects. 

The FTQ has taken the lead in establishing a number of what it calls developrnent 

"locomotives" whose job it is to develop PPI project opportunities. Locomotives are 

%ohn Schreiner. 'SNC Lavalin Buys B.C. Hydro Unk' 

nless othenivise noted, information regarding SNGLavalin came fmm SNCLavalin's 1 996 Annual 
Report or from an inte~ew held on May 20,1997, in Montreal, with representatives of SNGLavalin. 



established for sbategic interests which indude sector specific interests, including airports, 

energy, and hospitals, and country specific interests including China and the Caribbean. 

Each locomotive is compnsed of four or five shareholders, including the FTQ. The 

shareholders in the energy locomotive, for instance, are HQI, FTQ, HMCI, and Boralex 

Shareholders contribute financing to the locomotive to seek out and screen projeçts. and 

to do pre-feasibilii work If a projed is amsidered doable, the locomotive will facilitate the 

establishment of a pmject wmpany to implement the project. The goal of the locomotive 

is to cash-out at financial close and channel its efforts to develop other project 

opportunities. The ultimate goal is that the shareholder companies. and Quebec 

companies in general will benefit from employment opportunities associated with the 

project irnplementation. The FTQ will benefit by acting as financial packager, for fee, in 

project companies formed by the locomotive to implement p r~ jec ts .~  

lnstitutional SuppoR For Canadian PPI Projects 

One is not hard-pressed to condude that history along with the nuances of geography, 

politics, and business culture in Canada have positioned Canadian firms poorly for 

competition in international PPI. Few firms have taken the initiative to transcend the 

inconvenient structural underpinnings of the Canadian situation, and to becorne players 

in this emerging industry. Many fimis seem not to have recugnized the tmly fundamental 

change in the way infrastructure is k i n g  provideci, and seem to be sleepwalking their way 

into obsolescence. In Iight of such, it has been suggested by most involved in this field of 

work that the Canadian govemment should play a more direct and more strategic role in 

supporting the work of Canadian firms attempting to bewme players in this industry, as 

many governments elsewhere tend to do. 

Govemments in some European countries have strategic, targeted, and co-ordinated 

support structures to assist their domestic fims in international infrastructure projects. 

'Information in this sedon was obtained through a meeting on June 17, 1997. with representatives 
some of the Quebec basal companies involved in the initiative. 



Support mechanisms in these countries are both direct and indirect. indirect support 

includes endorsing privatization at home in order to build domestic expertise. It also 

indudes malhg a general envimnment in which such fims can thrive, through favourable 

taxation poliaes, and by faalMing research, development, and innovation. Direct support 

can be effeded via foreign aid policies, export support, government support in identifying 

project opportunities and marketing domestic providers abroad, and via co-ordinating 

domestic efforts. 

It is not the mandate of this researcti to detail the funding policies of other cauntries (such 

information a n  be found in the report prepared for lndustry Canada in 1994, entitled The 

SfNCIun'ng and Finance of International Capital Pmykts); however, it is wortti illustrating 

some foreign support policies for the purpase of understanding the range of support 

mechanisms others enjoy, and for the purpose of gaining insight into how Canada rnight 

be wise to rearient some or al1 of its support policies. Based on the lndustry Canada report, 

Franœ and Germâny were found to have the most CO-ordinated and aggressive support 

mechanisms for local fims engaged in international capital projects, while the Netherlands 

was also found to have a strong support network. 

France, for example, provides support to indigenous entrepreneurs via policies including 

"Iimited taxation of corparate income from abroad, favourable tax on personal incorne 

eamed abroad, relatively low enforcernent of comipt practices act, the provision of bid 

performance bonds and guarantees, and the relatively generous use of cost subsidies, 

bonuses and tax credits for foreign pmje~ts."~ The French also co-ordinate and centralire 

marketing support, targeting specific counûies, and providing a high level of direct political 

support to targeted projects. Financial support is amilable from the pre-feasibility stage 

through export d i t  support and project finance loans. The French use a relatively large 

amount of concessional funds and mixed credits in their capital project support, and are 

quite liberal in their interpretations of OECD guidelines. The French are also commended 

for being able to react quickly to project opportunities, offenng firrns eady financing 

nTo~nto Consultants l ntemational Limited . The Stnrcturing and Financing of Intemational Capital 
Rems, p. 40. 



commitments, and for having the flexibility and capability to be creative in their funding 

pmvisions. French finns also benefit from the vast base of home country experience and 

expertise they have been able to develop in projed finance, due to their long history in the 

industry. 

The USA, UK, and Canada, tend to be much more market oriented in their initiatives, and 

support tends to be less aggressive, less targeted. less wadinated, and govemments are 

less likeîy to intervene with finanaal assistance. The UK has made efforts to develop more 

coordinated support for domestic fimis. In 1993, for instance, the govemment of the UK 

solidified its marketing support intentions by establishing the Oveneas Projed Board. The 

Board, staffed by business people rather than govemment employees, was mandated, in 

the words of the then Trade Minister, to "provide focus and strategy and administrative 

structure to back winners and stop us murdeiing each other to the delight of our 

c~mpeti ton."~ 

Canadian govemment support is, relative to the Europeans', limited, fragmented, and 

unwordinated. At the national level, windows of support for PPI efforts abroad exist 

prirnarily thmugh DFAIT, EDC, and CIDA. Through DFAIT, the Program for Export Market 

Development (PEMD) offers support targeted to small and medium sized fims competing 

in international markets. PEMD has four major elements: Market Developrnent Strategies, 

New-t0-Exporting Cornpanies, Capital Projects Bidding, and Trade Association ActMties. 

Further, Canadian trade commissioners abroad, and Post employees play important roles 

in identifying and following projects, in representing Canadian interests, and in keeping 

Canadian names visible through lengthy project bid cornpetition and earty study stages. 

The work of Canada's trade commissioners was highly praised by fims inte~ewed in the 

context of this research and is considered to be a very valuable asset 

At EDC, support for projed finance has long been amilable within the general corporate 

structure. A recent increase in project finance activity, however, has led EDC to dedicate 

Toronto Consuttants International Limited. The Sbrucfunng and F inami .  of International Capital 
Projbcts, p. 43. 



an intemal division exduskly to projed finance work EDC worked on a number of project 

finance deals through the 1970s and early 1980s. though they were primarily natural 

resourcebased projeds such as pulp & paper, mining, and oil and gas. Project finanangs 

at EDC disappeared through much of the 1980s, but reappeared again in the late-1980s 

and early-1990s. this time with an increased fows on infrastructure. In 1995 EDC 

supported 5 project finance deals. In 1996 business increased significantiy with 13 

pro~ecfs, valued at US$650 M being supported. Just a few rnonths into 1997, EDC reports 

having already surpassed its total 1996 project volume, and having already extended 

alrnost $1 B in projed f inan~ing.~~ 

The ment increase in UX= project financing at EDC was led in the late-1980s and early- 

1 990s by projed opportunities in Turkey, Chile, and Venezueia. Today , Asian opporkinities 

are most numerous, followed by opporkinities in Latin America. Sectorally, EDC's project 

finance portfolio is dominated by telecorn projects. Other strong sectors indude mining, 

pulp and paper, and petrodiemicals. Activrty in traditional infrastructure sectors other than 

telecorns has been minimal. Although nurnerous proposais and inquiries are received for 

EDC support in traditional infrastructure sectors, such as power, few comrnercially viable 

projed opportunities present themselves. For instance, EDC receives inquiries regarding 

support of p-te power projects frequently; however, rarely does one get past the initial 

telephone inquiry stage. 

The portfolio of seMces provided for project finance projects by EDC indudes financial 

advisory setvices for fee, debt and equity financing, and political risk insurance. The 

increase in project financings, and other changes in the nature of international business 

opportunities has forced EDC to revisit some of its financing policies. Though not driven 

by project finance, EDC is revisiting its most fundamental policy - that support is premised 

on the levet of Canadian content in a project. Specifically, the definition of Canadian 

content is evohn'ng to indude research and development benefits, and, of more relevance 

to project financing, the reflow of dividends. 

3glnfomation on EDC in this sedion was obtained during an interview on May 7, 1997 with a 
representative of EDC. 



ClDA is the third whdow of support at Me national level for PPI work in LDCs. Aid 

agenaes are often used by countries to m a t e  new markets and to open existing markets 

for donor country goods and services. Canadian bilateral aid is, however. not structured 

in such a commercially oriented fashion. INC is the primary window at ClDA which provides 

support for PPI projects and funding oppominities for fimis active in this sector. INC 

support is by way of development stage and project implementation funding. The INC 

program occupies an important spot within the swpe of PPI support rnechanisrns in 

Canada. The program has the organizational structure, the resources, the wherewfthal, 

and the visibility to be a hub for PPI development acüvity in Canada. 

The purpose of the lndustnal Cooperation Program is two-fold. First, "INC seeks to 

encourage Canadian firms to become involved in international development." Secondly, 

INC "seeks to ensure that projects have positive impacts on the development of host 

wuntries.* To carry out these objectives. INC shares in the costs fims incur in the study. 

development, and implementation stages of their projects. 

INC is a responsive program which accepts business proposals from Ganadian f i n s  

seeking funding to expand their businesses to the developing world. INC evaiuates funding 

proposals on the basis of predetennined applicant eligibility criteria, as well as on the 

bases of the anticipated developmental impact of the project in the host country, and the 

Canadian benefits to be generated by the project. INC funding allotrnents are detemined 

based on the cost-sharing of eligible expenses. INC accepts proposals under two 

mechanisrns, lnvestments and Professional Setvices. 

INC defines lnvestmients as those in which Canadian firms undertake business in foreign 

countries through joint ventures or licensing agreements. Under the lnvestmnt 

mechanism. a q u a l i i  applicant can receive funding for a viability study, or for particular 

aspects of project irnplementation. Funding allocations are flexible and are a function of 

eligible costs. As a general guideline, a viability study can be supported with funding up 

to about $700,000. Eligible costs are varied, and can include travel, accommodation, 

%IDA INC. 'Preparing a Proposal for the Industrial Cooperation Program.' p. 1. 



wages, and the cost of hiring specialisl to study the gender and environmental facets of 

the project. Funding at the project irnplementation stage is more focusseci, typicaliy 

covering expenses associated specifically with training, or with implementing gender or 

environmental programs. INC assistance for project support is usually up to about 

$500,000. 

Professional Semices projects are those involving senrice contract work, often financed 

by development agencies or banks, or by host govemments. Under the Pmlisssional 

Services mechanism there are three stages for which funding can be sought, the 

preliminary study stage, the detailed study stage, and project implernentation. Funding 

allocations for these three stages typically mn up to $350,000; $350,000; and $500,000 

res pectively . 

There are several eligibility criteria Wich finns applying to INC must meet. To cite just a 

few of these aiteria, a fim must have had annual revenues in excess of $1 M for each of 

the past two years; it must be subject to corporate inwme tax; it must demonstrate that it 

has the finanaal capacity to do the project; and it must have a demonstrable track record 

in the provision of the goods or service involved in the project. INC funding contributions 

in excess of $100,000 are repayable if the project generates revenues of more than $5 M 

in the three years following the last INC payment. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this chapter was to offer the reader some background on the PPI industty 

as well as an o v e ~ e w  of the global and Canadian PPI industries bath at present and as 

they can be expected to evolve into the future. That being done. the greater context has 

been set The remainder of mis paper will involve a theoretical study of nsk in PPI projects 

in general and an analysis of ClDA INC's experience in support of PPI projects in 

particular. 



CHAPTER 2: 
THEORY 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the curent body of literature on PPI failure will be drawn on in order to 

establish an over-arching theory explaining the causes of failure in PPI projects. In 

outlining the theory of PPI project failure, theoretical and practical examples of the types 

of risks which are most frequently identified as being the root causes of the failure of PPI 

projeds will be presented. In aggregate these will stand as a theory of PPI failure. There 

are two reasons that it is important to establish a theory of PPI failure. First. it is important 

because the theoretical framework established in this chapter will provide the basis on 

which INC's PPI experience will be evaluated in Chapter Three. Secondly, it is important 

because it is mis set of PPI risk issues which comprise the theoretical framework which are 

the defining characteristics of PPI projeck and which set PPI projects apart from other 

investrnent projects. lrnplicit in the set of fisk issues which constitute the theory of PPI 

faifure, is an understanding of the very nature and essence of PP1 work. 

Prior to outlining the theory of PPI project failure, however, some thought will be given to 

the second point above, as this has been an issue of dispute during the research process, 

in that some people have chaltenged the daim that PPI projects are a distinct grouping of 

projects. It is the opinion of this author that PPI projects can be considered to be a singular 

grouping of projeds and it is important to gain consensus on this point or else the meaning 

of this research will be lost, as the defined PPI parameters will otherwise seem arbitrary 

and meut reason. In saying that PPI projects are a distinct grouping of projects, it is not 

being suggesting that PPI projeds are special in any respect, rather it is simply being said 

that PPI projects are a definable group of projects. or that PPI projects share cornmon 

characteristics Specifically, the basis on which PPI projects can be defined as a singular 

grouping is on the basis of their çhared sources of failure, stemming from their shared nsk 

issues. While investment projects of al1 sorts will inevitably be subject to some or many of 



the risks to which PPI projects are subject, the differenœ with PPI projects is that by their 

very nature PPI propds will be vulneable to severe man~stations of al/ of these risk 

factors. Whereas many natural resource based pmjects, for instance, will be wlnerable 

to exb-erne levels political risk, they will not likely experience simuitaneous wlnerability to 

extreme levels of commercial, economic, management, and force majbunr risks. A PPI 

project, on the other hand, will, by definition, be subject to extreme levels of politicaVsocial 

and IegaVregulatory and economic and cornmerciai and management and technical and 

fom mejeum risks. This concept cari be easily conceived of if one imagines there to exÏst 

a sale measuring the severih/ of risk for each of the seven risk factors. In the case of non- 

PPI investment projectç sorne risk factors will generate severity of risk rneasures on the 

high end of the scale (for example political risk in the natural resource case above) mi le  

other n'sk factors in these projeds will generate measures on the Iower end of risk severity 

scale. In the case of PPI projects, however, each risk factor will generate a measure on 

the high end of the scale. Thus, the aggregate level of risk in PPI projects will always be 

high, making a severe risk profile a defining characteristic of this grouping of projects. 

The individual risk issues induded in this discussion can be classified in numerous. It is the 

opinion of this writer that the mettiod of dassification most logical for general review is that 

which considers risks as belonging to one of the following risk categories: IegaUregulatory, 

poiiticaUsocial, commercial, ewnomic, management, technical, and force ma@ure. This 

system emerged as a response to a need to classify, generalize, and sumrnarize the risks 

which w r e  identified in the INC experience. Prior to detailing the theory as structured by 

this classification system, several other risk classification systems will be surnmarized in 

order to confimi the validity d the seleded systern. It is apparent that some of the systems 

to be pesented in what follows are more comprehensive and effective than others. Some 

systems fail to force the user to investigate particular high-risk PPI issues because 

categofles are too broad. M e r  times, the categories are very narrow and limiting in sape 

or they neglect entire issue areas al1 together. In reviewing the risk identification structures 

summarized below the reader is encouraged to be conscious of which risk issue areas are, 

and are not, being opened up to the user with each dassification system. 



Risk classification structures by the following authors will be presented, Cari Beidleman, 

Donna Fletcher, and David Veshosky (Beidleman et al.); Walker and Smith; IFC; UNIDO; 

lndustry Canada Consultant's Report; Robert Drake; Clifford Chance; Woodward et al.; 

Kilmo International; and Antonio Dias Jr. and Photios G. loannou. A brief explanatiori of 

the risk category will be offered where deemed necessary for clarification; however, the 

confines of this thesis do not alIow for explicit detail in this regard. 

1. Beidleman et al? 

a devetopment phase 
construction phase 
operational phase 
ongoing risks 

As such, these authors dassify risk primariiy by project phase, though they also recognize 

risks which run through projed phases whiçh indude currency fluctuations and interest rate 

increases. 

2. Walker and Smith42 

financing tisks 
political risks 
technical risks 

Walker and Smith are also wnscious of the timeliness of the onset of various risks. They 

note that risks will increase sharply wi# the start of construction, and will peak in early 

operational years when debt servicing is at its height Implications of timeliness are 

considered quantitative in consequence, rather than qualitative. and are, thereby, 

imprinted overtop of the element-based risk issues outlined above. The authors do note 

that the variance of risks over project phases makes it possible to group risks by project 

stage rather than by element. 

"Car1 R. Beidleman, Donna Fletcher. and David Veshosky. "On Allocating Risk: The Essence of 
Projed Finance.' 



construction and cornpletion risk 
operational risk 
market risk 
non-commercial risk 
force majeure risk 

Similar to Walker and Smith, the IFC also notes that risks will vary over project phases. 

They note that risk wil increase through the construction and project sbrt-up phases, as 

loan exposure increases and peaks. Risk will decline with during the operational phase as 

revenues are generated and debt payrnents are made. 

4. Robert Drake* 

completion flsk 
force majeure risk 
government action risk 

O market and revenue risk 
operating risk 
technology risk 
financial risk 
political risk 
legal risk 
environmental risk 
labour risk 

credit risk 
a construction and developrnent risk 

market and operating risk 
financial risk 
political risk 
legal risk 

UIFC. Financing Private Inihsbucture: Lessons Of Expetience. pp. 68-75. 

URobert Drake. 'A/Iocating Risks in BOT P r o ~ s . '  

4Clifford Chance. Pmject Finance. 



6. Woodward et ai? 

global risks 
elernental risks 

Woodward et al. consider elemental risks to be those specific to a project, induding 

technical, operational, financial, and revenue risks. Global risks are those extemal to, but 

impacting on, the project such as political, legal, commercial, and environmental risks. 

political risks 
country commercial risks 
country legal risks 
development risks 
constructiori/completion risks 
operating risks 

initial planning and evaluation phase 
promotion and development 
irnplementation 

construction risks 
@ operating risks 

supply risks 
e demand risks 

currency risks 
* political risks 

"%. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized hliastnrcture: the BOTApgmach. p. 161. 

"UNIDO. Gukklines riw lnlïasbildue Devebpment Through 8uiûWpe~itte-Transfer (BOT) Projects. 
p. 155. 

qoronto Consultants l ntemat ional Lirnited. The Structun'ng and Financing of lntematbnal Capifai 
Pmjects. pp. 72-73. 

'Baseci on notes for presentation by Peter Kilbum. 



IO .  Antonio Diasw and Antonio Dias and Photios G. loannouS1 

country risk 
force majeure risk 
physical n'sks 
financial Fisks 
revenue risks 
promoting risks 
procurement risks 
developmental risks 
construction risks 
operating risks 

Dias has buiit on the work of Robert Tiong in establishing a risk classification structure, and 

has subsequently gone on to develop a multi-ambute evaluation model (the ûesirabilify 

Model) to try to objectively assess "whether a particular project should be privately 

promoted and whether the potential prornoting cornpany has the capability to do S O . ' ~ ~  

While the model itself is beyond INC's needs for such early developrnent stage 

assessment, it is, nonetheless, an excellent and wrnprehensive guide to understanding 

PPI risk issues in a given project; thus, a brief surnrnary of the mode1 and its benefits was 

considered worthy of inclusion herein and w'll be detailed in what follows. 

The Desirabilify Mode1 evaluates company wmpetency by looking at intemal 

organizational characteristics, production capability, and financial resources and 

constraints. The rnodel evaluates project attracüveness in tems of its candidacy for private 

promotion by looking at prornoting team characteristics, technical evaluation, financial 

assesment, principal's qualifications, and local conditions. The output of the model is two 

scores, one illustrating cornpany capabiiity and the other illustmüng project feasibility. Each 

score reflects the aggregate of the nine country and 14 project attributes under 

consideration, which are outlined in Diagram 2.7. The model assigns a weight to each 

attribüte, Meeting the importance of the attribute relative to the other attributes. Further, 

%Antonio Dias Jr.. PhD thesis, pp. 103-1 13. 

"Antonio Dias Jr., and Photios G. loannou. 'Company and Projed Evaluation Model for Privately 
Prornoted Infrastructure Projeds." 

%Antonio Dias Jr., and Photios G. loannou. 'Company and Projed Evaluation Model for Privately 
Prornoted Infrastructure Projeds," p. 72. 



DIAGRAM 21: DESlRABlUTY MODEL STRUCTURE 

(Source: Antonio Dias Jr. and Photios G. loannou. 'Company and Project Evaluation 
Model for Pnvately Promoted Infrastructure Projects," p. 72). 
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the mode1 assigns each atbibute a worth score refledng the "one-dimensional value of the 

performance level of the attribute as 1 exists for a specific projet3 or ~ r n p a n y . ' ~  

Tests of the rnodel have dernonstrated it to be imperfed in that it is somewhat subjective, 

reflecting biases of the usen. The model was tested on two groups of people, one 

representing industry insiders (consisting of individuals who would view a project from a 

prornoter's point of view) and the other representing industry outsiders (consisting of 

indMduals who would advise on a project without having a direct interest in it).The results 

revealed a bias in that industry insiders assumed a more conservative position. and tended 

to rate projects lower, than outsiders did. However, the mode1 does appear to be a 

valuable tool in that the process of using it requires "the decision maker ta structure and 

separate the important problern dimensions, and provides a clear representation of the 

underlying attnbute levels and values." 

Following consideration by this writer of the aforementioned risk classification system, it 

was concluded that the following structure was most appropriate and would be used to 

frame discussion of PPI risks throughout this thesis. 

legal and regulatory risk 
social and political risk 
commercial risk 
economic risk 
management risk 
technical risk 
f o m  majeure risk 

THEORY OF PPI FAILURE 

Using this mer ' s  preferred risk classification system, cornmon PPI risks will now be 

presented and will, in sum, be considered to consWb a set of explanations as to why PPI 

projects fail. The following survey of risk issues in PPI projects was denved from the 

existing body of fiterature on PPI. This is not to Say that al1 PPI projects will fail due to 

-Antonio Dias Jr.. and Photios G. loannou. 'Company and Pmject Evaluation Model for Privately 
Promoted lnfrastrudure Projeds,' p. 79. 



these issues, but only that these will be significant sources of threat and that appropriate 

risk miogation measures need to be in place to address thern. In aggregate, the following 

discussion of risk should be considered ta wnstitute a risk profile for PPI projects. 

Legal and Regulatvry Risk 

In reviewing the literature on PPI project failure IegaVregulatory and politicaVsocial risks 

were found to be the most frequentfy reported causes of PPI project failure. Legal and 

regulatory tisks manifest thernseh severely in PPI projects because PPI projects require 

specific legal enabling envimnments; they involve the delivery of highly regulated services; 

and because PPI projects are essentially contractual networks. 

Legal and regulatory risks exist at those points where obligations, expectations, and 

responsibilities exist, and where rights are in question. Such risks may exist in ternis of 

specific laws. regulations, and contracts In less tangible tems, such risks can also exist 

in attitudes, and within the contexts of political and legal cultures. PPI projeds involve 

infrastructure in which the govemment has a significant role, stemming from recognition 

of the sector being naturally monopolistic; from safety or security considerations; from a 

desire to evoke equity in distribution, recognizing that these infrastructure units provide 

basic necessities; or from the muttiplicity of policy issues bound up in a single infrastructure 

unit. 

In many E s ,  legal and regulatory traditions and frameworks are immature, incornpiete, 

and fmquently are incapable of mmrnanding the respect necessary to provide adequate 

security to the contractual networks compnsing PPI projects. In transitional econornies 

the= is a la& of familiarity with the concepts of property and with contract law. Many LDCs 

have inadequate dispute setüement mechanisrns, or deny equal access to foreign parties. 

Often, contracting parties will agree to seWe disputes in a neutral temtory; however, 

foreign judgements are not enforceable in many countries. Legal and regulatory risks are 

reduced where legal envimnments are stmng, known, and effective, where there is a 

familiarity with contract law, and where there exist appropriate dispute setdement and 

enforcement mechanisms. 



Legal and regulatory risks account for the downfall of many PPI projects and render rnany 

more projeds unviable from the outset men, private sector provision of infrastructure is 

prohibited by a state's constitution or by other domestic legislation. Thus, there is need for 

legislation to create an enabling environment to permit private sector paftkipation in 

infrastructure. Without the existence of legislation legitimizing pnvate sector activÏty, a PPI 

project runs the risk of being illegal. It has been only within the past 10 years or so that 

countdes have revised their legislative frarneworks by passing BOT laws or by otheNvise 

removing impediments to PPI investment and work Sometirnes this is done at the national 

ievel in the fom of a BOT law covering a number of infrastructure sectors. Among the 

countries with umbrella-like BOT laws are Peru, Chile, Hungary, Turkey, and the 

Philippines. Sometimes an enabling environment can eMst by way of a sector specific or 

project specific law, or as an amendment to a sectoral, national, provincial, or state law. 

This piecemeal approach is more mmmon among the developed worid and was used in 

the UK as the enabling legislation for the DBFO road program. It was also used in the 

Dulles Greenway projet3 where amendments to the State of Virginia's Highway Traffic A d  

were enaded, allowing the Greenway to go ahead as the firçt private toll road in the USA 

in more than 100 years? Enabling environment legislation is good insuance. but projects 

can be successful wittiout it. For example, the Terminal Three project at Pearson Airport 

required oniy a minor change to the Air SeMces Fee Regulation (excluding it from federal 

terminal fees and charges) to enable it to go ahead. 

Legal rïsks can not be wmpletely eliminated through the creation of an enabling 

environment What seem to be enabling laws samelimes tum out to be extra-jurisdictional, 

or are found to be in confiict with legislation from a jurisdictions with shared authority - 
typically different ministries with over-lapping responsibilities. lndia and China are among 

those countries which have caused the greatest legaf and regulatory headacttes for PPI 

investors, and both have long been in the process of enacting BOT legislation. China is 

adjusting its legal framework to be aocornrnodating of BOTS through piecemeal legislation 

wtiile it awaits the urnbrdla BOT law. However, the results of Chinese efforts, aius far, are 

confusing. China's 1994 Power lnvestrnent Provision requires al1 power projects, 

YPrivatisation International. In#?asbuctwe Yearbook 1996, p. 38. 



regardless of capaaty or level of total investment. to be approved by the MOEP and the 

State Planning Commission. "Local autho~es often saw things differently" however, "they 

variousfy denied the existence of such approval requirernents, divined as an exception for 

smaller (under 100 MW) projeds, or sought to apply to local power projects the $30 million 

total investment approval threshold MOFTEC applies for most FiEs in Me coastal 

prov in~es. '~~ 

Issues pertaining to legal risk were among the problems encountered by Enron in its effort 

to establish a gasfired power generating plant in Dabhol (the Dabhol project will be 

illustrated as a case study later in this chapter). A Supreme Court ruling in lndia (not 

related to the Dabhol project) looked at the issue of electncity, and concluded it to be "a 

material resource of the Indian peoples which can ovemde a private right to ownership of 

the means of generatjon and distribution and limit profits so enjoyed.Ia Some argue that, 

hereby, the power purchase agreement (PPA) issued for the Dabhol project violates the 

lndian Constitution as it awards the "people's material resource" to foreign investon. to 

eam profit. 

While the aforementioned enabling legal framework is necessary for PPI projects 

generally, the issuanœ of a ?PI concession is usually the first legaf agreement specific to 

an ind~dual  project which will be sought by a developer. The concession agreement can 

elast either by way of statute, or by way of a ptivate wnbact between the govemment and 

concessionaire. The particulars of the concession agreement must be consistent wiai any 

other impinging legisfation, or the concession stands the threat of being revoked. A sample 

concession agreement drawn up by the IFC to illustrate what one should expect to find in 

such an agreement can be found in the IFC publication entitled Financing Private 

Infrasf~cium: Lessons of fiperience (pp. 1 1 2-1 1 4). 

Often the parameters of what can be induded in the concession agreement and the ternis 

on whidi it can be granted are set in law and are, therefore, not open for negotiation. This 

55John E. Lang and Nicholas C. Howson. 'Generating A Regulatory Frarnework.' p. 23. 

%Kaman Srinivasan. 'lndian Law and the 'Enron Agreement',' p. 11 54. 



indudes issues such as whettier the concession will be awarded through sole-sourcing or 

cornpetitive bidding. W i  increasing frequency, PPI projects are being put out to 

cornpetiüve bid. As Dabhol was India's first ?PI power project, the govemment did not 

have the experience or knowledge to draft bid documents, and, subsequently, decided not 

to use cornpetio\R tendering. The govemments deasion to sole-source the Dabhol project 

was another of that projecfs problems as it Ieft room for the project cornpany to vastiy 

overestirnate project costs, and, thereby, increase tariffs. Much of the inflated cost 

estimates in the Dabhol project benefited GE and Bechtet, who got what even the WB 

agreed was a "sweetheart deal" in the tumkey construction contracts The lad< of legal 

and regulatory standards on which the Enron project was structured left room for 

interpretation and even abuse. 

Other iegal and regulatory risks may anse from questions of land Me, pahculady involving 

squatters or aboriginal people. As an example, the issue of native tiüe ernerged as a 

significant risk for PPI project developers in Australia, subsequent to the irnplementation 

in 1993 of the Native Title Act. The act established a legal basis for land clairns involving 

full property rights or access or usage nghts. The Australian legislation will primarily impact 

on projects on Crown Land, with the result to date being to place a cioud over 

infrastructure and natural resource projects in that country." 

Legal and regulatory nsks may inhibit foreign investment opportunities if there are 

thresholds for foreign participation or other critena dictating the particulars of the 

investment The Vietnamese BOT law, for example. requires that the BOT cornpany be a 

Vietnamese entity? Legal risk may also exist by way of legislated restktions on currency 

convertibility, profit repatriaüon, equity participation, rates of retum, and taxation. Extemal 

legislation such as the Helms-Burton Law also exists as legal risks. though originating in 

a third country. 

. -  - 

-P. Purkayasta. T h e  Enron Caper.' p. 857. 

"Philip Hurst. 'Alternatives For Uncoverable Risks." 

SBPrivatisation International. Infiashructum Yearbaok 1996, p. 165. 



Legaknvironrnental risk is an area of growing concm in PPI projects. There is a need for 

complianœ with existing laws; however, in this area 1 is the emergence of new, unknown 

laws Mich presents even more of a risk Environmental risks can manifest themselves as 

social, technical, or legal issues. The work of well organized environmental advocacy 

groups is contributing to risk gmwth in this area by spreading knowledge about 

environmental pmblems, and by bringing otherwise hidden pmblems into the public forum 

for discussion and action. In some instances, groups such as Greenpeace have faken it 

upon thernsebes to bring legal action against private infrastructure projects when the 

govemment has failed to so act Legai-environmental risks also indude issues of sang 

requirements, operating requirernents (which include such things as obtâining 

authorizations for air emissions, waste water discharges, and noise levels) and 

environmental liability regirnes? In terms of liability, more and more frequently now, 

wrrent operators are being required to clean-up contarninated sites which they occupy, 

regardless of whether or not they contn'buted to the contamination. 

Wrthin the concession company there is room for significant legal risk as well. Such exists 

both between parties to the concession company, and between the concession company 

and extemal paties to the project Legal risk at this level is parücularly critical as it is 

through contractual agreements that risk is aflocated, and that seemingly impossible 

projects are being made viable. Watertight agreements are needed particularly where 

partnerships involve risk allocation. 

Legal risks can also result from real or perceived incornpetence on the part of the project 

developer. Complications of this sort arose in the case of Terminal Three of the Pearson 

Airport project. In this case, Terminal Three Development Corporation6' was granted a 40 

year concession to finance, build, and operate the new terminal building, retail shops, 

restaurants, a hotel, and parking facilities. Construction cost $578 M and Teminal Three 

opened in 1991. Although Terminal Three was described by some as "the crown jewel of 

QBrad Gentry. 'Managing Environmental Pressures,' p. 35. 

@'Huang and Danczkay. Claridge Properties. and Lockheed Air Tenninals of Canada comprised the 
projed company. 



airports," passenger traffic was much lower Vian expeded due, in part, to the wmbined 

effects of the Gulf War and a recession which led Canada to experience the first drop in 

international air travel in a decade." Subsequently. some airport tenants demanded their 

leases be renegotiated, and two retailers actually filed lawsuits against the Airport 

Devdopment Company on the grounds of perceived incompetence in making inaccurate 

passenger forecasts." 

Regulations pertaining to the operation of the infrastructure sector in question may 

constrain technological options, design speafications, supply volumes, tariffs or user rates, 

and maintenanœ options. The most frequentiy observed regulatory risk in PPI projects is 

constrained capacity to set tariff rates, and to adjust tariffs in keeping wi# commercial 

principles. This is particularly problematic in power generation projects. lnfrequently are 

governments willing to compromise on regulations pertaining to user fees or tariff rates. 

There might also be regulations dictating to whom the output can and can not be sold. 

thus, constraining marketing options. 

Legal and regulatory risks are paramount to the success of PPI projects, and are a primary 

reason that projects hil to proceed or fail to mach completion. Based on the immense level 

of risk in legal and regulatory aspeds of PPI projects, there is need for exclusive, detailed 

consideration of the legal and regulatory frameworks within which a project must operate, 

induding considerab'on of points ranging from the grander issue of a nation's constitution. 

to unforseeable issues such as future environmental legislation, and to project speciftc 

issues such as the flexibility of tariff rates. 

Political and Social Risk 

Political risk can manifest itseif severely in PPI projects because the choice to go the PPI 

route is realiy a govemrnent policy choice. In this case the choice of goveming instruments 

%. Walker and A.H. Smith. Privatried Inliastnrctwe: the BOTAppach, p- 221. 

"In April 1997. just 5 years into the concession, the consoitium decided that Terminal Th- was 
no longer a strategic asset and sold the terminal to the non-proffi, Greater Tomnto Airport Authonty 
for $719 M. Source: AIan Toolin. 'Sale of Terminal Won7 End Pearson Suit.' 



involves a highly sensitive policy area involving the provision of seMces of strategic 

importance and basic necessity, with multifaceted policy implications induding being 

instruments of state sovereignty, secunty, intemational prestige, and domestic pride. This 

leaves plenty of opporlunity and sufficient motive for political intervention in PPI projects. 

Political risks are essentially government actions or inactions, which impact on projects. 

The risks are essentially functions of political will and motivation. Political fisks exkt at the 

nurnerous points at which the projed links back to the govemment Such junctures of 

potential vulnerability include concession agreements, licenses, pemits and regulations. 

Alas, legal and regulatory risks can be present as political risks in that the govemrnent has 

a capaaty to enad changes, at will, which could translate into nsk and project failure- PPI 

projects also face unusually high levels of political risk due to systemic instability and the 

potential for dramatic and rapid poliocal change, parüculady in LDCs. There is also political 

tisk in PPI projects in as much as they exist as vehicles of social, economic, and military 

seainty and policy, and as bastions of domestic and international prestige. Political flsks 

can indude boycotts by supplier wuntries. Political risks can also inciude the threats of 

nationalkation and expropriation, be they creeping or outnght The Suez Canal, for 

instance, was nationalized by the Egyptian govemment, as was the Bangkok Second 

Stage Expressway by the Thai govemment. 

The Bangkok Second Stage Expressway project was to be Thailand's fint BOT project. 

In 1988 a 30 year concession for the road was granted to the Bangkok Expressway 

Company (BEC), led by Japan's Kuagai Gurni. The agreement gave BEC the rigM to set 

toll rates, (tolls were to be shared with the govemment, which would receive a 40% share) 

and BEC was also guaranteed a share of Me toll revenue from the already operational 

First Stage Expressway. Financial close on Me $1 -1 B project was reached in 1989 and, 

by al1 accounts, the pmject was considerad to have minimal political risk because the Thai 

govemrnent had a particulariy good reputation in its dealings with international business 

interests. But, as construction proceeded the project fell victim to a senes of politically 

motivated disputes, tuming the project into what some have called "the worst 



disappointment for Asia's pmjed finance ~ommun i t y ,~  and 'an object lesson in chaos.* 

Contrary to its contractual obligations, the State Expressway and Rapid Transit Authority 

(ETA) decideci the toll rate should decrease by 33%. Ne* the ETA decided that Thai law 

did not allow public-private shared operation of roads and refused permission for BEC to 

operate traffic control and m e  openrti~ns.~ Due to the msultant delays. the guaranteed 

project completion date lapsed, and the 41 banks financing the project suspended their 

credit Subsequantly, a court order forced BEC b tum the road over to the ETA essentially 

nationalking Thailand's first BOT effort 

Another example of political risk is the case a 1,200 MW power project in the Philippines. 

Bids were tendered for the power project and Consolidated Electric Power Asia (CEPA) 

was ddared the winner through a cornpetitive process. Shortly after being declared the 

winner, however, CEPA was disqualified because of its links to Westinghouse. 

Westinghouse was under boycott by the Philippines in relation to accusations of 

malpractice in conjuncti'on with a nudear project the wmpany had worked on in that 

countq?' The most famous case of political risk is the case of Enron's Dabhol power 

project. The Enron risk issues are presented in a case study later in this chapter. 

White political risk is a significant source of vufnerability in LDCs, some of the best 

examples of it being realized actuatfy corne from OECD country projects. Changes of 

govemment constituted detrimental political risks in the case of Tenninals 1 and 2 at 

Pearson Airport, and in the case of the Eurotunnei. In Britain, political support for the 

Eurotunnel projet3 was abandoned in 1975 with the Labour Party eledon victory. Similarly, 

the defeat of the Consewative govemment in Canada, in 1993, ended private sector 

ambitions to revitalize Tenninals One and Two of Peanon Airport. In the Peanon Airport 

case, the Mulroney govemment had announœâ plans for privatized redevelopment of the 

wMingay, Helen. 'Life Gets More Difficuit for Export Credit Agencies.' ProMt Finance International 
Yearibook 1994, pp. 12-1 3, 

qony Shale. 'Are Asian Projeds All That Entidng?' p. 93. 

v o n y  Shale. 'Are Asian Projeds Ali mat Enticing?' p. 93. 
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two terminafs in 1990. In 1992, a formal Request for Proposais was announced, and in 

Decernber of that year Paxport was the concession to undertake the $700 M 

redevelopment scheme. The tiùeral opposition in Parliament at the time opposed the plan 

on three grounds. First, in tens  of demand, they saw no urgency for such a pmject 

Second, they believed the projed should be tumedover to a municipal authority. as had 

been the method of choice elsewhere in Canada (induding Calgary, Montreal, and 

Vancouver). Third, they saw the selecbion of Paxport as partisan, based on the fact that 

its major shareholder, Don Matthews, was a prominent Conservative Party supporter. 

Regardless of the opposition, the Conservatives proceeded to sign a 37 year concession 

with Paxport just two weeks prior to a federal election which the govemment was cleariy 

going to lose. Following the election, one of the new Liberal governrnent's first initiatives 

was to suspend Paxpoes contract and review the deal. The review conciuded that 70 

leave in place an inadequate contract, anivled at wittr such a flawed process and under the 

shadow of possible political manipulations, is unacceptable," and in December 1993, 

Paxport's contract was cance~led.~ 

In the consultant's report prepared for Industry Canada, the authors outline methods to 

mitigate political risk which indude identifying a high level of political will for bringing in the 

pnvate sector and acquiring political champions in both the home and host countries. 

Walker and Smith, however, note üiat in developing countries there is significant "volatility 

of promises given under strong personal inf luen~e.'~~ Thus, mi le  political support is 

undoubtedly necessary, a project should be rooted in need. and buik with political 

connections on solid economic, social, and political foundations. 

Along with political risk, and actually a sub-sector of it, is social risk. Social risks include 

riots, strikes, civil unrest, religious turmoil, war, and terrorism. Social risks also exists where 

there is a perception by the public of bad faith on the part of the govemrnent or the pnvate 

sector. particularly in regards to tariffs or user fees which may be perceived to be 

excessive w be believed to have been negotiated against the public's interest. Social nsks 

%. Walker and A.J. Smlh. PriVatried hitasbvctum: the BOT Approach. p. 221. 
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can originate in the host country or in a third country. For instance, a strike or other 

dismption in production in a country supplying inputs to a project wuld delay receipt of 

such inputs, delaying the construction process. The impact of social unrest wnstituted a 

level of risk which effecovely stalled implementation of the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Zhuhai 

Superhighway- The 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre delayed the Superhighway pmject 

by causing a two year delay in loan syndication. 

Commemial Risk 

A review of the PPI literature demonstrated that commercial risk tended to manifest itself 

severely in PPI pmjects because of the facts that PPI projects are lirnited-rewurse projed 

financings being camed out by single-purpose companies; because of the hybtid public- 

private pnnciples on which they operate; because of the Iimited market options; and 

because of the very lengthy projections required for commercial viability assessrnents. 

Commercial risks are risks wtiich compromise the commercial viability of PPI projects by 

di- interrupting a project's revenue siream. Virtually al1 risks discussed in this chapter 

compromise commercial viability; however, rnost do so indiredy or through secondary 

means. While al1 projects (PPI or othenrvise) undertaken in LDCs will be subject to similar 

revenue or commercial risks, these risks are magnified in the case of PPI projects due, in 

part, to the long Iifespan of such projects, and the lengthy petiod between the tirne the 

project begins, and the time positive revenues are realized. PPI concessions are typically 

in the vicinity of 30 years, a lengthy projection period for revenue streams in any 

environment. And, concessions much more lengthy than the 30 year average are not 

unheard of. The Eurotunnel, for instance, was undertaken based on a 55 year concession, 

and the Suez Canal involved an unusual100 year concession. 

Commercial revenue for a BOT project requires suffident market demand both at present 

and over the Iife of the project Although this may seem obvious enough, evidence has 

demonstmted there to be a need to point this out For example. a potential hydro project 

in Asia, is currentiy on hold because, with the additional energy provided by that project, 

the host country will have an energy surplus. Not surprisingly, the project company is 



having a 'fficult time securing finanang. The long-term market dernand will be particularly 

difficult to gauge if the project involves provision of a service, or use of process 

technology, which might becorne dated or obsolete. Technological change can also result 

in a substitute good or sewice rnaking the market for the original infrastructure obsolete. 

For example, the advent of the automobile ended the commercial viability of concession- 

based raihvays and canals in the USA. 

Commercial success will also be a function of market stnrcture. Market dernand will 

manifest itself differenüy depending on the infrastructure sector in question, the nature of 

the output, and what purchase arrangements are in place. Projects with cornplex output 

markets (or many buyers) such as transport projects, face greater nsks in ternis of demand 

variations than do those with simple output markets, such as power generation facilities 

which typicalty have one or few off-takers, and which usually have long-terni take-and-pay 

or takeor-pay agreements in placa. Subsequently, in the event of an economic downtum, 

the quantity of riders on a transport unit will dedine, decreasing the revenue Stream for 

that transport unit. The same economic effect, however, will be less apt to impact on most 

power projects, wherein parties to the PPA will remain locked into a binding off-take 

agreement This is changing, however, as merchant power (being those without binding 

PPA agreements) are beginning to take the place of ttie more traditional and secure plants 

built with solid off-take agreements. Also relevant to commercial success is ensufing a 

credhrthy custorner. One fim which was intervieweci during the course of this research, 

listed this as the most critical risk in project finance. If there are any doubts about the 

creditworthiness of the off-taker, there should be credit facilities or guarantees in place to 

mitigate the risk. 

Commercial risk can also stem from poor demand forecasting, the fate which befell 

Mexico's toll roads effort, the history of which is recounted later in this chapter. It is 

parüailady diicuft to estimate market demand for transport infrastructure with any degree 

of accuracy. Telecom projects have, theoretically. a similar susceptibility; however, with 

demand so strong worldwide they have, thus far, avoided such pitfalls. Commercial risk 

resulting h m  overly-optirnistic demand projections were problematic for the operaton of 

Teminal Three at Pearson Airport where revenues were well below what was anticipated 



(see IegaVregulatory risk &on for further detail). Poor demand projections. however, do 

not aiways have negative results. The Hong Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel, for instance, 

benefited from paor traffic-flow forecasting. In this case, higher than anticipateci trafic 

fiows. (combined with a number of other positive occurrences such as low interest rates, 

and a devaluation of the pound sterling) allowed the project to be a stellar success, with 

debt fully repaid within five years. and positive revenue fiows accniing thereafter." 

Regardless of how accurate initial demand forecasts are, deregulation or liberalization 

efforts could have equally de~stat ing impacts, bringing unforseeable cornpetition and 

compromising commercial viability. Deregulation could indude such things as a decrease 

in impoR quotas or tam.  or sirnply the opening of a sector to campetition. In sorne cases 

developers can obtain "no second facility guarantees" as a hedge against unexpected 

competing infrastructure units. 

Another revenue risk pertains to output pricing. In very few instances is the project 

Company permitted to control tanffs or user fees. Fees are usually condition of the bid or 

of the concession agreement and cm rarely be increased without govemment 

authorization. There have been a few PPI concessions in which the concessionaire was 

granted the right to set user fees. Three such projeds have been the Eurotunnel, Terminal 

Three at Pearson Airport, and Canada's new Highway 407 toll road which is actually 

premised on the use of flexible tolls to control traffic flow. The lack of control over pricing, 

which is the more common experience, means the infrastructure can not respond to market 

signals and as such can not operate on proper commercial principles. However, control 

over pricing can be a mixed blessing. as it was in the case of the Eurotunnel. Price 

fleibility for the Eurotunnel allowed for head-on pr ia cornpetition with feny traffic resulting 

in a pr ia  war which has driven Eurotunnel user fees down to an unsustainable and 

unprofitable level. 

If a pmject cornpany is impeded from delivering its goods or services to market, a project 

will not be commercially viable. regardless of dernand. Physical barriers to markets can 

"'C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privafried InfiastNctum: Me BOT Apmach. pp. 203-212. 



inciude insuffiCient connecting infrastnicture. Ports and airports, for instance, need efficient 

connecting roads or ra ihys if astomers are to use them. The Eastern Harbour Crossing 

(a tunnel ninning fmm Hong Kong to the Chinese mainland) was unprofitable for its first 

year of operation, until the associated 4 km Tate's Cairn Land Tunnel was completed the 

next year, rnaking the EHC more readily accessible and, thus, commercially viable. Also, 

an infrastnrcture unit might be impeâed in its constniction or operational progress by a lack 

of necessary inputs such as water, power, or ail. In the case of India a limited number of 

fuel supply allocations were made by the govemment, and anyone intending to build a 

gas-fired power generating station in lndia in the near future will need to have a fuel 

allocation already assigned. 

Finally, revenue risks can accrue from cost ovemns in construction, bringing dire and 

lasting revenue consequences. Cost ovemrns may be the fault of the construction team, 

the fault of unforseeable mmplications, or the fautt of govemment decisions to alter project 

spdcations late in the project Interestingly, IFGassisted projects have experienced cost 

under-runs. Out of 48 IFGsupported PPI projects which have been completed, 80% were 

conduded at an average of 3% under budget (in canb-ast to publidy provided infrastructure 

which nins at 10-23Y0 over-budget). The IFC credits the wst  under-runs to the use of 

fixebprice, date-certain construction contracts. the use of bonuses and penalties. and a 

devaluation in the value of the US dollar." Another cost ovemn mitigaüon method is to 

require completion or performance bonds. 

The IFC's database of PPI projects stands as somethiog of an anomaly in ternis of its 

incredible success rate in completing projects below cost. There are, in fact, many PPI 

projects to draw on as examples of what cost ovemn can do to the commercial viability 

of a project For instance, Hopewell Holdings's cost ovemns on the construction of the 

Guangzhou-Shenzhen Supehighway neariy devastated the giant developer. Design 

changes and technical problems resulted in $717 M in cost ovemns on the $1.2 B 

"IFC. Financing hivate Inniistructure: IFC's Lessons of Expemnce, p. 25. 



projectR HopeweII was responsibk for the cost ovemns, increasing its funding p d o n  of 

the projed from 17% to 45%. and subsequently forcing the developer to seIl up to 30% of 

the Supehighway project cornpany." The Eurotunnel also experienœd massive cost 

ovlemns, with final project costs doubling original cost estimates. However, construction 

uncertainty was expected in this case, ruling out the use of fwed-price construction. and 

the project company and banks were left to deal with the consequences. 

Aside from the risk mitigation methods already mentioned, such as performance 

guarantees and tum-key construction, other revenue risk mitigation measures have also 

surfaced, partiwlady in the transport sectors. Revenue risk mitigation measures for road 

projects haw included shadow toll systems, or gaining rights to adjacent property for the 

purpose of providing complernentary seMces such as gas stations and shopping centres. 

Further. where there are existing revenueproducing assets, parallel or complernentary to 

a proposed PPI project, there are instances wherein arrangements can be made to tum 

over the existing asset to the PPI project company, or simply to divert a portion of the 

existing asset's revenues to the new project company, such as was the case with the 

NorbSouth Expressway project in Malaysia where sponsors were given the right to eam 

tolls from the eMsting 300 km expressway. Similady, in the case of the Sydney Harbour 

Tunnel sponsors were granted the right to takeover operation and revenues of the already 

exisüng Sydney Bridge.74 Furthsr, regulations can be established to encourage use of the 

new infrastructure and assure revenue streams, such as legislating that commercial trafic 

must use a new tdl mad rather than already existing, public roads. In the case of Canada's 

recently complete faed link bridge connectjng PEI to Canada's mainland, femy traffic was 

temiinated when the bridge opened, ensuring bridge operaton a monopoly on the crossing 

trafflc. 

72Lo~ise Lucas. 'Hopewell's Chinese Torture." 
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In all, several factors contribute to the fact that these very risky pmjects are being forced 

to assume commercial risk, but to do so without the advanbge of being able to operate 

on a full range of commercial principles. Subsequently, they are very risky projects from 

a commercial perspective. 

Economic Risk 

Economic risks manifest themselves severely in PPI projects because of the fact that they 

are very large projects, the finance tenns are longer than average, and because of the 

lengthy duraüons over which economic projections must be made. As such, the impact of 

economic nsks is magnified in cases of PPI projects. 

Economic risks indude exchange rate devaluations, interest rate increases, and inflation, 

each of wtiich can make project debt more costly to the borrower. While there is not a big 

difference in many of the risks facing PPI projects in LDCs, as wmpared with projects in 

the industrialized wrid, these economic risks are exœptional and wiII manifest themselves 

much more severely in W s .  LDCs typically lad< appropriate mechanisms and institutions 

through which funds can be raised locally; and loans are usually denominated in the 

relatively stable currencies of the industrialized worid, while revenues are most often 

gamered in volatile LDC currencies. As such, LDC PPI projects will be highly wlnerable 

to inflation. interest rate increases, and devaluations. As such, toll roads. tunnels. bridges. 

and urban mass transport projects will likely incur more economic risk than power 

generation, water, waste. sewemge, port, and airport projects. This latter group of projects 

typically benefits from being able to seIl to industrial customers where payment might be 

arranged in foreign currency or to govemments where exchange rate guarantees or hard 

currency payments are some times available. 

Other economic nsks indude cumncy convertibility. foreign exchange shortages, and 

restrictions on profit repatriation. Methods of mitigating economic risk indude govemment 

guarantees that foreign exchange will be made available. and guarantees against local 

currency fluctuations. Efforts to limit debt exposure and the use of escrow accounts can 

also be of benefrt to guard against aconomic risk An esaow account with a six-month debt 



resem which was established for a wastewater treatment plant in Mexico proved a useful 

safegwrd following the Peso Crisis in 1994.75 Even more useful are off-shore, foreign- 

denorninated escrow accounts. 

Technical Risk 

Technical risks manifest thernsekes severely in PPI projects in large part because of their 

intricate involvernent with, and dependance on, the natural environment - a road, for 

instance, on the terrain; a hydro project on the water flow; or a tunnel on the ground rock. 

Technical risks are at their height during the construction period; however, such risks are 

also implicit in operational and maintenance issues. Standard and Poors wnsiders 

technological risks to be often "misinterpreted and systematically under-assessed, 

especially in construction, management, logistics, subcontracting and long-terni 

operations and management." Standard and Poors blames this on the use of financial 

experts on technical issues, and suggests technical risks should be assessed by 

independent third parties.'' 

The technical risks during construction Vary depending on the nature and location of the 

project. Technical risks can include adverse soil, rock, or ground conditions; emneous 

geological or geotechnical exploration; or inadequate hydrology. Construction of a power 

generation station is less risky in this regard than sarnething Iike the Eurotunnel, wherein 

a great deal of uncertainty had to be factored into designs prior to construction, in order 

that safety decisions could be made as the project proceeded. 

As mentioned eariier, Hopewall's superhighway from Shenzhen to Guangzou succumbed 

to technical problems. In this case, the Pearl R k  &Ra aiea proved too soft, and the road 

had to be elevated for an unexpected (and msüy) 30 km. Also, late recognition of the 

predominance of bus travel necessitated that Hopewell redesign nine interchanges and 

''IFC. Finaming Private Infiasbucture: Lessons Of Ekperience. p. 71. 
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equip aiem with parking, muhi-storey bus stations, and build more access roads to nearby 

toms. 

Technical risks can also pertain to equipment and technology. Equipment failure, damage, 

or inwmpatibility with exMing facilities and seMces al1 constitute potential technical risks. 

Relianœ on untried or untrue technology is also risky and was one of the problems which 

delayed the opening of Highway 407. Because technological risks are largely related to 

construction activity, and the propensity for such risk is largely wncentrated in the 

construcüon phase, much technological risk can be mitigated (in the view of the developer) 

by passing d o m  such responsibilities to contractors and sub-contractors, and ensuring 

success and ampliance through completion and performance bonding requirements. 

Management Risk 

Management risks manifest themselves severely in PPI projects because they are camed 

out by consortia rather than individual fims, and because the essence of such projects is 

optimal risk allocation which is a function of management. 

Management risks in PPI projeds usually stem from not allocating risk optimally, and from 

not defining project partiapanfs d e s  adequately. Eurotunnel has been much criticized for 

its decision to award construction work to a single consortium. In retrospect, popular 

opinion is that responsibility for electronics work should have been separated from 

responsibility for civil engineering. rather than allocating the mole package to TML. '7ML 

companies are experienced at digging holes, but they don't have much experience with 

signalling software and telecoms, wtiich have al1 been subcuntra~ted."~ 

Poor project development and management can result in a project never being completed, 

or at least in poor performance, service quality, operation, or maintenance of the facility. 

Further, a failure to structure the project well might lead to financial weakness or 

bankruptcy. And, if the project company defautts on its debt payments, or if the original 

"Rosernary Bennet. 'Morton's Folly.' pp. 62-3. 



investon seli-out their equity, a project which started out with seerningly appropriate 

management rnay undergo a signifiant and detrimental management changes at such a 

juncture. A final issue of management risk involves the inclusion of a supplier as an equity 

investor in the pmjed company. It has been suggested by some (though others disagree) 

that suppliers should not be equity investon because they create a conflid of interest A 

supplier is interested in selling equipment or seMces at the highest price possible. An 

equity participant. however, should be interested in getting the best price on equipment 

and seMces for the project company. Thus, a supplier as equity participant rnay be 

operating with two conflicting directives. 

Force Majeure Risk 

Foroe mapue fisk manifests itsetf severely in PPI projects because they are implemented 

by singlepurpose companies. and the project cornpany's assets are highly concentrated 

in one physical location. 

Force majeure risks are unpredictable and exceptional events outside of the control of the 

main parties. Force majeum risks can include natuml disasters or political or social 

complications of signifiant magnitude. According to Antonio Dias, instances of force 

majeure have a small Iikelihood of happening but bring huge consequences with them. 

Natural disasters include fhings like fioods, fires, earthquakes, mud slides, or tomadoes. 

Social and political f o m  rna@um risks indude things such as sabotage, epidemic, war, 

riots, or revolution. To be considered force majeun?, rather than social risk, such events 

must be catastraphic in magnitude and must be out of the control of the PPI participants. 

F o m  majeure events of the political and social nature rnay occur in the host country, or 

rnay ocair in a third country. For instance, a war, or revolution in a supplier country cuuld 

interrupt the fiow of necessary ?PI project inputs. 

While force majeure risks stand as threats to al1 business endeavours, the threat of nakiral 

disaster risks are more threatening to PPI projects than they are to most other projects. 

Because PPI projects are undertaken by singlepurpose companies. assets are highly 



conœntrated, making the potential impact of a natural disaster that much greater. Lenders 

are not willing to assume fom majeum risk The risk burden can sometimes be insured 

by MlGA or transferred to the host govemment In the case of the Shajiao B power plant, 

for instance, the govemrnent of China set aside an emergency loan facility to ensure 

against force majeum. 

CASE STUDIES IN PPI RSK 

To compliment the preceding theoretical discussion of risk, this thesis will now put this 

discussion of risk into a practical context by briefly summarize three PPI case studies, 

focussing, in each case, on the risk elements which were the sources of trouble. The case 

studies to be reviewed are Enron's Dabhol power project; the MeMcan National Toll Road 

Program; and the Eurotunnel. This compliment of projeds has been selected for profile 

because they offer insights a variety of risk areas, in a diversity of countries. These three 

case studies will be followed by the presentation of Hopewell's Shajiao B power project, 

a successful project which illustrates effective PPI risk management. 

The Dabhol Power Pmject - A Study of Poliüc8ld Social Risk 

Enron's Dabhol Power Project is one of the rnost vivid illustrations of the potential 

magnitude of PPI risk The Enron project will be operational one day. but until then 1 will 

stand as an educational case study in social and political risk. Details of the Enron project 

will follow. but, to put it conasely, as of 1995 the pruject was perhaps best desaibed in the 

following quomon, %esides Joshi's political gymnastics, the project has been battered by 

bomb blasts. plagued by riots. It has been through 30 govemment agencies, 170 formai 

approvals. nine court cases. and 39 rnonths of gnielling negotiations, and the end seems 

no ne are^"^^ 

In the early 1990s India's econorny neareci crisis. Not unrelated to this. the domestic power 

industry was plagueû by inefficiency. Blackouts were cornmonplace; 40% of the power 

"Ben Edwards. 'The Mugging Of Enron.' p. 28. 



generated was being lost in transmission; and domestic industry was operating at only 50- 

60Y0 capacity, due to the power ~hortage.'~ To deal with Me energy problern, the lndian 

govemment decided to liberalire the power sector in 1991. "Private developers, both 

lndian and foreign, would be pemitted to finance, build, and operate independent power 

projects with no restrictions on foreign equity owner~hip. '~ The private sector response 

to the lndian liberalkation initiative was stand-offish. Thus, lndian bureaucrats travelled 

about to spread word of the industry's new openness. Within rnonths, Enron International, 

of Texas, had signed a Memorandum of Understanding to build a 2,015 MW, gas-fired 

power plant, in Mahatashm State, for an estimated cost of more than $2 B. Enron took 

the lead in the highpowered consortium, the Dabhol Power Corporation (DPC), formed to 

undertake the project. Bechtel, GE, and the Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) 

also came on-side as equity participants. At the time of signing, the Dabhol project was 

"the largest single foreign investment ever axnmitted in India, and the biggest independent 

power pmject in the ~ o r l d . ' ~  Dabhol was to be a flagship project, syrnbolic of India's new 

openness. The oft difficult to negotiate PPA was signed with relative ease in 1993, 

wmplete with a counter-guarantee from the central govemment to protect Enron against 

the poor creditworthiness of the state electricity board. However, soon afterwards, a 

multifaceted sub-plot of trouble developed at the political level, rooted in the etched-in- 

stone social divisions in India. 

The Dabhol project wntained potential seeds of discontent on seveal levels. Fi&, the 

lndian govemment had previously approached the WB to consider funding the Dabhol 

project In early 1993 the WB presented its findings to the govemment of India. The WB 

study concluded that Enron's Dabhol projed was not the least-cost choice for power in 

Maharashtra State, and that a LNGbased project was not recommended by the WB. The 

WB'S criticisms would resurface and serve as ammunition in the political turmoil soon to 

follow. Second, power has long been subsidized in lndia as a tool of social engineering, 

and low-mst power was a key factor in the success of India's Green Revolution. Private 

%shok Mubayi. 'Social Mores And The lndian Power Paradox,' p. 34. 
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sedor participation in power was seen as necessarily increasing power rates. Thus, the 

combination of high voter tum-out, typical of lndian politics, and the huge block of 

agricultural voters used to subsidized power rates, meant that if not played carefully, the 

private participation initiative wuld be political suicide. Third, the Dabhol project was 

potentially volatile in that it pemitted FDI in a country historically averse to FDI, and it did 

so by bringing in the most threatening fom of FDI - the biggest and best of American 

capitalism - Enron, GE, and Bechtel. Furthemore, the government's counter-guarantee 

represented a willingness by the lndian central govemment to act in favour of foreign 

private interests. 

These seeds of disamtent came to fruition in the 1995 election campaign as they becarne 

fault lines along which social divisions were played for political purposes. During the 

election campaign, the BIPIShiv Sena alliance played-up the friendly affiliation between 

Enron and Sharad Pawar, an influential Congress Party member, and Dabhol supporter. 

Enron was portrayeci as a product of American capital out to exploit the lndian people; the 

WB report was held up as proof. For BJP/Shiv Sena the Dabhol project became a "useful 

stick with which they could beat Pawar. Enron, big and Amencan. was a soft target.ld2 In 

a case of pure political opportunisrn, the BJPiShiv Sena coalition successfully used Dabhol 

to nurture underlying nationalist sentiments, fears of economic liberalization, and foreign 

paanoia. Pawar lost the election and within days, Shiv Sena Chief Manohar Joshi set-up 

a projed review cornmittee. The cornmittee's report was, of course, damning, and the new 

govemment cancelled the project promptly. 

Enron's response to the cancellation was to seek arbitration in Britain, demanding 

compensation for wsts incurred, remobilization of contracts, and interest on bank debt 

already disbunad. Enron was saved by a clause in Me contact requinng the govemment 

to compensate DPC for delays it caused beyond a particular date. With Enron's costs 

running at $250,000 per day, the state faced possible bankmptcy if it delayed the power 

project, thus, forcing the govemment to allow DPC to proceed. 

"Ben Edwards. The Mugging Of Enmn.' p. 31. 



The projed which gained appmval in the end was a 2-stage, 2,450 MW, power plant The 

revised project was bigger than that initially planned, thereby allowing for greater 

economies of scale, and a tower power tariff. The lower tariffs allowed the govemment its 

vindication, and allowed it a sense of accomplishrnent for its "efforts." Phase one of the 

new project involves construction of an 826 MW, $1,078 M. multi-fuel use power plant 

Phase two will involve construction of a 1,624 MW LNG power plant and regasification 

facility, expected to cost $1.6 B." Enron has an 80% interest in each phase of the projed. 

Wrth the newty mnfigured projed Enron has abandoned a planned Rule 144a bond issue. 

Finanang for the new pmjed is k ing  sourced fmrn more traditional sources. News reports 

frorn December 1996 indicate that the Bombay High Court has dismissed the last 

remaining lawsuit against DPC and "al1 approvals and dearances granted to the Dabhol 

project remain legally binding? Preliminary site activities for Phase 1 are currently 

underway. The bombs blasts, flots, and negotiations have subsided for the tirne being, 

though the massive project has a long-run yet before it can be called a success. 

Mexico's Toll Rosd Pmgmm - A Study of Economic Risk 

In 1989, Mexican President Salinas initiated the National Highway Program, under which 

53 road concessions were let The plan was to build more than 6,000 km of roads, in what 

would be the largest modem, private road initiative in the worid. The BOT approach was 

necessary in the Mexican case, as massive public debt negated the option of sovereign 

borrowing on the scale necessary for the initiative. 

The Mexkan road program has proven highly traublesome for the concessionaires and for 

the govemment Original road construction estimates have almost doub~ed;~~ Mexican toll 

rates are among the highest in the worfd: and only three of 53 concessions have been 

%mn. 'Court Rules In Favor Of Dabhol Power Company, Dabhol Construction To Resume.' Press 
Release, December 2, 1996. 

=Pmject and Trade Finance. 'Bell Tolls For Mexican Roads.' p. 20. 



profitable. The Mexican experienœ raises questions about the commeru.al viability of BOT 

altogemer; making accurate revenue projections seem next to impossible. 

The pmblems which have arisen wiîh the Mexican toll roads were of two sorts. The first set 

of probbms was regulatory in nature and arose in the eariy-1990s. Mexican law requires 

cornpetitive bidding for concessions. Under the toll road prograrn, the legislation dictated 

that the winning bid would be the one which offered the shortest concession period, Mi le  

meeting al1 other bid guidelines. The key bid guidelines inciuded a concession time-frame 

of no more than 20 years and a right to devetop and operate road-side services for the 

duration of the concession, plus two years. Furthemore, the govemment guaranteed to 

cornpensate concessionaires for infi ation of greater than ~ Y o ,  and it reserved the right to 

seize or expropriate infrastructure with fair compensation.= The conditions of the bid and 

the concession agreements proved to have fundamental flaws, setting out a frarnework for 

the toll road projets wtiich has proven non-viable in commercial ternis. 

The bi  appmach proved costly for Mexico. Most fundamentally problematic was that the 

winning bid was based almost exclusively on who could offer the shortest concession 

period. While time is an important factor, encouraging concessions to be of the shortest 

possible tirne-frames necessanly translates into higher toll rates, contrary to the general 

welfare benefit sought. If the govemment had built the roads itself, the tolls could have 

been factored over an extended period. possibly over the life-time of the road. The high 

toll rates encourageci by the Mexican mechanism were problematic on their own, but they 

also had secondary negative impacts such as inueasing congestion, Wear and tear on 

public roads. Also, short concession periods decrease the incentive to build quality roads 

or to provide adequate maintenance. The method of letting road concessions on the basis 

of detailed concession specifications outîined by the government is also oft criticized on 

the grounds that it negates much of the value of bnnging in the private sector, particularly 

negating its capacity for innovation. 

%Hiam M. Emmons. The Mexican Toll Roads Program,' pp. 285-290. 



In the early-1990s it became evident that the road construction cost estimates were too 

low, in general. Construction cost ovemns of up to IOOYO were experienced, and traffic 

volume estimates and willingness-tepay projections proved hopelessly optimistic. The 

govemrnent guaranteed its traffic predictions; thus, miscalculations resulted in massive 

compensation by aie govemment. In the early-1990s, virtually al1 concessions were 

renegotiated and adjustments were made to toll levels ancüor concession durations. In 

some instances the govemment even increased its investment in the projects, and 

between 1990 and 1992 govemment investment in Mexico's toll roads increased from 10 

to 23%. Aside from the direct costs of such compensation the wst  of renegotiating 

concession agreements put a huge administrathe burden on the state. In the end, instead 

of exhibiting as one time aucüons, the concessions made ongoing demands on the 

government, quiring it to incur significant exha expenses in the f o m  of transaction costs. 

The second set of problems was economic in nature and surfaced with the Peso Crisis in 

late-1994. The Peso Crisis worked to nullify virtually any lingering successes which 

rernained after the early problems detailed above. Following the crisis, traffic flow eased 

with the recession. For example, tourist transportation fell to only 41.5% of projections 

following the devaluation, while transport traffic fell to about 50%.- Wa decreases in 

ridership, toll revenues fell to average 30% below projections. Revenues from the $1 8 

Cuernavaca-Acapulco Highway reaped only 13% of what was necessary for debt 

senking." Extemally denominated debt on the road projects proved prohibitively 

expensive to finance after the devaluation as tolls were rendered in devalued Pesos. Once 

again, the govemment of MeMw had to renegotiate each concession individually. finding 

remedies to make the roads commercially viable. Once again, toll rates were lowered by 

as much as 4096, debts were restructured, and concession ternis were extended. 

In light of al1 the adjustrnents made, the toll road program in Mexico has not, Mus far. been 

able to offer benefits to the people of Mexico, the govemment, or the concessionaires. 

"Jemifer Tiemey. 'Mexican Privatization Fast Track.' p. 46. 

"Project and Trade Finance. 'Bell Tolls For Mexican Roads.' p. 20. 



Today, there is lMe interest from the government of Mexico to embark on Phase 2 of the 

road initiative, and there is little interest from the private sector to participate in any 

capaaty other than as subcontradors to the government The regulatory framework, poor 

traffic projections, construction cost ovemns, and econornic chaos have al1 played parts 

in the floundering Mexican toll road initiative. 

The Eurotunnel - A Study of Commercial, Technical, & Management Risk 

Talk of building a fixed Iink from England to the European mainland dates back many 

decades. It was not until the privatization blitz of the mid-1980s, however, that a 

concession agreement was signed by Eurotunnel, the British govemrnent, and the French 

govemrnent, granting the pmjed mrnpany a 55 year concession to build a rail tunnel under 

the English Channel, from Calais to Dover. The Eurotunnel is the single largest projed 

ever undertaken by the private sector, in any field or work, at any time in historyag As a 

BOT, the Eurotunnel was to be a landmark project in private infrastructure development; 

in reality, however, the Eurotunnel turned out to be a landmark case in abject disaster. The 

Eurotunnel has fallen victim to a multitude of BOT risks including management, technical, 

social, and commercial risks. In retrospect it is difficutt to understand how the pnvate sector 

rationaliied undertaking such an effort, though some suggest that underlying the project 

specificç was a not-so-rational "ifs too big to fail" attitude. 

In short, ' M e n  the Channel Tunnel Act was passed in 1985 the climate was 

overwhelmingty in favour of the Mole  project being funded by the private sector. But 

considering the size, as well as the geographical and political importance of the pmject, 

the lack of govemment assistance now looks n a i ~ e . ' ~  And. throughout the process. 

Eurotunnel officials have come to realize there are limits to how much responsibility the 

private sector can take on, and how much responsibility the govemrnent should give up. 

Reflecüng on Eurotunnel's problems, even Eurotunnel's CF0 Graham Corbett recognizes 

%e Hong Kong airport pmject currently getting underway will surpass the Eurotunnel in $ size. if 
it is completed as planned. 

9oRosemary Bennett. 'Morton's Folly,' p. 63. 



that there are limitations to private participation in infrastructure. "Only a very few 

transportation links can be diwirced from long terni transportation policy which is the 

govemmenfs responsibiiiity," said Carbet 'You cannot expect a transport policy to emerge 

as a result of confiicting market f o r ~ e s . ' ~  

Eurotunnel is the operator of the channel tunnel, and construction work was wntracted-out 

to Transmanche l ink (TML). Initial financing for the tunnel totalled €7.3 B. A syndicate of 

220 commercial banks provideci f6.8 B. Mi le  E l  -3 B came from the European lnvestment 

Bank, and f200 M from the European Coal and Steel Community. There have been 

several major public equity offerings. Construction of the Eurotunnel began in the late- 

1980s and by 1990 the project had fun out of money and additional financing had to be 

arranged. The Eurotunnel opened for operation in 1994. Unable to recover from eady cost 

ovemins, which rendered the projed technically bankmpt years before, on September 14, 

1995, the Eurotunnel halted interest payments on more that E8 B in outstanding junior 

debt. 

The sad circumstances of the Eurotunnel are the resutt of several potential BOT risks 

becoming reality. Management problems accounted for many of the eariy setbacks. 

Specifically, Eurotunnel has endured much criticism for its decision to contract out 

construction to TML TML is a consortium of civil engineering companies, only two of which 

had any experience in designing and installing sophisticated transport systems. Corbett 

realizes today that construction should have been split between civil engineering and 

electronics, with TML digging holes and sorneone else installing the signalling software 

and telecorn equipmentn 

Eurotunnel employed a fast track approach to the project in an effort to move the project 

atong quiddy and minimize interest costs. Howew, the idea backfired as design decisions 

regarding rolling stock took much longer than anticipate. More than €4.5 B had been spent 

mRosernary Bennett. 'Morton's Folly," p. 63. 

*Rosernary Bennett. 'Morton's Folly.' pp. 62-3. 



on construction More fmd equipment and rdling stock was available. Meanwhile interest 

on the wnsûucüon debt accumulated at f 1 M daily? 

Technical and management problems also contributeci to Eurotunnel's troubles by way of 

massive constnidion cost ovemns. Secause of the uncertainty associated with tunnelling 

under the English Channel, it was not possible to wntract-out construction on fixed-price 

terms; thus, the burden of cost ovemns fell on Eurotunnel's shoulders. ln the end, 

construction costs were alrnost double the anticipated costs. 

Sine the tunnel has becorne operational in May of 1994, a dÏiTerent set of risk issues has 

corne to fruition, essentialiy harnmdng the nail into Eurotunnel's affin. Though the project 

was technicaliy bankrupt prior to the operational phase, it was hoped that operation would 

produœ a revenue Stream which would set the project on the road to recovev. However, 

such has not been the case. Operation phase troubles have corne from what Eurotunnel 

CEO, Sir Alastair Morton has called "insane competition" from the ferries. Price cornpetition 

for cross channel wmrnuter ûafftc has driven Eurotunnel's user rates down to an 

unprofitable level. Eurotunnel has been forced to discount fares up to 50%. At this rate, 

even if Eurotunnel wmmanded 100% of channel traffic, it could not survive. The batüe 

between Eurotunnel and the ferry operators has been Iikened to a fight between "boxers 

in a heavyweight eliminator wntest" and to the baffle of David and Goliath. The latest 

move by the feny opemors is to merge in order to cut overhead - a strategy which should 

be in-place for the 1997 feny season. 

Other significant operation phase nsks have included an in-tunnel fire and a stn'ke by 

Eurotunnel employees. Operations were intemipted during a bnef walkout by employees 

protesting the decision by Eurotunnel to cut 657 jobs, equal to 20% of its workforce. ln 

November 1996 operations were intempted once more as a fire broke out in the tunnel. 

Passenger s e ~ c e s  have sine resumed; however, freight seMces remain out of 

commission (at the time of wnting), and the interruption has further delayed decisions on 

a debt rescheduling package. 

g3Rod Mom'son. 'Nine Simple Years." 



Eurotunnel's failure to generate the revenues needed to be a viable enterprise has forced 

the company to default on its debt payments. The company's financing has become 

unsustainable. Prior to September 1995, Eurotunnel was borowing from senior lenders 

at tibor + 2.5%, to make interest payments on junior debt at Libor + 1.5%. As a soie- 

purpose company, the Eurotunnel has no other revenue stream and no intemal revenues 

to draw on to sustain itself. The 225 strong banking consortium which is the immediate 

victim of the default, has dedined to take controt of Eurotunnel, recognizing they would 

have no idea what to do with it. 

In sum, "the Channel Tunnel project set out to be the private sectots trail blazer 

infrastructure financing deal and has spent its short life limping from one crisis to the next." 

The net impact of the Eurotunnel experience on the project finance mmmunity has been 

significant, with a consensus emerging that there is no longer a market for deals of this 

size and nature. 

Shajiao B - A Study In How To Successful/y Manage PPI Risks 

In 1987 construction was finished on Hopewell's Shajiao B power generation facility in 

Guangdong Province, bringing a successful conclusion to the development and 

construction phases of China's first BOT. From start to finish Shajiao B is a case study in 

BOT perfection. With virtually every risk wvered from the outset. with strong financial 

backing, and with impeccable project development and management, one is strained to 

find any faults with this early BOT effort. 

The Shajiao B project involved construction of 2 x 350 MW, mal-fired. power generating 

faalities in Guangdong Province. Gordon Wu of Hopewell Holdings identified and camed 

out the project, subsequent to construction of a hotel in the same area in 1983. When Wu 

became aware that his hotel required 2% of Guangdong Province's power generating 

capauty. he took advantage of the local mntads and the good business reputation he had 

already fostered to negotiate ternis for his wmpany to provide power in the province as 

weil. 



In 1985 negotiations were cornpleted and Wu was granted a 10 year concession 

(excluding constmcüon) to build the Shajiao B faulity. Wu established a sole-purpose 

Company to undertake the project on a limited-recouse basis. Construction (including 

equiprnent) was contracted-out to a powerful constmca'on consortium which included 

Mitsui, Toshiba, lshikawajima Harima Industries, and Slipfon Engineen Lirnited. 

Construction which was cdntracted on a fixed-price, fixed-time contract, with early- 

completion bonuses built-in to expedirte wrk The physical and technological design of the 

plant was to rnirtor a plant constructeci eaflier in order to use tried and true design, 

constnicüon, and technology. Further, al1 sub-contracting in the project was tendered out 

to ensure least-cost pncing. Construction began in 1985. 

Shajiao B was a $512 M project Hopewell contributed $17 M in equity. Debt for the project 

was sourced from 46 banks in 11 countries. The Shajiao 6 concession agreement was 

signed by Hopewell and by the s t a t m e d  enterprize, Shenzhen Special Econornic Zone 

Power Development Company (SSEZ). Under the ternis of the concession. the 

govemment guaranteed the coal supply, and guaranteed to purchase at least 60% of 

output on a take-or-pay basis, for the duration of the concession. It was agreed that 

payment to Hopewell would be made half in local currency, which would be used to pay 

for the mal supply, and half in foreign exchange, wtiich would wver debt payrnents. The 

govemment also made an emergency loan facility available to be used in the event of 

force majeum. Hopewell would operate Shajiao B for I O  years, after which it would turn 

the facility over to the provincial govemment at no cost 

Hopewell managed the project on a fast track basis. Fast tracking in this case meant that 

construction commenced before designs were completed and befote financial closure had 

been reached. This is illustrated in the Shajiao B project schedule below (Table 2.1) which 

demonsbates that although construction began in July of 1985, financial closure was not 

readied until April 1986. Early-completion bonuses functioned as incentives, and Shajiao 

B construction was completed several months ahead of schedule, in 1987. 

The Shajiao B pmjed i1Iustrates what can be achieved oIrough BOTS when doable projects 

are developed and managed with due attention to pertinent BOT risk issues. The project 

also high-lights the global nature of the BOT industry. The project combined Hong Kong 



entrepreneurship, UK engineering and management, Japanese technology, Chinese 

resources and methods, and financial resources frorn 11 countries. Finally, in an act of 

cuitural resped, the construction consortium deferred to China's Lucky Book for guidance 

on the best day and time to commence wnstrucfjon.* 

T A B E  21: PROJECT SCHEDULE FOR SHNiAO B POWER PLANT 
(Source: O. Head. 'The Design. Construction and Project Management of Shajiao 8 Power Station) 

@'%st fa& in this sedion taken fmm one sounz for the sake of consistency. Source: D. Head. The 
Design. Construction and Project Management of Shajiao B Power Station.' 



CONCLUSION 

In condusion, the risk profile of PPI projects should be considered to encompass severe 

manifestations of legal and regulatory, political and social, commercial, emnomic, 

technical, management, and force majeure risk While al1 investment projeds will be 

vulnerable to sorne or many of these risks, this risk profile, as a whole, is a defining 

characteristic of PPI pmjects. PPI projects will be vulnerable to al1 of these risks, thus, for 

PPI projects to be successful, risk allocation and mitigation measures are criücal. In the 

next chapter of this thesis this risk profile stand as a basis against which INGsupported 

PPI projects will be judged in an effort to better understand INC's expefience in supporüng 

PPI projects. 



CHAPTER 3: 
ANALYSlS OF INC PROJECTS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purposes of this chapter are to offer the reader an understanding of the types of PPI 

pmjeds wtiich INC has supported; to ascertain the level of success INC has, or is Iikely to 

achieve, in supporting PPI pmjects; to detemine the nature of the constraints expetienced 

in INC-çupported projects; and to test the hypothesis that INC supported p m w s  have 

k e n  impeded by manhkstations of a known and defined set of high nsk issues, conduding 

whether or not the hypothesis should be accepted or rejected, and wtiether or not INC's 

expen'ence in PPI projects reflects the PPI theory outlined in Chapter Two. 

The analysis and tesüng in this chapter will be structured as follows. First, a population of 

projects will be defined, a sample will be drawn from the population, and the sample will 

be anaiyzed in ternis of sector. country, region, and fiscal year. Secondly, the sample will 

be analyzed for overall performance by looking at Me success rate arnongst mature 

projects, and the likelihood of success amongst l e s  mature projects. Thirdly, a sub-sample 

of the unsuccessful and least successful INC PPI projects will be extra- from the 

original sample and will provide the basis for ascertaining the types of nsks which have 

appeared as constraints in INC's PPI projects. The sub-sample will be analyzed for 

evidence and nature of risks experienced and the findings will be presented. Finally, 

analysis of the PPI constraints which have appeared will be expanded back to the full 

sample, and detailed findings will be presented. In sum, these tien of analysis will provide 

the base of evidence from which a detemination be made to accept or reject the 

hypothesis, and from which a determination can made regarding whether the theory 

outlined in Chapter Two is relevant to INC's experience. The value in canying out this 

analysis and testing is that if the evidence is found to support the hypothesis and r d e d  

the theory, the knowiedge irnparted by the theory can stand as a body of knowiedge on 

PPI pmjects with a fundional value. R can fundon as a guide to understanding the viability 



of speafic pmjecîs. it can function as a tool to aid in assessing ment of PPI project ideas, 

and specifically, it can function as a tool to aid in detemining whether PPI proposals 

received by INC ment receipt of ClDA funding. The reader is reminded that the projects 

included in this analysis are part of very eariy trial efforts by INC to deal with a cornplex 

and difficult grouping of projects. 

Pnor to embarking on the analysis and testing pmcess, however, general notes on the 

population, the sarnples, definitions, the process of data collection, and the reliability of 

evidence wiil be put forth. 

NOTES ON METHODOLOGY 

Notes on PopuIation Parameters 

The purpose of this section is to define the parameters of the population from which the 

sarnple was drawn. The population defined for this research is the database of PPI 

proposals received by INC as defined by two parameters. F M ,  the population includes 

only projects which were approved for INC funding. To eam an approval, a project 

proposal, which is received as an application, is reviewed for comment by INC personnel; 

non-INC, ClDA personnel with country, sector, technical, environmental, gender, and social 

expertise; EDC; DFAIT; and by the Post. Secondly, the population has a time parameter. 

Specifically, proposals induded in the population are those recorded as approved between 

1991 and May 1997. The full database was too large to work with, thus, this recent 

tirneframe was selected to mirror the recent advent of the PPI rnethod. The Iegitimacy of 

the 1991 cut-off was tested by spot-checking earlier years in the database. No additional 

projeds were found during this spot-chedç lending legitimacy to the assurnption that most 

PPI proposals were received after 1990. 



N o t e s  on Sampling Metnodology 

The purpose of this &on is to provide general notes on points of methodology pertaining 

to the sample selection, More precisely, details of specific characteristics of the sample, 

as well as the actual sample analysis, will be reserved for later in this chapter. 

The sample was initially to have been detemined through consultations with INC project 

managers and directors, a process considered reliable because the PPI phenomenon is 

new and because projects are tracked for several years by INC, thus, necessitating on+ 

going knOW1edge of projet% by I NC personnel. Towards the end of the research process, 

however, it became evident that reliance on obtaining infornation through direct requests 

and regular communications with project managers was not sufficient and thus, several 

days were spent perusing the INC database of projects approved since 1991 in an effort 

to identify additional PPI projects. Through this process several additional projects were 

identified. However, the sample c m  not be considered truly exhaustive. The time and 

scope for such detail was not suffcient, nor, was such exacüng precision necessary in 

consideration of the intentions of this research effort, which are to identify patterns and 

understand general trends in the INC experience. It is the opinion of this writer that rnost 

of INC's PPI projects approved since 1991 have been identified, and that the sample to 

be analyzed does provide suficient grounds on which to conduct legitimate and 

meaningful project analysis and on which to draw conclusions regarding INC's PPI 

experience to date. 

The sampling method used was quota sampling. Through this process, the population is 

sampled and al1 pmjects not meeting the study's needs are rejected. This process goes 

on until a large enough sample is formed, and in this case it went on until virtually al1 of the 

population had been considered for inclusion. In the sampling process, those projects 

detemined to meet the needs of the study were those which were found to meet al1 the 

uiteria of the rigorous BOT definition which is detailed in Appendix A and is surnmarized 

in the nine points below. To be induded in this research project the downstream project 

associated with a proposal had to have the following characteristics 



1) it had to involve the provision of infrastructure which was 
previously the state's responsibility; 

2) it had to involve the provision of infrastructure which has a 
multiplicity of overlapping policy purposes; 

3) it had to involve provision of infrastructure in the following 
sectors: power, transport (roads, tunnels. bridges, rapid transit, 
mas transit, airports, railroads), M e r ,  sewage services, waste and 
hazardous waste management, telecommunications, gas 
distribution; 

4) it had to involve provision of infrastructure wherein the issues of 
provision and financing are of paramount concem; issues of on- 
going management, output pricing, and technical complexity are 
secondary; 

5) it had to involve a greenfield or rehabilitative project, rather than 
an outright privatization; 

6) it had to be stnictured on limited- or non-recourse financing; 

7) it had to be undertaken by a single-purpose company without 
other assets or revenue streams; 

8) it had to be based on a series of contracts beginning with a 
concession agreement and linking together the govemment, project 
cornpany, extemal suppliers, and financiers; 

9) it had to involve provision of output with limited market options. 

Notw on Operationaliz?.?tion, Data Co!Iecüon, and Reliiabiitiy 

The purpose of this section is to present a summaty general methodological notes dealing 

with issues of definitions, the hypothesis, the research question, data collection, and the 

reliability of evidenœ. These issues will be dealt with very generally in this section, but will 

be dealt with more precisely and within specific contexts as they gain specific relevance 

throughout the various stages of analysis. 

A successful project was defined for this research to be a project which had, 



reached financial close and had proceeded (at least) to the 
rehabiiitation/construction phase. 

It is understood that a project will not be definitively successful until it has reached 

profitable operation; houvever, the fact that most of INC's projectç are quite new, combined 

with the fact that they have long development phases, rendered it unrealistic to use 

profitable operation as a measure of success. Instead, the earlier critical milestone of 

constnicüon/rehabilitation was deemed more appropriate. 

It was also necessary to operationalize the hypothesis in order to conduct the analysis; 

thus, the hypotiesis was translated into the interrogative form and the following research 

question was produced, 

what risks issues have manifbsted themselves in INC-supported 

PPI p m w s  so as to significantly impede pmgress? 

in testing the hypothesis, what was being sought was evidence of INGsupported PPl 

proje& k ing negatively impacted upon by the set of high risk issues outlined in Chapter 

Two. The primary sources of evidence were INC project managers and INC project files. 

In some cases applicant fims were also contacted to acquire evidence. Evidenœ was 

obtained from these various sources by asking questions about the wnstraints 

experienced in the efforts undertaken to date on each project. Open-ended questions 

(sudi as, what constraints have impeded the progress of the project?) were preferred as 

a rnethod of analysis to dosed-ended questions (such as, have you experienced legal risk 

in your work on mis project?). Open-ended questions allow more latitude to the interviewe 

to provide the most accurate ançwer possible. Closed-ended questions were used as a 

follow up if adequate information was not forthcornhg with the open-ended question. 

The evidence which was collected via project analysis was classified, when applicable, 

under one of the seven risk classification headings from Chapter Two. This classification 

systern was also used to structure the presentation of findings in this chapter. The purpose 

of mirroring the risk classification structure was to faalitate the process of drawing 



mndusions about the findings, the hypothesis, the theory, and the relationships amongst 

them. 

Finally, with regards to the reliability of the data collected, although the data is imprecise 

in some respects, it is the opinion of this writer that it is a fair representation of INC's 

expenence in general and #at it should be considered reliabie. Confidence in the evidence 

stems from the fact titat in most cases more than one source was wnsulted (project 

manager, projed file, and sametimes the applicant fim as well). Further, where there were 

insuffiaent grounds on which to make daims or conclusions such was noted and projects 

were not included in findings regarding the question at hand. 

In mncluding that the data is diable this writer is acknowledging the following constraints. 

First, applicant firms might have had a self-interest in not providing accurate and forüiright 

information. Second. in some cases the feedback provided by vanous sources, differed 

significantly. For instance, in once case INC funding was terminated prematurely because 

a project was faltering badly. When the firm was wntacted for comment, however, it 

declared itself to be still actively pursuing the project, with optimistic expectations for a 

positive result. Cases such as this illustrate the wnstraints to INC's knowledge, which is 

relative to a parücufar time, place, and set of circurnstances. Thid, there were cases, 

particularly in the oldest pmjeds, where thare was no adequate source of INC or corporate 

knowledge, and INC files were the only source of information on whidi to base projed 

analysis. Fourth, there were cases where the causes of failure were not well understood. 

Pnmary examples of such cases are those for which it is stated that the project failed 

because funding wuld not be obtained. Clearly, the inability to raise funding is only a 

symptom of a bad project, and not the cause itself. FRh, there is information which is 

necessary to include in INC files due to procedural considerations, regardless of the fad 

that such information can not aiways be auxirataly ascertained at the time of inclusion. 

The pdmary example hem pertains to the procedure of dosing files at INC. At the time files 

are dosed. 1 is procedure îhat files be dedared either 'implemented" or "not implemented," 

even though such an assertion cannot always be accurately made. 

This thesis will now proceed with the analysis and presentation of findings. 



DESCRIPTIVE ANAL YSIS 

In this section, ttie INC sample will be described and analyzed in ternis of the volume and 

patiems of acovity by fiscal year, region. country. and sedor. The purpose of anaIwng the 

sample on these levels is to offer insights into the types of PPI projects INC has been 

involved with, and to reveal patterns in the nature of INC PPI activity. 

A total of 52 PPI projects, via 60 applications, was found to meet the criteria required to 

be induded in the sample. To recap. these projects were registered with INC in 1991 or 

later, were approved for INC funding, and met al1 nine definitional criteria (as detailed on 

p. 80). The difference between the number of projects and the number of applications is 

accounted for by the fact that several projects received funding at more than one phase 

of project preparation andlor implementation. Specifically, one project received four 

funding allotments (pipeline in Tanzania); two received three allotments (a rapid transit 

project in Mexico, and a pipeline project in Ghana); and one received two funding 

allobnents (a hydm pmjed in the Philippines). The focus of this section of the analysis will 

be the 52 projects which have been approved by INC, a listing and basic details of which 

can be found at Appendk D. Evidence was aiso collected for projects recorded in the 1996 

and 1997 fiscal years (FY96 and FY97) as rejected or dedined or as being in the INC 

pipeline. These projedç were not analyzed in this project, however, interested readers can 

access a listing of these projectç is available at Appendk E. 

The strict criteria used to select the sample led to several projects from an earlier INC BOT 

study being rernoved fmm the sample for mis study. m e  previous cursory study was 

camed out by this writer in May 1996. The following table contains a listing of the projects 

removed from the previous sample. The last column in the table "reasons rernoved from 

sample" pmvides evidence as to which definitional criteria the projects failed to meet The 

numbers in the column correspond to the nine definitional criteria detailed on page 75 of 

this chapter. For instance, project K049û9 was not induded in the sample for this research 

because it was not considered to be a project previously in the domain of the state, 



because it involved a sector of activity not traditionally induded as a BOT sector, and 

because it involved provision of a project in which the issues of financing and provision 

were not necessarily pn'rnary. 

TABLE 3.1: PROJECTS REMOVED FROM ORlGlNAL INC SAMPLE 

K049092 

K041019 

KOU802 I China 
Paper miIl 
Construction 

K041039 

K M 3 9  

~048044 1 lndia 1 Gold~iK 

l ndonesia 

China 

KM5530 1 Mexico 1 Irrigation 

Marine-Enviro. 
Response Centre 

Copper-Sulpher 
Mine 

China 

China 

Kaolin Project 

Caustic Soda 
Plant 

Rasons Removed 
From Sampîe* 

K051082 8 
K047386 

- -  - 

3 

75-76 of this chapter. 

Analysis of INC Sampie Over Time 

* numbers correspond to definitional criteria on pp 

l ndia 

To begin, the sample was segregated for analysis based on the fiscal year of approval, 

with the outcome being evidence that the number of PPI project approvals has ctianged 

significandy over time. The peak year for approvals was in FY94 when 20 proposais were 

approved. Pnor to FY94 a total of only 11 approvals was granted. In the years since, the 

frequency of approvals declined, with only 15 approvals granted in FY95 and 1 1 in FY96. 

Activity appears to be increasing again in 1997, however. Although only three approvals 

were rewrded in the first two months of FY97, four more projects were in the circulation 

process at the time of writing, two were are awaiting circulation, and there were two other 

projects for which INC was expecting proposal submissions. Thus, the actual level of 

activity so far in FY97 is more significant than is revealed by the number of approvals 

granted. 

Oil/Gas 
Extraction 
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ln ternis of INC dollars comrnitted to PPI pmjects, there has been a total of $24,337,572 

comrnitted to these 52 approved projeds. Hwever, four approvals were cancelled before 

or during disbursernent, and 8 projects finished disbursing without the full cornmitment 

being paid-out to the applicant (in al1 cases, however, the differences were insignificant 

amounts). Thus, after adjusting for these factors the total amount of INC funding which has 

been, or is still expeded to te, disbursed via support of PPI projects is $20,504,277. This 

amount will be referred to as the "adjusted commitments." Total commitments per fiscal 

year are recorded in the Tabk 3.2, and a breakdown of funding commitrnents per approval 

can be found in the project listings in Appendix O. It is interesting to note that mi le  the 

total dollar value of funding allocations remained generally constant from 1994 to 1996 the 

average allocation per project increased frorn $273,916 in 1994, to $326,307 in 1995, and 

TABLE 3,2 INC PPI APPROVALS X FISCAL YEAR 
11 Fiscal Year 1 Numberof INC 1 $Value of INC 

I I 

1 TOTAL 1 60 1 $20,504,277 

1997 

1996 

Anelysis of Semple by Country & Region 

Next, the sample was segregated based on region and country in order to gain an 

understanding of where INC applicants are undertaking PPI projects. In ternis of region, 

the outcome was evidence that INC's experience minored the experience of the Wodd 

Bank and the EDC with the most active region for PPI at INC being Asia. Twenty-seven 

PPf Approvals 

3 

11 

Commitments 
(adjusted) 

$1 ,188,722 

$5.1 56,707 



of the 52 projects supponed by iNC were in Asia, M i l e  19 were in the Americas, and the 

remaining six were in Africa and the Middle East (AME). 

In ternis of dollars committed, Asia leads again as site of 40.8% of commitments, with an 

aggregate dollar value of $9,905,960. Atthough the Americas has had three tintes more 

projeds approved than AME, large comrnitrnents on pipeline projects in Ghana and 

Tanzania resulted in 30.6% of funding being committed to AME and only 28.6% to the 

Arnericas. However, owing to the fact that disbunements on the Ghanaian pipeline project 

were terminated eariy due to jack of progress, AME falls back to 25.3% in ternis of 

adjusted comrnitments, while the Amen'cas moves ahead with 31 Yo. Table 3.3 summanzes 

INC actMty by region in ternis of dollars comrnitted. A breakdown of INC dollars comrnitted 

by country can be found in Tables 3.4a-c (pp. 88-90). 

TABLE 3.3: INC APPROVALS AND COMMITMENTS x REGION 

Looking at specific countries, segregated data illustrates that seven projects have been 

approved for each of China and Mexico. The next rnost active countries are lndonesia with 

five approvals, followed by Cuba, the Philippines and Vietnam with three projects 

86approvals each. A sumrnary of INC approvals by country, by fiscal year can be found 

in Table 3.5 (pp. 91-92). Although the same number of projects has been approved in 

each of China and Mexico, funding allotments have been much larger in Mexico which 

tanks first in ternis of the dollars cornrnitted to any single country, while China anks fourth. 

Mexican projects have been supported with 13.6% of total INC cornmitments, for a total 

dollar value of $3,307,712. Tantania is next at 13.3%. followed by Ghana at 12.6%. China 

Asia 

The Americas 

Africa & Middle East 
* 

Numbet of 
Projects 

Apmved 
27 

(51.9%) 

19 
(36.6%) 

6 
(1 1.5%) 

TOTAL 1 52 

INC Commitments 

$9,905,9ûO 
(40.8%) 

$6,969,051 
(28.6%) 

$7,462,561 
(30.6%) 

INC Adj- 
Comrnitments 

$8,955,33ô 
(43.7%) 

$6,363,670 
(31 %) 

$5,185,271 
(25.3%) 

$26,337,6?2 i S20,W,277 



at 8.7%. and the Philippines at 8.3Y0. After adjustrnents, namely voluminous cancellations 

in the Philippines and Ghana, Ghana falls fmm 12.6% to 3.8% of comrnitments. Mexico 

remains fint with 16Y0 of adjusted wrnmitments. followed by Tanzania, China. Indonesia, 

the Philippines and Vietnam. 



ble 3.4 INC COMMITMENTS AND ADJUSTED COMMITMENTS IN A S A  x COUNTRY 

Aâjusted 
Commit. 

as % - 
Commit- 1 Adjusttnents 
men& as (Cancellations and 

% 1 $ Not Disbursed) 1 

II Philippines 1 $2,011,156 

II Laos 1 $476,800 

1) Bangladesh 1 $372,450 

II Prkistan 1 $924,200 

II Malaysia 1 $292,333 



TABLE 3911u: INC COMMITMENTS AND ADJUSTED COMMITMENTS IN THE AMERICAS BY COUNTRY 

Mexico 1 $3,307,712 1 13.6 

Country 

Cuba 

Peru 

-- 

Ca& Rica 1 $434,500 1 1.8 

Guatemala 1 $248,400 1 1 

Total 
Commitments 

$ 

$659,6 15 

$997,785 

TOTAL $6,969,051 28.6 
AMENCAS - 

t 

Commit- 
ments as 

% 

2.7 

4.3 

Adjustments 
(Cancellations and 
$ Not Disbursed) 

- 

Adjusted 
Commitments 

$ 

$65Q161 5 

Adjusted 
Commit, 

as % 

3.2 



O 
O, m: INC COMMITMENTS AND ADJUSTED COMMITMENTS IN AFRICA & THE MIDDLE EAST x COUNTRY 

Country 

Jordan 

Ghana 

Tanzania 

TOTAL AFRICA a 
MI~DLE EAST 

Total 
Commttments 

$ 

$200,000 

$460,000 

Commit- 
ments as 

% 

0.8 

1.9 

Adjudments 
(Cancellations and 
$ Not Disbursed) 

- 
- 

Adjusted 
Commitments 

$ 

$200,000 

$460,000 

Adjusted 
Commit. 

as % 

1 

2.3 







T A B E  3.6: INC PPI APPROVALS x SECTOR x FISCAL YEAR 

Total Total 
Projects Approvals 

Power Generation 21 22 

II Power Transmission 1 1 1 1  

Power Generation & 1 1 
Waste Water 

II Waste Water 1 2 1 2 

II Potable Water 1 2 1 2 

II Pipelines 

II Railway 

II Toll Road 1 1  1 1  

11 Port Terminal 1 2 1 2  

Il Telecom I 1 I 1 

11 Waste Management 1 3 1 3 



TABLE 3.7: INC PPI COMMITMENTS & ADJUSTED COMMITMENTS x SECTOR 

Power G e n M  
Treatrnent 1 

Sector 

WW Treatrnent 1 $615,895 1 2.5 1 - 
Potable Water $243,414 1 - 
Warte Mgmt. $1,053,814 4.3 $26,301 

Total 
Commitments 

Hazardous $1,274,040 1 5.2 1 
Waste Mgrnt. 

Pipeline $7,477,884 30.7 $2,625,408 

Port Facilities $548,400 2.2 $1 5,897 

Toll Road $81 6,780 3.4 $816,780 

Commit- 
ments as 

% 

Power Gen. 

Pawer Trans. 

Railroad $267,049 3 . 3  $3,901 
l 

I Alrport $1,740,1 10 7.2 - 
Telecoms $488,652 2 - 

- 

- TOTAL. 924.337.67i 1-00. . $3,833,295- . . * - 

Adjustments 
(Cancellationsl 
$ Not Disbursed) 

30.3 

2.1 

$7,359,490 

$498,761 

$82,008 

- 

Adjusted Adjusted 

$7,277,482 35.5 



The sample was also segregated by sector and the INC experience was again found to 

rnirror the experience of the WB in that the greatest volume of activity occurred in the 

power sector. However, this anaiysis also produœd evidence that INC has supported only 

one PPI project in the telecorn sector. unlike the experience at EDC where telecoms is 

leading the project finance activity. 

INC has supported 22 power sector projects; 13 transport sector projects; 10 water and 

sanitation projects; 6 gas pipeline projects; and a single telecorn project The power sector 

projeds indude 21 generation pmjects, and one transmission project. The transport sector 

projects include five airports; three railways; two each of rapid transit and port facility 

projects; and one toll highway. Table 3.6 (p. 93) contains data pertaining to aie nurnber of 

projects INC has approved, by sector, by fiscal year. In tenns of future trends, six of the 

eight pmjedç in the INC pipeline are power sector projects. Five being power generation 

pmjects Mi le the sixth is an ambitious power transmission project bfinging surplus power 

from Siberia through Mongolia to markets in China. 

The profile of dollars mmmitted tells a different story than the sheer numbers of approvals. 

(A summary of sedorally segregated finanaal data is available in Table 3.7, (p. 94). There 

are only two PPI sectors which account for more than 8% of total funding. The seven 

pipeline projects approved by INC account for a full 30.7% of total commitments, with a 

total dollar value of $7,477,884 mi le  30.3% of commitments were approved for power 

generation projects, though to be shared amongst 21 projeds. Once adjusteci, power 

generation commitments stand at 35.596, white pipelines falls to 23.7%. Adjusted 

commitrnents for airports and rapid transit projects are 8.5% and 8.1 % respectively. 

Othewvise no other sector accounts for mom than 5% of INC commitments. 



ANALYSIS OF INC PERFORMANCE IN SUPPORT OF PM PROJECTS 

Analysis of Sample by Outcome 

In order to provide the first insight into INC's level of performance in support of PPI 

projects, the INC sample was segregated on the basis of outcorne. To accornplish this, 

projects were detemined to be either "successful" or "not successful." Projects deemed 

not successful included those which were failures as well as those still in progress. 

Successful pmjects were defined as those pmlects having reached financial close and 

going on to construction/rehabilitation (as was defined in the Notes on Methodology 

section of this chapter). There were found to be only two INC projects which fuffilled the 

criteria required to be deemed successful. The two successes were hydro projects in the 

Philippines and in Costa Rica. This analysis, though basic, is abo critical in that it pmvides 

a fadual basis for the assumption underlying the hypothesis, k i n g  that there are, in fact, 

very few INC PPI successes and, therefore, that there is a problem to be researched. In 

regards to data reliability, the data is considered completely reliable as there is no 

interpretation of data required in detemining which projects are successful - other than 

in establishing the definition of success, which was quite straightforward. The findings of 

analysis for success are mvealing in absolute ternis but also in relative ternis as cornpared 

to statistics regulariy compiled by INC on the success of the projects it supports. INC's 

rates of success typically wn behtveen 25% and 30% depending on the sector or region 

in question. The sarnple under consideration herein, however, generates a rate of success 

of less than IO%, well below the INC average and confirming that INC has experienced 

diffiariües in its early efforts to support Canadian PPI projects. A brief synopsis of each of 

the successes will be documented in what follow. For reasons of wnfidentiality the fims 

involved are identified as Applicant A and Applicant B. 



INC Success #7 - Applicant A 

In 1992. Applicant A was funded by a $228,172 ClDA INC contribution to do 'a study of 

over 30 potential rnini hydro projects to evaluate the technical and economic viability of 

developing a number of them.* The outwme of the study was that four sites were 

targeted, two of which appeared to be viable on project finance bases. A second tranche 

of INC funding ($492,075) was approved in 1994 to do further studies on particular sites, 

and a third request for funding in 1996 was dedined by INC. At present, Applicant A is in 

the construction stage of a mini-hydro facility at one of the sites the applicant studied with 

INC assistance. 

The original proposal was broad in sape (studying 30 potential sites); however, the 

company's efforts were also appropriate in scope and strategic in kind. Applicant A is a 

relatively small company and was realistic in rts ambitions in regard to its size. The 

applicant did much of the project development inciuding acquiring the concession 

agreement, and then teamed-up with a strategic local partner (a utility) to implement the 

project The projed company is cornpnseâ of a local utility which is 73.6?40 owner, Applicant 

A which has a 16.4% interest, and a local company with a 10% interest. Applicant A's 

timing was intentional, deciding to initiate their efforts once Were was a political demand 

for energy production which was supported by existing legislation that pemits private 

power." Applicant A participated in the mini-hydro project for fee, and its stake in the 

cornpany is largely a result of converthg some of its fee revenues into equity. Applicant 

A's goal is to be involved in the development of 20-50 MW of power in the Philippines by 

the year 2000. 

"From INC Projed Management Document. 



INC Success #2 - Applicant B 

Applicant 8's project was supported with an INC mntribuüon of $434,500 in 1995. The 

cornmitment is still disbursing and the project is under construction. The project is a $20 

M peak-load hydro facility in Costa Rica Midi is being built in a joint venture with a local 

wmpany. Applicant B committed soma equity to the project but Gennan banks were hired 

to aise the rnajonty of the finanang. There is a legal framework in place in Costa Rica for 

private power facilities; however, power rates are unrealistically high, making solid PPA 

agreements of utmost importance so as to negate potential future commercial risk. 

Applicant B initiated the project as part of an international strategy devise as a result of 

surplus supply in its domestic market According to the projed manager the pnrnary 

difficulties in this project have been social and managerial in nature. 

Analysis of Sampie for Probability of Implementatfon 

Since many INC projects are quite new, the analysis for outcorne (success) was somewhat 

incornpiete in that it did not pmvide information on good projects which were Iikely to have 

successful results. It was the view of this M e r  that it would be worthwhile if a means could 

be devised by which to broaden the analysis of success so as to gain a sense of whether 

the lack of implemented projects to date is an anomaly or whether it is a more broadly 

representatnle trend which can be expected to continue as more projects mature. To this 

end it was decided mat an effort would be made to compile statistical estimates as to 

whether the many on-going PPI projects were Iikely to be successful. This procedure 

involved establishing probability of implemenbtion (POI) estimates for as many projects 

as possible. PO1 estimates are estimates reflecüng the likelihood of the project, as 

originally defined, being implemented by the applicant fim. 

The process of cornpiling PO1 data began with asking aie project managers who were 

working on each project what they considered to be the likelihood that the project would 



eventually be implemented. The specific question put to the project managers to gamer 

a probability of implementation measure was the folfowing; 

in percentage tetms, what do you consider to be the pmbability 

that this pru@cf will be implemented by the applicant firm? 

Responses &y the project managers in answer to this question were the pnmary 

consideration for PO1 ratings, INC pmjed managers were relied on as the primary sources 

for such estimates because they work closely with the projects, and because they were 

wnsidered to have no interest in providing misleading information, something which would 

be a major concem if the firrns were relied on for such measures. Further, refiance on 

project managers pmvided for mnsistency among measures since this meant there would 

be a few project managers giving many measures. 

Evidenœ from project files and from meetings and discussions with applicant fims were 

also taken into consideration in some PO1 estimates. There were two cases, for example, 

wtiere intirnate knowledge of the projects by this writer provided reason to make probability 

estimates independent of the project managers. In cases where a project manager gave 

a PO1 estimate wtiich did not seem consistent with other information known to this vwiter, 

a compromise estimate was arrived at with the benefit of doubt given to the project 

manager. 

Only one signRcant, and very few minor changes were made to the estimates offered by 

project managers. In the case of the one significant change, the project manager's 60% 

rating was reduced to 40%. This decision was made only after spending several hour in 

meetings with the applicant fim, and subsequent to seeking genenc advice from financing 

experts on the validity of the financing principles on whicti the project was premised. Much 

thought went into the decision to disagree with the projed manager in mis case. It is hoped 

that the project manager's optimism is well founded and that the project is a success in the 

end; however, it is the view of this writer that at the time of wnting there was no basis to 



believe this project should be rated at 60%. and there were rnany reasons to believe it 

would fail. 

There were six project not rated for probability of implementation (these project are noted 

in Appendix D). Among these were four projects which were too new for there to be any 

grwnds on which to make such estimates. Two other projed were left out of the sample 

for this test because of confiicting opinions on likelihood of success- In one of these two 

cases a decision had been made jointly by INC and the project manager to stop INC 

disbunements on the project because of poor progress. The INC file was dosed and the 

project, for INC's purposes, was labeled 'not implemented." This would usually be 

suffident gmunds to give the project a O% PO1 rating; however, when the applicant was 

contacted they claimed to be still pursuing the project with significant optirnism about its 

chances for success. As such a 0% rating was considered inappropriate though no other 

gmunds provideci convinang rational to rate the project otherwise. A second project which 

was reconfigured subsequent to the INC study and the lead was taken over by an 

Arnerican company. This project was also not rated because of conflicting information. 

According to the pmjecî manager, the project king worked on now by the new consortium 

is essentially the same project INC funded. Having reviewed the project file, however, it 

is the opinion of this writer that the project being pursued by the new consortium is a 

significantly different projed. Due to these conflicting opinions as to whether the same 
pmject was even being diswssed, and due to the fact that the new American-led version 

of the pmject is outside of INC's jurisdicüon, the decision was made that even a rough 

probability of implementation estirnate would not be meaningful; thus, the project was 

removed from the sample for the purposes of this estimate. 

It is recognized that the PO1 measure is not a scientifically sound or precise measure, but 

that it is, instead, infonned speculation. ln deciding to present the data herein, the 

imprecision of the findings was taken into consideration. It was decided that because of 

the degree of inaccuracy, individual findings would not be presented. Rather it was 

decided that the data would be pooled into six broad categories for presentation and 



analysis. Thus, the PO1 findings will be presented in the six following categories, OYO 1- 

25Y0,26-50Y0,51-75%,7&99%, 100%. Such a generalization of the data can convey the 

general essence of the findings and 1 is these genealized findings which are of 

importance. The generalized interpretations are believed by this writer to be a fair 

representation of the state of projects at a parb'cular point in the life cycle of each project 

That said, in the world of project finance it has been said that 'every deal that gets done 

dies at least four tir ne^.^ 

In all, 46 projects were rated for probability of implementation. (These projects are noted 

in Appendix D). The 46 projects included the 52 project in the sample minus the six 

projeds detailed above mich could not be rated. In response to the PO1 research question 

the foiowing data was collected. Twenty-three projects were given a 0% chance of being 

implemented, seven were given a 1-25% chance, three were given a 2640% chance, 

seven were given a 51-75% chance, four were given a 76.99% chance, and the two 

successhil projects detailed above were rated at 1OOYo. 

Because sorne projects are much more mature than others, rnuch more is known about 

these projects, and, thus, the reliability of the PO1 estimates for the mature projeds can 

be mnsidered more accurate. Therefore, a decision was made to segregate the PO1 data 

by project stage. INC projects fall into one of three project phases, dosed, follow-up, or 

disbursing. The terni disbumng means that the INC funding allocated to the projed is still 

available to the applicant to be drawn on. Follow-up means that al1 funds have been 

extended to the project, and that it has now entered the three to five year period 

subsequent to disbursement during which it is monitoreâ by the INC follow-up team to 

ascertain an outcorne. The label dosed is given to those projects for which disbursements 

have finished and the follow-up tracking period has expired. No fumer regular coune of 

action is taken by INC on closed projects. In all. the INC sub-sample analyzed for PO1 

included 12 dosed p r o j e ;  16 projects at the follow-up stage; and 24 disbursing projects. 

"Richard House. "Who Will Win the New Pmject Finance Game.' p. 49. 



As mentioned previously, six projects were not rated for POI. Table 3.8 illustrates the 

distribution of the 46 projects tated for Pol. by project stage. 

TABiE 3.8: INC APPROVALS x CURRENT PROJECT STATUS 

Project Status Number of Projects Number of Prr,jects 
Approved Included in POi 

II Disbursing 1 24 1 20 

1 TOTAL 1 52 1 46 

Lwking at PO1 estimates as they Vary over the three project phases, there is a clear trend 

illustraüng that the more mature a project is (the more that is known), the less Iikely it is to 

be implemented. When proposais are newly approved there is (necessarily or they 

wouldn't be approved) a reasonably high expectation that the project will be a success. 

This is evident in the data where, for the most part, once work on the project actually 

begins, the estimated probability of success in PPI projects drops off rapidly. Table 3.9 

illustrates this clear trend, as it maps out the probability of irnplementation of the 46 INC 

projects, as they Vary across project stages. 

TABLE 3.9: PROBABIUTY OF IMPLEMENTATlON OF INCSUPPORTED PPI 
PROJECTS x PROJECT STAGE 

Of al1 the projeds which have reached the dosed stage, none have been successful and 

none are expected to be successful. And, 80% of the projects at the follow-up stage are 

Closed 

Follow Up 

Disbursing 

TOTAL 

0% 1 1925% 

1 i 

9 

3 

23 

O 

3 

4 

7 t 

2640% 1 51075% 

O 

O 

3 

3 

76-99s 1 100% 

O 

i 

6 

7 

O 

1 

3 

4 

O 

1 

1 

2 



considered to have Iitüe or no (less than 25%) probability of being successfuily 

implemented. 

One of the most distressing trends in the data is that there are three projects which are 

considered to have no probability of being implemented, yet for Mich funds continue to 

be disbursed. Further, there are four more projects which are disbursing but which are 

considered to have less than a 25% probability of being implemented. This ieads one to 

question how such projeds get approved. Specifically, this brings into direct question the 

effedveness of the INC screening prooess and its suitability to PPl projects. Furthemore, 

such evidence raises questions as to why funds continue to be made available to 

applicants chasing fniitless prospects. Another useful way to look at this data is in terrns 

of how many of the projects at each stage have a less than 50% probability of being 

implemented. In ail, 50% of projeck mich are currently disbursing are considered to have 

less ütan a 50% chance of being implemented. This figure drops to 20% for projects at the 

follow-up stage, and to OYO for dosed projects. As the disbursing projects mature they will 

move to one side of the ledger or the other. If past patterns continue, one can expect to 

see most end up in the top, lefthand corner of the above table - closed and not 

implemented. 

In the previous two sections of this thesis (Analysis for Outcome and Analysis for POI) 

evidence was produced illustrating that few INC PPI projects have been successful, and 

that few more are likely to succeed. This is evidence that I NC-supported PP I projects have 

been experiencing serious impedirnents and this assertion is a significant step in the 

process of testing the hypothesis. Having detemined that INC PPI projects have been 

significantly impeded in their progress, the remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to 

ascertaining the nature of the constraints which have impeded them, and determining 

whether the mnsîraints coinade with what the theoretical ptedictions assert the wnstraints 

will be. As such, the hypothesis can be ultimately either rejected or accepted. 



A NALYSIS OF TYPES OF RISKS EXPERENCED 1N INC W l  PROJECTS 

The purpose of this final analytical section is to determine the nature of the impediments 

Mich have rnanifested themseives in the early INGsupported PPt projects included in the 

sample under anaiysis herein. In perusing the remainder of this chapter, the reader should 

be consdous to note the frequency and accuracy with which the reported risks reflect the 

predicted risks detailed in the review of theory in Chapter Two. If the INC experience is 

seen by the reader to be r e f l d e  of the theory, the hypothesis can be wncluded to have 

been supported by the evidence. 

In this section of the project anaîysis, the hypothesis w i H  be tested direetly by analyzing the 

INC sample to ascertain frequency and types of risk issues being experienced. As such, 

the findings will provide evidence regarding both the absolute and relative frequencies of 

PP1 (as opposed to non-PPI) n'sk issues, as well as evidence of the kinds of PPI risk issues 

being experienced. This evidence will allow the reader to draw a conclusion as to whether 

INC PPI pmyixts have been irnpeded by rnaniWtations of a known and defined set of PPI 

f7igh nsk issues - specificalty that set of issues outlined in Chapter Two. 

It was decided that because there were many projects early in their life cycles, a sub- 

sample would be utilized ta test for frequency of PPI risks. The sub-sample which will 

provide evidence of the frequencies with which PPI nsk issues manifest themselves in 

INC-supported projects was defined for use herein as including, 

al1 pmjects which have reacheû the closed stage, and, 

al1 otherpm~%& mted as ha* a 25% or k s  pmbability of being 

implemented. 



These parameten were decided on because it is unlikely that projects with a PO1 greater 

than 25% could have produced evidence of significant PPI n'sk issues having manifested 

themselves; othenivise, by definition, they would not likely have a 25Y0 or greater 

probability of being irnplemented. Furthemore. as one can see in Table 3.9, most projects 

with PO1 ratings of greater than 25% are relatively new projects. Since the evidence 

pertaining to these projects would be only pan of the mole story, it was decided that 

indusion of such data would negate the relative relevance of the findings; thus, they were 

not induded. In all, once the sarnple was namwed to exclude projects with a greater than 

25% Pol, or not otherwise closed, there were 31 projects which fit the uiteria. The sub- 

sample, thus indudes 23 pmjects rated at O%, seven at 1-2596. and one project wtiich was 

not rated for Pol. In three of the 31 projects in the sub-sample, insuffkient evidence was 

collecteci during the reseafch process and these projects were not analyzed for risk (these 

three projeds are noted in Appendîx D). Subsequentiy, 28 pmjects remained for the final 

risk manifestation analysis (these 28 projects are noted in Appendk D) which is the object 

of this section of the thesis. 

Process of Sub-Sample Risk Analysis 

The process of assessing which risk issues manifested thernselves in the 28 projects of 

the sub-sample required recovenng evidence from many sources. As some of these 

sources were animate, and others inanimate, it was not possible to employ a rigidly 

stnrctured approach in this part of the analysis process. In an ideal situation, one series 

of questions would be put to a representative of each project in the sample. The reality of 

this research process, however, was very rnessy, chaotic, and dificult due to the vast 

quanttty of documents which had to be analyzed, due to the fact that many sources were 

inanimate, due to the fact that answers were not aiways straight forward but were often 

buried in highly technical documents, and due ta the fact ütat evidence often had to be 

inferred. 



The process of mlleding evidence included the following aree steps. Fi&, in the case of 

each project in the sub-sample, this wwiter interrogated the INC project file with the 

following question, 

what constraints have k e n  realized in the work done to date on 

this pmjkct? 

As much evidence as possible was extracted from the project files pertaining to this 

question. Project files wntain regular reports which fims are required to provide to INC 

infarming of their progress, and they wntain final reports as well. The regular and final 

reports are substantial, technical, and very detailed. INC files also contain information 

specifically regarding the status, outcorne, and the general problems being experienced 

in each project. This information is docurnented in the Long Summary portion of a e  file 

and it is colledeci by INC's foilow-up team through regular contact with the applicant firms 

for 3-5 years after the last INC-payment is made. INC files also contain other substantial 

documenteci evidence of the progress of projects induding press releases, press reports, 

and notes from inte~ews, meetings and telephone conversations with the fims involved 

in the project as well as with financiers, relevant host country govemment and non- 

govemment entities, and Canadian govemrnent representatives abroad who have 

dealings with the projects. In all, the evidence in the project files is substantial and 

significant. 

As a second step in collecting evidence, this writer approached project managers with the 

same question - what constraints have been malized fhus far .in the work done on this 

pmject? As in the PO1 rating process, evidence from INC project managers was 

considered of value because of their close work with the projects and because they were 

assumed to have no reason to provide misleading information. There were only three 

projects for which there was no direct corporate mernory at INC regarding the project. 

None of these projects was removed fmm the project sarnple on this basis because 

evidence was readily availabfe elsewhere. 



The third step in collecting evidence about constraints involved contacting some fims 

diredy. After a few firms were contacted. however, it was conduded that this source of 

evidence was relatively unproductive and would be used only when needed of for the 

purpose of clarifying particular issues. This route proved to be least productive because 

the fims most often defauited to reporfs already fiied wiai INC and already reviewed in this 

analysis process; thus, little new information was found to be generated. Fumer, this 

process proved to be very diicult logisticalty as often those who had knowiedge about the 

project were not aiways still with the finn, or they were in the field working on other projects 

and were, thus, unavailable. 

After asking of each source which constraints had been realized, the evidence generated 

had to be categonzed and filtered in recognition that some reported constraints might be 

less significant than others. Subsequently, criteria were employed to judge which 

constraints were worthy of indusion in the data wmpiled and presented here. To this end, 

it was decided that in order to be included as a manifestation of risk, a constraint had to 

have manifested itself (or had to be threatening to manifest itself) so as to have a 

significant negative impact on the project The measure of significance is unquantifiable; 

instead the measure came from an understanding of the project as a mole and the 

dynamics of the project and of the risk issue. The impact of a signifiant manifestation of 

flsk ranged from projeds being halted aitogether, to project parameters having to be 

significantiy reconfigured. Such a judgement is a subjective assessment and the resultant 

rneasure is, therefore, general, however, once again, the precision in this research is not 

the uiürnate goal; ramer, it is the general findings and trends regarding what is happening 

are of foremost importance. 

Findings - Frequencies of Risks Reported 

This section will oubline me evidence revealed pertaining to risks experienced in the 28 PPI 

projeds induded in the sub-sample based on the risk analysis project detailed above. As 

risks were recorded they were slotted into one of the seven nsk categories outiined in 



Chapter T m  as k i n g  the pnmary sources of PPI fisk. They will be presented here within 

the same structure to allow the reader to draw parallets between theory and INC reality, 

and to draw conclusions as to whether the impediments experienoed by INC projects minor 

those experienced by PPI projects in general. 

In 26 projects there was at least one manifestation, or serious threat of manifestation of 

typical PPI risk issues. Two projects did not show evidenœ of PPI risk, and two projects 

showed evidence of both PPI and non-?Pl risks having impeded progress. The fact that 

only a few pmjects were registered in most countries and sectors made it impossible to do 

a statistically relevant breakdown of the frequency of risk issues across sectors or 

counûies. 

The most frequently cited risk issues were political and social risks. reported 21 times in 

18 of the 28 cases in the sub-sample. There was one instance where political risk 

manifested itself in two distinct and different issues in the course of one project; thus, it 

was recordecl as hivo occurrences. Further there were two cases where both political and 

social risks were reported. LegaVregulatory risks were cited with the second most 

frequency, being reported 13 times in 12 of the 28 projects. Again, there was one instance 

wherein two distinct and separate issues were reported in one project, thus, being 

recorded as hivo occurrences of IegaVregulatory risk. Commercial risk was the next most 

frequentiy reported issue, with 1 d reported instances in 11 projeds, white six cases of 

economic nsk were reported in six different projects. fable 3.10 outlines the full range of 

risks reported. 



TABLE 3.10: FREQUENCY OF FüSK ISSUES REPORTED IN INC PPI PROJECTS* 

Il Risk Issue Reported 1 Number of Occurrences 

Il political & Social I 21 

II Economic 1 6 

- -- - --- -- 

LegaURegulatory I- 73 

II Technical 1 

Commercial 

II F o m  Majeure 1 

11 

II Management 1 3 

1 Füsks & PPI Risks 1 
*Indudes subsample of closed projects and other projects with PO1 less 

TOTAL 
ProjBCfS Reporting Non-PPI 

Risks Oniy 

than or equal to 25%. as denoted in Appendix D. 

59 
2 

In ternis of the frequency of risks reported per project, five projects reported four different 

PPI-related risk issues presenting as deterrents. while six projects reported three risk 

issues, six more project reported two risk issues, 10 projects reported one issue, and two 

projects reported none. It is this writer's opinion that the sheer frequency of PPI nsks 

recorded hem in absolute and relative ternis (relative to non-PPI issues) makes it evident 

there is evidence of a preponderance of PPI issues hampering the progress of INC- 

supported PPI projects. 

Findings - Types of Risks Reported 

Thus far. the evidence presented has illustrated that INC-supported PPI projects have 

been impeded with great frequency and that, largely, they have been irnpeded by risk 

factors which fit into the seven bmad risk categories. The purpose of this section is to 

detail the precise issues wttich have arisen as irnpediments. This will serve as the final 

step in testing the hypothesis. 



The tisks to be included in this presentation will be primanly the the 59 PPI risk issues in 

the sub-sample of 28 projects; however, evidenœ of instances of potential nsks frorn 

projects m i n  the greater population, the sample of 52 projects, wiH also be documented. 

The reader is encouraged to recall the discussion of PPI risk issues in Chapter Two and 

to look for parailels between the Chapter Two risks and the risks presented in the following 

discussion. If the risks presented in this analysis a n  be conduded to reflect the risks 

outlined in Chapter Two, it can be conduded that INC's PPI projects have been impeded 

by manifestations of the set of high risk issues known to PPI projects. Such a finding, 

combined with the frequency already illustrated of suc91 risk manifestations, should then 

allow the reader to accept or reject the hypothesis. lt is the opinion of this -ter that the 

evidence should lead the reader to comfortably condude that the hypothesis has been 

affimed and that INC's experience can be explained by the theoretical explanation as to 

why PPf projects fail, as documented in Chapter Two. 

PolWcal and Social Risk 

Political and social risks were reported 21 times in the INC-supported projects analyzed 

for risk, and they were also evident in projects cornprising the broader population of the 

original sample of 52 projects. Political and social risks included disniptions due to 

electoral proceedings; foreign aid cornpetition; political favouritism; changes in the basic 

make-up of the political environment in question, or its ideology; and the relocation of 

wrnmunities. The following examples of political and social risk in INC-supported projects 

reflect the political and social risk issues outiined in the discussion of theory in Chapter 

Two. It is the opinion of this writer that the kind and frequency of these examples 

wnçtitutes sufticient evidence to conclude that, in ternis of political and social risk, INCJs 

experience reflects the theoretical base of knowledge regarding impediments to PPI 

pmject sucœss. The purpose of presenting the following exarnples is to provide evidence 

that significant manifestations of legal and regulatory risks have impeded INC-supported 

PPI projects. 



Often, the championing of a particular project rests with a speeific branch of government 

or even a speafic person. Subsequently, a change of govemment personnel can bring a 

pmjed idea to a swift end. This is particulariy important in PPI projects because some level 

of enduring govemment involvement or interest is aiways inevitable. A change of 

government was the decisive factor in the failure of an INGsupported hazardous waste 

facilrty project in Argentina. Following a national election a new director found his way to 

the portfolio relevant to the project and declined to support the project, 

The worst case of political interference was the case of Applicant C in the Philippines. The 

project was the $400 M Metro Manilla Skyway, a toll road for which the applicant had 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding in 1994. The problem which arose was that the 

adjoining of road had been committed to a local company owned by the daughter 

of President Suharto of Indonesia. Applicant C spent more than $1 M in development costs 

on the pmject before it became apparent that the local cornpany was using political muscle 

to gain the nght to develop the share of the road which the applicant was working on. The 

project manager met with Philippine authornes and reported it was uncertain that the local 

fim could handle the job, and it was uncertain that the local fimi's agreement was even 

legally binding. Regardless, unable to gain assurances of first right of refusal an the 

desired section of the road, and given the political environment and the local fimi's political 

connections, Applicant C decided to suspend its efforts to secure the Skyway project 

Two Mexican projects also endured the realkation of direct political risks when the 

government decided to appropriate the projects and devetop them locally. In one case, a 

project was impeded first by an election call, then by the Peso crisis, and finally it was 

appropriateci by the govemment as part of an initiative to gamer local political support by 

mathg work for locals. In the second case, it was report4 by the firm and recorded in the 

Long Summary portion of the INC file that "les authorité Mexicanes ont decidé de modifer 

considerablement le project en I'integrant au projet de relocalisation de l'aéroport de 

Mexico prés de Pachuca. L'intention des authontes de l'état d'Hidalgo est de réaliser eux- 

même le projet." 



There vme hm instances of poliocal interference with project parameten in lndonesia and 

China which, thereby, comprwnised projed viability. ln the Chinese case the govemment 

was the partner in a planned combined waste water treatmentfpower generation project. 

Preliminary studies proved the project to be more expensive than the govemment had 

anticipated; thus, the govemment scaled back the project to a degree which made it 

commercially unviable. In the Indonesian case a water treatment project was approved by 

local authorities, but when the Minister of Finance found out about the project he declared 

it to be within his jurisdiction and dedded to reduœ the project to one-sixth its original size. 

In both of these projects political interference compromised the commercial bases on 

which the projeds wiere originally premised. The pmjects k i n g  supported by INC in Cuba 

should also be considered pnrne candidates for direct govemment interference. Aithough 

three Cuban power BOTS have b e n  appmved for funding by INC the projeci manager has 

ackndedged that "it is questionable if Cuba is politically ready for a BOT, especially the 

ownership component." 

The Malaysian pipeline projed also suffered from political risk issues. First, the project was 

delayed when an election was called because the local partner, a government entity, had 

to put the project off to deal with election related issues. it was further delayed by three 

separate government decisions to change landing site. Each change required that design 

and wsting specifications be recalculated. 

In two projects, one in each of Ghana and Vietnam, government inaction resulted in 

companies easing off BOT efforts. In the Vietnamese case the applicant fim and its 

partners signed a joint venture agreement with the Vietnamese Ministry of Transportation 

and Communications in 1992 for an airport BOT. They punued the concession agreement 

through 1996 to no avail, at which point they decided to teminate pro-active efforts. 

The aforernentioned Vietnamese project was also one of four INC projects where the 

general political environment was cited as an impediment. The former US. embargo of 

Vietnam made it a high nsk country for private investors, and none of the financiers 



approached by the Canadian partner were willing to invest in the projed An applicant 

punuing a pmject in China also reported that finanung was diffiwlt to mise because the 

"political and foreign investrnent dimate is poor.' Applicants working in Jordan and 

Carnbodia also reported political instability as a signifiant deterrent. The political threat 

in Cambadia was reported as k i n g  both general and project specific. In regards to project 

specific risk it was suggested that the Khmer Rouge might have a particular strategic 

interest in diswpting the applicant's projed In an effort to mitigate this threat one reviewer 

suggested that "as for Khmer Rouge, recruitment of local people in the project would by 

implication mean involvement of any Khmer Rouge in the area and substantially reduce 

tbe propensrty on their part to try to disnipt it." 

PoliticaI risk has also brought itself into PPI projects through foreign aid contributions which 

are either directiy related to the project in question, or as an accompariying incentive. In 

Central Arnerica, European aid money is commonly used to leverage the chances of 

European nationals pursuing projects in that region. Japanese aid and credit are often 

used to gain similar influence in Asia. On two occasions INC-supported firms Iost out on 

airport projects in Asia due to the weight and conditionality of Overseas Economic 

Cooperation Fund (OECF) d i t  which Japanese competitors bmught to the project. In the 

OECF case in China, it was recorded in the project file that Vie proposa1 to fom a joint 

venture .As now in jeopardy as OECF, which has been requested to fund constniction of 

the new teminal, does not fund projects involving a foreign partner ... such would be 

subsidizing foreign competitors of Japanese wmpanies." In the Indonesian case the 

Canadian firm still has a good chance to secure a $20 M BOT deal for the developrnent, 

management, and operation of the existing terminal, including expanding and upgrading 

the apmn, the terminal building, and the car park. However, the Canadian firm submitted 

a bid for the construction of the new terminal building as well, but, the lndonesian 

govemment decided to develop the new terminal with an OECF loan instead. The 

Canadian fim has also noted the existence of other potentially serious political risk factors 

in Indonesia, particularly the potential for political instability and a change in policy direction 

subsequent to President Suharto's upcuming succession. 



There were four reported instances of social-poliocal risk as potential sources of trouble. 

These al1 involved resettlernents. These instances are considered social-political risks 

because such a decision would be a decision of the govemment. The four projects 

induded one in each of Vietnam (1,200 people). Cuba (1,000-7,5000 people), Laos (3,000 

people), and Pakis&n. In the case of Vietnam the project was considered "very risky* from 

the outset because of the relocation issue. In fact, it was reported by INC that the World 

Bank refuses to fund hydm -or projeds in Vietnam largely because of the resettlernent 

problems. In the Laos projed, the fim reported poor project economics wmbined with the 

relocation of 3,000 as reasons that "fumer studies should be deferred until more attractive 

conditions prevail." 

Legal end Regulatory Risk 

Thirteen instances of legal and regulatory risks were reported in the projects analyzed 

during this research. In addition to the projects reflected in the data there are also a 

number of on-going projects which have, or are Iikely to experience constraints of legal or 

regulatory risk. The following discussion of these constraints should lead the reader to 

understand that there is a need to know and respect the legal and regulatory frarneworks 

within which applicants are going to be working. Efforts shouId be made by applicants to 

familiarize themselves with legal and regulatory constraints eafly on, as legal and 

regulatory issues set the parameters W i n  which a project must operate, and not vice 

versa. It is the opinion of this writer that the legal and regulatory risk examples which follow 

mirror the political and social risk issues outlined in the discussion of theory in Chapter 

Two, and that the nature and fmquency of these examples constitutes sufficient proof that, 

in tems of legal and regulatory risk, INC's experience reflects the theoretical base of 

knowledge regarding impediments to PPI project success. The purpose of presenting the 

following examples is to provide evidence that significant manifestations of legal and 

regulatory nsks have impeded INC-supported PPI projeds. 



In most cases of legal and regulatory risk the problerns which arise pertain to constraints 

imposed by laws and regulations. However, the absence of appropriate laws and 

regulations can also constitute nsk. In the case of an INC-supported effort to build a 

hazardous waste facility in Mexico, for instance, the lack of appropriate Iegal and 

regulatory frarneworks was reason enough for investors to shy away from the project Due 

to the particular nature of the projeet, and the potential IiabilÏty issues, it is understandable 

that investors would want the cornfort of some defined parameters for operation. Not only 

wuld investors not be found for this reason, but the govemment also came to recognize 

the problem, and has since abandoned the pmject in favour of focusing on establishing 

appropriate laws and regulations to govem the hazardous waste industry. The applicant 

reported that "le pays devait commencer à appliquer une réélementation environnementale 

et specifier des nomes techniques avant de penser d'implanter le proejct." 

A ladc of defined laws and regulations also caused problems in an 1%-supported pipeline 

effort in Ghana. Problems in this case were severe enough that INC and the applicant 

jointiy decided to teminate INC funding. In this case the problems stemmed from the fad 

that there was no regulatory framework guiding the bureaucrats on how to deal with the 

project. Subsequently, the applicant was met with a wall of resistance at the bureaucratie 

level, and eventually went over the heads of the bureaucrats and sought approval at the 

Cabinet level. The govemment, sympathetic to the plight of the applicant and the 

cornplaints of other potential foreign investors, is now putting a law through parliament 

establishing a "fnistrated investor's cornmitteen which will be a regulatory body set up to 

look at foreign investrnent projects and pahculariy at infrastructure projects. The applicant 

reports thaï it is süll monitoring prograss in Ghana regarding the general amenability of the 

local environment to such private initiatives, and the fim plans to resurne its efforts there 

if and when a more appropflate legal and regulatory situation anses. Although the fim has 

made -me ground in taking actions like this, the process has been long and difficuit and 

the development costs have increased accordingly. 



In projects in China, Indonesia, and Guatemala a lad< of appropnate legislation was cited 

as a primary constraint In the final report of a potential port sector BOT in Guatemala the 

applicant stated that the govemrnent w*ll need to introduce legislation for private 

involvement in ports if the pmject is to pmgriess. In a Cuban project it was reporled by one 

person reviewing the file during the circulation process that "other than the Investmnt Law 

which technically pemits such an investment, no other regulatory framework can be relied 

upon." Finally. in the case of an airport BOT in lndonesia there is no enabling legislation 

so the applicant fim is working with the Indonesian authorities to shape telewm legislation 

to suit the airport sector. 

In the case of a Pakistan power project, information received from the Canadian High 

Commission details local efforts to enact a basic legal and regulatory framework under 

which the pmject cm pruœed. Such information reveals just how cornplex it is to establish 

an appropriate legal environment Some of the issues noted as needing fine tuning before 

a project can go ahead are issues surrounding water usage and water rights, 

environmental regulations. BO0 vs. BOT structure. govemment off-take guarantees, 

government provision of transmission Iines, taxes on imported equipment for hydro power 

faalities, and discussion of the role of provincial govemments in such projectç - as partner 

or as regulator. 

These examples illustrate problems which c m  anse fmm the la& of a IegaVregulatory 

framework; however, the presence of such a framework can also be a constraint Four 

INGsuppotted pmjects reported that problerns arose due to jurisdictional uncertainties in 

the host country. Jurisdictional complications were reported in the Ghanaian case outiined 

above, as well as in the case of a pipeline project in China, a potable water project in 

Indonesia, and a hazardous waste project in Argentina. 

me most frequently cited IegaUregulatory constraint in INGsupported projects involved 

rigid tariff rates, and rates of retum (ROR) which were entrenched in law and were 

inflexible. Several applicants reporta concems or problems of this nature in China. as did 



applicants pursuing projects in Laos and Indonesia. This will likely also ernerge as a 

problem in other countries induding, perttaps, Cuba. 

In China, for instance, a power initiative was prernised on a ROR in excess of the (then) 

ceiling rate of 1516%. The ROR was not sufficient retum for the investors, thus, the 

project was deemed commercially unviable due to regulatory constraints. In the case of 

a coal terminal project in China pmfitability was premised on an assurnption that the 

govemment would move to open market detemination of pricing, costs, and rates of 

retum, and that the joint venture would be able to set handling charges which the applicant 

says will otherwise be subject to political influence and constraints. Two other projects in 

China were also found to be commercially unviable due to RORs being too low to satisfy 

investors needs. Regulated tarifi rates (among other things) did not allow for commercially 

viable retums to be generated. 

In Laos, a po\nrer plant pmject also proved unviable based on present energy rates, while 

the commercial analysis for a power plant in Vietnam was premised on the willingness of 

the government to "raise power tariffs to reflect the true cost of power production." In 

lndonesia a new proposal may well succumb to problems associated with regulated tariffs. 

The project is already fragile. It is smatl in size, premised on a 20% retum on equity, and, 

in addition, the firm will have no Say in the tariff rate it can charge as such rates are 

standard rate for al1 private power concessions of medium and small sizes. 

Regulated levels of technology also compromised the commercial viability of some 

projects. In China, for instance, an applicant reported technical discussions with the 

Chinese to be much lengthier than expected, noting ïnfe came ta realize that power plant 

design parameters followed different rules in China than the ones nomally rewgnized in 

the Western world. We, therefore, had to adjust our way of approaching the project." Such 

changes in technology have significant implications for initial capital investment estimates, 

but also for long terni asting considerations. A second power projed in China experienced 

similar problems as The pfimary constraints at this point stem from the Chinese regulatory 



process." The primary remaining points of discussion in this case are al1 regulatory in 

nature, induding the level of technology to be usedl and discussions of mechanisms to 

adjust the prices of mal, steam, and electricity. 

Other IegaVregulatory risks included environmental issues in one case, and the potential 

for environmental risk in others. In the case of a potential power facility in Cuba, the project 

is sited for a location deemed by UNESCO to be an environmentally sensitive heritage 

site. 

Finally, deregulation was a risk issue in two projects. In Jordan, truck deregulation 

impacted negativeiy on the commercial potential for a rail project. Deregulation of the gas 

sector in Ghana impeded progress on a gas distribution pmject in that country. 

Commercial Risk 

Eleven INC projects anafyzed in this research were rendered unviable due to commercial 

risk issues. M i le  several additional newer projects appeared to be premised on very 

tenuous commercial assumptions and may well yet succumb to commercial risk, It is the 

opinion of mis writer that the commemial risk examples which follow minor the commercial 

risk issues outlined in the discussion of theory in Chapter Two, and that the kind and 

frequency of these examples constitutes sufficient proof that, in ternis of commercial risk, 

INC's experience refiects the theoretical base of knowledge regarding impediments to PPI 

project success. The purpose of presenüng the following examples is to provide evidence 

that significant manifestations of commercial risks have impeded INGsupported PPI 

projects. 

Commercial risks often stem from physical wnstraints on PPI projects which are linked to 

the site-specific nature of PPI projects and the fact that they cannot usually be relocated 

to take advantage of more favourable market dynamics. In the cases of most consumer 

goods and services, markets are not pre-defined and finite, as #ey are in the cases of 



most infrastructure services. Whereas shoes can be redesigned, marketed differently, or 

sold into a different market if at first they do not succeed, there is relatively M e  that can 

be done with most roads if ridership is insuffident Commercial pmject parameters are 

generally preset in the case of PPI projects; aius, providers must configure the intemal 

aspects of the project to suit the constrained commercial frarnework they are given to 

operate in. These parameters have proven unworkable in the cases of several INC- 

supported projects. 

In the case of a gas pipeline pmject in Malaysia and a power project in China, the markets 

to be served in each case were determined to be of sizes that made the commercial 

viability of the project marginal. There were some options noted which rnight be able to 

imxease market size and increase the scale of operations in the case of the pipeline, such 

as cross-subsidiung residential markets with industrial clients. However, in the case of the 

China paver project, there is no such optron and the swle of operations is too srnaIl. 

Project size was also an issue in a wmbined waste water/power project in China. The 

projeet was s d e d  back by authorities to indude only the power project, which is not of a 

comrnercialty viable size. According to the applicant "srnall plants like this would becorne 

obsolete with the developrnent of large more efficient plants. The high cost of the project 

technobgy relative to energy comrnodity and waste water services revenues, combined 

with the uncertainty of inflation and exchange rate behaviour give the project a 10% 

chance of exceeding a 4.4% rate of retum." The small sue of a recently apprwed power 

pmject M lndonesia will likefy bring that projed initiative to an end in due course if pursued 

on a BOT basis. The $5 M wilf not likely be able ta realize econornies of scale producing 

adequate commercial retum if done as a BOT. As was stated by one reviewer during the 

circulation pmcess "the size of project of only $US 5 M is not sufficient to justrfy finanang 

on a cornplex, fimited-recourse basis. Legal, financial and devetaprnent wsts will render 

the project ~neconomical.~ 



Both of the railroad sector projects Wich INC has supported proved to be comrnercialfy 

problernatic. In the case of a rail rehabilitation projed in Jordan. in addition to huck 

deregutation tmnshting into iinagased transport ampetiaan. market uncertainty and falling 

phosphate prices were also reported as a threat to wmmercial viability. In the case of a 

Venezudan railway rehabilitation study, the project proved commercially unviabie due to 

the fad aiat the track was originaliy built to serve political desires rather than commercial 

purposes. The track routing was sub-optimal and sufficient traffic could not have be 

generated to warrant the cost of the rehabilitation. In the final repoe the appliwnt 

condoded aie results of the initial study indicate that there are no instant opportunities for 

private investon willing to participate in the canstruction, maintenance, and operation of 

the tailway system." 

In the case of a port temiinal in China, questions of wmmercial viability have ansen 

because the gwemment has required that the port be a fow-tech facility. With low labour 

rates in the region at present a low tech solution is currenti y viable. However, the prospect 

of incfeasing labour rates, and potential cornpetition fmm mechanized port facitities near- 

by. would cause the wmmercial viability of the project to deteriorate over time. 

The wmmercial viability of a refativeiy new, targe power generation project in Cuba is buik 

on optimistic commercial assurnptions which migM eventuafly prove problernatical. 

Specrficafty, the projech commercial viability is premised on the rate of power increasing 

by 200/0 wer three years. Assurances from Cuban authorities for such an iflcrease migM 

be hard to get with the levet of certainty that investors would need. 

Cred i i iness  was reported as a constraint in two INC projects. In the case of a pipeline 

project in China the applicant was reportedly unabte to obtain a creditworthy payment 

guarantee. In the case of a waste water treatment facility in lndonesia the key factor in 

making the project viable is obtaining assurances that the users will pay for the service. 

The applicant is convinced that they can not reîy on the govemment to enforce usen to 

pay, yet, the applicant does not have the authority to shut-off service for non-payment 



FinaHy, one applicant was invofved in six bids on gas concessions in Argentina. The 

applicanî tost the bids and reported that the winning bids were al1 well below what was 

msidared by the appîicant and its partnefs to be commercially viable. Cornpetition is the 

primary market mstraint in aie one telecorn projed tNC has supported as cornpetition has 

been descnbed as being Yurious." Although competition is a factor for almost atf 

businesses, it is more severe in the case of PPI projects because the parameters for 

competition are defined by the governrnent and because the market parameters are 

targely inflexible. 

tn sum, commetcial risks wift be largely a function of a market situation and configuration. 

input prices, cornpetition, pricing regulations, and such. These are largely outside the 

applicant's capacity to change. 

Economic Risk 

Economic risk factors were listed as prirnary constraints in six INC-supported projects. tt 

is the opinion of mis writer that the economic risk examples which follow mimr the 

economic nsk issues outtined in the discussion of theory in Chapter Two, and that the kind 

and frequency of these examples constitutes sufficient proof that, in terms of economic 

flsk, INC's experience reflects the theoretical base of knowledge regarding impediments 

to PPt project success. The purpose of presenting the following examples is to provide 

evidence Uiat significant manifestations of ewnomic risks have impeded tNC-supported 

PP1 projects. 

Economic risks induded questions of access to foreign exchange, ttireats of inflation, and 

the f eso uisis. Similar to legaf, regufatory and commercial risks, economic factors atso set 

the parameters of the environment within which a project rnust be structureci and not vice 

versa. Guarantees to mer potential amas of volatility provide the best protection against 

economic risk. fhere rnust be s o m m e  willing to assume these ewnomic risks, be it a 

rnember of the project wmpany, the local governrnent, or an insurer. 



The Peso crisis is the most extreme example of economic nsk among INC-supported 

projects. At teast three PPf projects under study at the time of the Peso crisis were 

impacted by its consequences. Appt- D's rapKt barnit system project, for instance, was 

impaded upon whm the Mexican govemmecR canœfeâ the concession fotlowing the Peso 

Crisis. According to Applicant D, "suite à la dévaluation du Peso Mexicain a compter du 

20 décembre 1994 ... le gouvernement de I'état a revoque la concession au mois de février 

1995." The Applicant's project was an $850 M rapid transit project wtiich the group had 

been working on for nearty 10 yean.  Appticant D has since secured a third tranche of INC 

funding to resume its efforts in this very nsky project Applicant D is now atternpting to 

secure another concession. The new version of the project has obtained the authority of 

the President, the Mmister of Transport, and the Governor of Guanajuato. Local transport 

pmjects are among the most risky of PPI sectors in LDC, because of the exposure which 

cornes from the combined facts that revenue streams are usuatty wftolly in local 

currencies, white toms are typically in stabte foreign currencies. mis knowfedge, cornbined 

with Mexico's vofatile eamomic history, rnakes the Applicanfs initiative an incredibly high 

risk endeavour. As such, solid and secure risk mitigation measures are critical. Cfhere is 

much documented evidence of the consequences of economic votatility on PPI transport 

revenues, induding in the case of Mexico's toll road initiative as detailed in Chapter 2 of 

this thesis). An exchange rate guarantee wilt Iikely be necessary to raise financing for this 

project and could be a primary requirement of the applicant eariy in the project. 

A potabfe water project which was under study in Mexico was also rendered unprofitable 

due to the devaluation of the Peso. The finn reported to INC that "la dévaluation de la 

monnaie (pesos) en 1995 a modifie considerabfernent le rentabilité du projet. tes 

partenaires Canadiens (manufacturiers) n'étaient plus interesse a cause de mauvaises 

expériences financières au Mexique." 

In Indonesia, Applicant E is having diffiwlty with issues of ewnomic fisk, in its efforts to 

secure an airport rehabilitation PPI project Applicant E and the local govemment are 

cwrently negothhg ddaits of a concession agreement for the airport project. One of the 



remaining points of negotiation regards fee payments to the government Applicant E will 

be required to tum a portion of revenues over to ttie govemment, which currenüy owns 

and operates the airports. Alütthough Applicant E's revenues will be generated largefy in 

local wrrency, the govemment wants to be paid in US ddhn,  illustating that not even the 

govemrnent is willing to take its own foreign exchange fisk. 

Economic risks have also appeared as risk factors in projects in China. In one case the 

issues of pdential inflation and exchange rate Ruchtations were factored into a risk 

anafysis to render a power project unviable. In fact, a BOT mode1 was used to assess risk 

in this project, speufically, to assess the impact of risk axposure stemrning from what it 

denoted as three key vaciables, foreign exaiange combaints, obsolescence, and inflation. 

ln a second project in China the limited availability of foreign exchange was cited as an 

irnpediment. In a third Chinese project the appficant reported that "unstable financial 

markets caused by devaluations of several currencies in the area caused delays of six 

months or more in receiving favourable responses in the financial market." 

Foreign exchange issues will Iikely abo be primary conœms for the three power projects 

INC is supporüng in Cuba. In at least one of the Cuban projects the fim expects payment 

for the $400 M project to be generated completeiy in US dollars? However, fiffle evidence 

has been offered, thus fart to suggest this is a realistic target The applicant has said that 

payment in foreign exchange would be ensured ttirough ptedges, assignments, and tariffs 

which w i B  be in place. The only guarantee they have s m e d ,  however, is a service tax 

on twrists. Whife this may appear initiaiiy as a guarantee, it is, in reality, simply a shifting 

of risk. With such a facility, financiers would have to add a consideration of the volatifity 

of twrist traffic to their risk anaiyses. And, as one financial expert said when asked during 

the course of this research about the validity of such a guarantee, al1 it would take wwld 

be one bomb or a hunicane to negate the value of such a guarantee facilrty. 

m i s  afso raises questions regardiw the developmental value of the projed. Speciflcatty, should 
CIDA be supporting projecîs with the capacity ta drain vahaMe foreign exchange reserves f m  
needy countries? 



Any project financing relying on locally denorninated currencies in Mexico or another 

country with sudi volatile econornic history should be required to give very early evidenœ 

of adequate insurance or guatantee facility availability. Further, countries known to have 

minimal foreign exchange reserves should be able to offer early proof that their needs in 

these regards will be met. 

Technical FUsk 

Only hnro instances of technical risk have been reported in INGsupported PPI projects to 

date. This is partly due to the fact that technical risks appear more frequently during the 

construction and operational phases of projects, and only two projects have progressed 

to such phases. These eady examples are evidence that the sorts of technicat risks which 

are detailed in the theory of PPI failure have appeared in INC-supported PPI projects. 

Technical issues are difficult to see frorn the outset; however, they can cause major cost 

ovemns dunng consbuction and operation. A PPI project company should look to contract 

tumkey constniction and should require completion and perfomance bonding as 

insurance. Technical risks were reported to be a significant constraint in the case of the 

a hazardous waste facility in Mexico. In this case the applicant Company came to realize 

there was a significant degree of uncertainty as to whether the available technology for 

such a huge site was adequateiy refined. In the wrds of the applicant "there is uncertainty 

regarding the current technical capaaty available for hazardous waste disposal, rendering 

such a large project questionable." The second reported instance of technicat risk was in 

conjunction with a waste management (and recycling) facility in Mexico. There were 

several reported problems with the project not the least of which was the fact that the 

necessary technology had not yet been perfected. 



Management Risk 

Management risk was reported in three INC PPI cases. Management risk was considered 

ta indude cases where there was evidence that the projeet management was poor enough 

to be a serious threat to the viability of the pro- The threat of management related risks 

will likely increase as projects proceed and as management skills bewrne increasingly 

important; thus, the cases reported here are likely just a few early signs. In one case it was 

reported by the pmject manager that a pmary mnstraint on the projed stemrned from the 

fact that the there was "a lack of due diligence, inexperience, incornpetence, and a la& 

of cornmitment on the part of the Canadians." In a second case a project manager 

reported that the "Canadian firm is naive and inexperienced and should probably have 

aimed to gain BOOlBOT experience by working on srnaller projects in less complicated 

host states." 

Force Majeure Risk 

Force majeure has not frequently appeared as a risk factor in INC-supported PPI projects. 

However, based on the short life span most of the projects this is not unexpected as f o m  

maBure can impactwith equal probability at any point in the project cycle. Force majeu= 

is by no means exdusive to PPI projects; however, it is more detrimental to these projects 

as their assets are physically constrained to one geographical location. Furthemore, 

because PPI pmjeds are carried out by single-purpose curnpanies, if the revenue stream 

from the PPI project is disnipted, there is no alternative revenue stream to sustain the 

company in the interim. 

The original (preINC) work on a rail rehabilitation project in Jordan illustrated evidence of 

being seriously constrained by Vireats of instability. The original study on the project was 

done in A990 but shelved due to the Gulf War. 



Similady. efforts to develop the Kam Chay Hydro Dam in Cambodia were conceived of in 

the 1960s. but put on hold until recently due to civil war in that country. The threat of 

overall political stability of f o m  ma@ure degree still exists and was considered the main 

reason the project was not pursued on a private project finance basis. There are several 

countnes, including Cambodia, mich can probably be considered to carry too rnuch a 

social or political force majeure risk for financiers to be interested in dealing with on a 

project finance basis. If such proposals are received from countries where political and 

social f o m  majeurie are known risks, the possibility of obtaining fa= ma@ute risk 

average (an unlikely prospect) might provide a reasonable early basis on which to screen 

such projects. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has offered the reader an understanding of the types of PPI projects which 

INC has supported, by analyzing the sample by fiscal year, country, region, and sector of 

activity. This chapter has also assessed INC's level of performance in PPI projects by 

ascertaining the level of success which INC has, or is likely to achieve, in supported of PPI 

projects. Finally, this chapter has tested the hypothesis that IN supporfed prnjects have 

&een impeded &y manifestations of a known and defined set of Mgh risk issues. 

The evidence presented in accornplishing the aforernentioned purposes has demonstrated 

that few INC PPI projects have been successful to date. and that few of the projects 

currently in progress are expected to be successful. INC's performance was also 

demonstrated in relative ternis, wherein it was show that INCJs success rate in support 

of PPI projects has been far below its rate of success in support of projects in general. 

Subsequently it was conduded mat INC has had little success in the eariy efforts to 

support PPI projects. 

Once it was deteminad that INC did, in fa@ have few successes thus far, the next step 

was to determine M y ,  and whether the impediments experienœd were consistent with the 



impediments detailed in Chapter TWO as being most likely to impede PPI projects. The 

evidence recovered in analpeng the relevant subsample illustrated that most of the 

signacant impediments mimred those outlined in the theory, and that these impediments 

were reported with significant frequency. Wm this evidence it can be wnduded that INC 

PPI pmjecfs have been impeded by man~stations of a known and defined set of high risk 

issues. As such, the hypthesis can be considered to be affimed and, by extension, it can 

be asserted that the theory of PPI failure detailed in Chapter Two does exptain the INC 

experience. 

The evidence outlined in this chapter has provided information regarding INC's 

perfomanœ thus far. In doing this, possible remedies and policy directions wtiich can be 

taken to enhance INC's performance in future PPI project support have becorne evident- 

Wm knOW1edge of the theory of why PPI projects fail, it becomes evident in reviewing the 

INC PPI database that in many of the INGsupported projects there was evidence of PPI 

risk all along and that, therefore, in many cases the projects stood little chance from the 

outçet If these projects had k e n  evaluated on the basis of pmjed viability (taking account 

of risk issues detailed in the theory) they would not likely have been approved for funding. 

In future PPI work, INC can make use of the theoretical understanding of PPI projects and 

INC can use it as a mechanism by which likely impediments to projects proposed can be 

revealed eariy on. As such, the theory is of value as it can have a functional purpose 

acting as a filter or screening mechanism providing a basis on which future PPI proposals 

can be reviewed and considered for funding. The final chapter of this thesis will involve 

presuibing policy directions based on the theoretical and practjcal knowiedge detailed in 

this thesis. The aim of the policy direction is to enhance INC's success in leveraging 

Canadian fimis' PPI work in developing countries. The policy direction recommended in 

the final chapter will centre around the suggestion that INC establish a new funding 

mechanism for PPI projects, with a nsk identification and analysis capacity, infomed by 

the theory outlined in Chapter Two, as the central structure of the mechanism. 



CHAPTER 4: 

INC POLICY DIRECTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Having illustrated that INC has had few success in its early efforts to support PPI projecb, 

and having theoretical knowledge of wtiere the problems in these projects tend to arise, 

it is the purpose of this final chapter to use this evidence and knowiedge to make 

recommendations to INC as to how it can be more effective in its support of PPI projects. 

The INC evidence presented in Chapter Three revealed that INC has extended significant 

amounts of money to very risky projects. Such evidence will not be reiterated here, but to 

recap, this included a project which was attempted in an environment of major political 

instability, projects without adequate legal or regulatory environments to legitimize and 

support them, and several projects wherein commercial terms were inflexible. INC's 

funding of such projects is evidence to this writer that projects which should not be 

receiving funding have been and that, therefore, the current process through which PPI 

pmposals are screened for funding is not sufficient. Consequently, it is the opinion of this 

author that the proposa! screening p m s s  needs to be amended for mis group of high-risk 

projects. The purpose of this final chapter, therefore, is to propose recommendations 

regarding a new, PPI-specific funding mechanism. 

The thought proœss behind the design of a new funding mechanisrn is three-fold. First, 

a mechanical application process suited ta PPI projects will be defined. The new 

mechanism will be designed with WO things in mind, the faults of the current mechanism 

and the dernands of PPI proie&. Second&, attention wül be given to partiwlarly important 

aspects of the proposal assessrnent procass. This will involve discussion of project viability 

as a function of project size; assessing applicant cornmitment; assessing downstream 



financing commitments; and assessing agreements and mntracts. Thirdly, surrounding 

I NC poiicy issues will be reconsidered and refouised to suit PPI projects. This w*ll involve 

consideration of the following issues: which projects to include under a PPI mechanism; 

eligible expenses and wst-sharing; the question of bid support; fim sire and other 

eligibility criteria; project funding vs study funding; and repayment In this chapter these 

policy and p m s s  issues will be discusçed, and recommendations will be made to INC as 

to how a new rnechanism should be stmctured and how it should be supported by a 

surrounding policy frarnework. 

Prior to embatking on the aforernentioned steps, however, this chapter will begin by 

clarifying two other issues. First. lingering myths that a new funding rnechanism is not 

needed will be dispelled. Secondly, recommendations will be made regarding how to 

structure the review of PPI proposals within INC, so as to deal with them most effectively, 

and so as to build a critical mass of PPI expertise. 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST A NEW FUNDING MECHANISM 

In the process of researching this thesis, sorne INC project managers argued that there is 

adually no need for a new funding mechanism. Three points were raised in this regard. 

First, it was argued that a new mechanism is not needed because current mechanisms are 

flexible enough to accommodate PPI projects. While it is the case that the current 

mechanisms can be used effectively in this regard, the evidenœ illustrates that current 

mechanisms have not been so used. Adequate assessment of PPI proposals under the 

current mechanisms requires specialized knowledge. As was said in Eummoney, Were 

are maybe 50 people woddwide who know what they're doing in this very specialüed 

ares?' The Institufiona/ lnvestor puts the number higher, at 75, but either way the point 

is clear. A more directed approach ta screening proposals can and should be 

wNorman Peagam. The Hunt For A New Source Of Capital,' p. 224. 



irnplemented. This can be accomplished by structuring a new mechanism to direcfly 

addresç and draw-out pertinent risk issues, forcing the weaknesses in a project to becorne 

front and centre, and requiring a proposal ta be judged on the basis of these weaknesses. 

A new mechanisrn can also facilitate proposal review, and it can standardize decisions, 

bringing a needed level of cansistency to the PPI review process. 

Secondly, it was said that PPI projects are no different in ternis of risk than other projects 

which INC deals with. On the contrary, this thesis (particularly the introduction to Chapter 

Two) has illustrated in theoretical and practikal ternis that PPI projects experience levels 

of risk which other projects do not expefience. 

To reinforce the uniqueness of PPI risks, one need only refer again to the Enron case 

study and the quote which makes the difference between PPls and most other investment 

projects so clear. "Besides Joshi's political gymnastics, the project has been battered by 

bomb bfasts, plagues and riots. ft has been through 30 govemment agencies, A 70 fonnal 

approvals, nine court cases and 39 months of gruelling negotiations. And the end seems 

no nearer? Shoe factories sirnply do not face such monumental and endunng hardships. 

For the most part, the bargaining power in rnanufacturing-based investments favours the 

investor, and governments are left to do little but compete with one another to attract 

foreign investment. The idea of raising barfiers so as to, for instance, force a potential 

shoe fadory investor ttirough 170 fomal approvals, is unthinkable. The potential investor 

would simply set-up shop next door. Even in natutal resource based projects, although the 

government does have leverage because the projects are site specific, the lure of value- 

added work gives the private fim significant leverage to counter with. For many reasons, 

induding the fact that PPI pmjects are site specdïc, and including the fact that they involve 

the transfer of critical govemment policy issue areas to the private sector, govemrnents 

have excessive bargaining power in the negotiation of PPI deals. Subsequentiy, PPI 

investors have less control over their investments, and they are forced to tolerate a much 

%en Edwards. The Mugging Of Enmn.' p. 28. 



higher level of duress than would be tolerated in most other foreign investment initiatives. 

PPI projects are, on average, more fisky, complex, and difficult to execute than other 

foreign investrnent projects. 

Additional evidence in support of this position is also implicit in the methods various 

organizations have used to intemalke PPI expertise. In the cases of banks, fims, and 

EDC, al1 have chosen to build specific units ont0 their corporate structures 10 handle 

project financings. They have done so because they recognize such projects to be a 

unique grouping of projects demanding a distinct skill set Furthemore, many sources 

extemal to INC which were wnsulted during this research were asked about the premise 

at debate here, and al1 agreed that PPI projects do have unique risk profiles. 

In the third argument made against a new rnechanism, it was put simply mat, "if ifs not 

broken, don't fix it" However, it deady is bmken. Wrth a PPI success rate of less than 10% 

one would be remiss not to acknowledge that, if not completely broken, the funding 

structure has at least a gaping crack in it Such a success rate speaks loudly of the 

problern, being that with the current funding mechanisms available to project managers 

it would be very difficult for INC to fulfil its mandate within the scope of this grouping of 

projeds. There is a problem, and there are means to address it. 

STRUCTURING A NEW MECHANISM W H I N  INC 

Consideration will have to be given to how a new mechanism is fitted within the curent 

INC stnicture. Wthin INC, work is distributed on a geographical basis. with each project 

manager k i ng  responsible for al1 projects in one or more countries. The only exceptions 

are the cases of each of China and lndia where the volume of acbivity has required that 

work be divided sectorally between two projed managers. A new funding mechanism 

wuld be brought into the INC structure in one of four primary ways. 



1) The new rnechanism could be introduced and used by project 

managers in the regular course of their business under the current 

geography-based structure. 

2) The new mechanism could be introduced and used by project 

managers in the regular course of their business under the current 

geography-based structure, and a wpy of each proposal circulated to an 

extemal project finance specialist for comment during the circulation 

process. 

3) The new mechanism could be introduced and used by project 

managers in the regular course of their business under the current 

geography-based Wudure, and a copy of each proposal circulated to an 

intemal project finance specialist for comment during the circulation 

process. 

4) INC could establish an intemal PPI unit to take care of al1 PPI 

proposals. The unit, for example, could be cornptised of one PPI person 

for each geographic area. During the circulation process PPI proposals 

originating in the PPI unit could be circulated to the relevant geography- 

based project manager within INC. who could review it as a 

countrylprivate investment specialist. 

There is a long leaming curve to clirnb in conjuncüon with understanding the dynamics of 

PPI projects. If the new funding mechanism is simply integrated into the INC structure as 

is (ie. as per option 1 above), with no other procedurai changes, there will continue to be 

little capacity to really leam fiam ongoing experiences because no single project manager 

will be likely to deal with the critical mass of PPI projects that is required for the leaming 

process to take-off. It would be preferable. from the perspectives of efficiency and 

effectiveness. if responsibility for PPI projects is narrowiy wncentrated within INC so that 



expertise is able to grow. Thus, option 1 above would not provide the best possible 

solution. 

Option 2 above would also be a suboptional solution. There would simply be too many 

PPI proposals to reasonably circulate to an extemal source for PPI-focussed review. 

Further, use of an extemal reviewer would not enabte INC to build its own intemal 

expertise, which should be among the ultirnate goals of the restnicturing process. INC is 

likely to continue receiving PPt proposals for a signifiant time hence, thus, making the 

intemalkation of PPI knowiedge a worthwhife investment 

The option of proposals originating with country-based project managers, and being 

circulated to an intemal PPI specialist (option 3) would also be a sub-optimal solution. 

Such a procedure would result in a duplication of work, as proposafs would have to be 

reviewed in detail by two people (the project manager and the PPI specialist) rather than 

being reviewed in detail by one person, with the specialist providing only a targeted review 

of specific components or facets of a project. The circulation of a PPI proposal to a PPI 

specialist would have to be met with a thorough and detailed review, wnsideration for 

approval by the expert would have to be based on an understanding of the project as a 

whole, since a PPI assessrnent pertains to the entire project, not just to an isolated facet 

of it. 

Option 4 would provide INC with the most thorough, effective, and efficient means of 

reviewing PPI proposals; thus, it is this option which is being recornrnended herein. Ta 

recap, the idea is that one, two, or ttiree INC personnel be designated to deal with al1 PPI 

pmjeds, in essence consütuüng a PPI unit within INC. PPI proposals would originate with 

the PPI specialists and durîng the circulation process they would be circulated to the 

regular list of people, as well as to the relevant geography-based project manager within 

INC, who would review it as a country specialist PPI projects will only be optimally dealt 

with if handled by people with specific PPI knowiedge, including knowledge of project 

structures, risk assessrnent methods, risk mitigation techniques, legislative constraints, 



case studies, and the variances in PPI expen'ence across sectors and among countries. 

Thus, PPI projects within INC would be best served were INC to create a distinct unit for 

them. 

A PPI unit within INC would assure that the highest possible level of expertise is engaged 

to review PPI proposals, and it would ensure consistency in how projects are evaluated 

and dealt with. Further, locating such work within a distinct unit with a small number of 

people would facilitate the establishment of contacts and relationships with the project 

finance mrnmunity outside of INC. This is an important issue both in that it would enhance 

INC expertise and that it would respond to the desires of the Canadian private sector who, 

through the Kilmo report and the lndustry Canada consultant's report have called for 

greater coordination among the project finance comrnunity at the support level. The 

appropriateness of such a stnicture is also evident in that it is refledive of the way others 

(EDC, banks, and many private firms) have chosen to internaiiie project finance expertise. 

It was suggested during the course of this research, that the decision to create a PPf unit 

within INC might be met negatively by project managers. This is a an important point. 

However, more important is the fact that under the current structure and process INCJs 

mandate is not king met within the sape of PPI projects. These facts, cornbined with the 

fact that PPI work can be most effectively and efficiently done by those with specific and 

dedicated expertise, should, in the opinion of this writer, outweigh other concems. 

HOW 70 STRUCTURE A NEW PPI FUNDING MECHANISM FOR INC 

Curent INC funding mechanisms do not solicit the information necessary to adequately 

assess PPI proposals and to âiirentiate between them. There are three primary problems 

with the current mechanisms. 



First, the current INC funding mechanisms employ a narrow definition of developrnental 

benefits. Subsequentiy, complete and accurate information about the developmental 

impacts of PPI projeds is not genemted. ûevelopmentd benefits are considered to indude 

social, gender, environmental, and job creation benefits. This negates the fact that 

infrastructure of basic necessity has inherent developrnentally beneficial qualities. Basic 

infrastmcture pmjects do not attain devefopmental valuable because of, for instance, add- 

on WID components. 

Secondly, the current funding mechanisms do not solicit infomation regarding project 

viability. Under the current mechanism a firm campletes an application for funding 

responding primarily to questions regarding the benefits of the proposed project. The 

fonnal structure does not ask about the greater costs associated with the project, nor does 

it ask about the problems associated with the project. Subsequently, an optimal funding 

decision can not be made based on the infomation gamered by the current application 

process alone. The inclusion of questions regarding benefits and developrnent issues is 

important, it is also likely premature and incomplete. To ask how women are going to be 

bmught into a particular project, without first asking whether it is within the bounds of the 

law for the private sedor to do the project in question, for instance, is insufficient. Thirdly, 

current funding mechanisms do not demand information regarding project risk to be 

brought to the fore. There are no formal questions put to the applicant regarding which PPI 

risks the project will be most vulnerable to, how viable the project is in Iight of these risks, 

or what the probability of irnplementation is. While funding decisions are to include 

consideration of project viability, such assessments can not be rneaningful without 

knowledge of the risk issues the project faces. The current funding mechanisms tend to 

focus on garnering infomation regarding benefits - parücularly social, gender, 

environmental, and employment benefits. This foais overshadows wncems about project 

viability, risks, and costs. Regardless of how good of a case an applicant can build for a 

PPI project in terms of benefits, .thare are basic golno-go points mich ovemide al1 other 

considerations. These gohogo points centre around the risk issues outlined in Chapter 

Two and they involve factors which will define the environment and parameten vuMn 



which a projed must operate. If, for instance, an applicant subrnits a proposal to INC for 

a power projed in China, if the project ewnornics are premised on any divergence of the 

power tariff frorn its current rate the project should probably be considered a non-starter, 

regardless of how good the Canadian benefts might appear to be. Similarly , if an applicant 

submb a proposal to INC for a gas-fired power project in India, and the applicant can not 

show pmof of a govemrnent gas allotment, the project should probably be considered a 

non-starter regardless of how well wnœived the gender, social, and training 

considerations are. In virtually al1 cases of PPI pmjects, issues outside of those addressed 

within the current INC application structure are, in fact, the issues which will determine 

whether or not a project is a success. 

There is no formal capacity within the application process for applicants to be asked the 

most basic and essential questions. This is problernatic and a new INC funding rnechanism 

should address this by being çtnictured so as to force the problems with projects to be 

taken into consideration by the pmject manager in deciding whether to approve a proposal. 

It is the mmmendation of this author that risk identification and risk assessrnent be the 

prirnary purposes of a new PPI funding mechanism. As such, the central focus of the 

application process should be a structure capable of drawing-out information about risks 

the projed is likely to face. This is important for al1 projects, but is particulariy critical in PPI 

projects because of the fact that their defining quality is a high risk profile. A mechanism 

is needed which draws-out the complications and fundamental flaws in projects as it is 

these flaws which will detemine whether projects can succeed. 

Risk Identification and Assessrnent Mechanism 

As rnentioned, it is recornmended that the central focus of the application process should 

be a structure capable of drawing-out infamation pertaining to risk and project viability. In 

this sedion recommendations will be made regarding the incorporation into the proposal 

review process of a mechanism capable of screening PPI projects for viability and risk. 



There are two ways to deal with risk identification and management, through the traditional 

appmach, and the nsk management approach. In the iradifional approach, project 

developers use intuition and the rules of thurnb to respond to risk elements. The risk 

management approach, however, *'tries systematically to identify, to analyze and to 

evaluate risks in order to amsider an appropriate response strategy from among different 

 alternative^.'^ The traditional appmach is responsive, unsûuctured and based on intuition, 

whereas the rlsk management appmch is systematic, analytical, and strategic. This writer 

recommends that a structure consistent with the Hsk management appmach be the focal 

point of a new funding mechanism, and suggests that it be used in tandem with "intuitive 

judgement, brainstorming meetings, and persona! experience of Me risk analysts."'* 

Subsequently. there is, in fact, a need for aspects of both the tladifional approach and the 

nsk management appmach in PPI risk identification tasks. 

To fomally identify risks, (as per the risk management appmach) a structure akin to a PPI 

template or lens is needed so pmjects are viewed, first and foremost, as PPI projects. The 

purpose of such a lens would be to look for evidence of PPI risks and to force eariy 

identification and preliminary assessrnent of PPI risks. There are several potential risk 

ternplates wtiich wuld be used as such, and many of these were outlined in Chapter Two. 

The way in which risks am managed will be largely detennined by how fisks are classified 

for identification purposes. Diffetent authors have different conceptions of how risks are 

best classified, and each classification system foms the basis of a potential template 

wtiich might be able to serve INC's needs. However, as was illustrated in Chapter Two, 

sorne risk templates are more comprehensive and effective than others. Some ternplates 

faiI to fome the user to investigate particular high-risk PPI issues because categories are 

too broad, M i le  others have very narrow and Iimiting categories neglecting entire issue 

areas al1 together. It is the opinion of this author that the system used to categorize risk in 

Chapter Two of this thesis reflects the most effective way to ciassify risks for INC's 

* Antonio Dias Jr. PhD thesis. p. 99. 

'00 C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatned Infrastructue: the BOTApproach, p. 162. 



purpose, and that it could provide an effective rnechanisrn and structure for the risk 

identification process within a new PPI funding mechanism. The structure of the following 

discussion mimrs the frarnework of the risk presentation in Chapters Two and Three, and 

1 represents what this M e r  considen to be the most logical way to dassify risks, for lNCs 

purposes. In recapping the preferred risk identification framework from Chapter Two, 

additional details will also be offered- Specifically, in conjunction with each risk category, 

several questions which are capable of generating the information needed to assess nsk 

in consideration of the evidence presented in Chapter Two, wi l  be noted. 

1) Legal and Regulatory Risk 

In seeking to identify and assess legal and regulatory risk under a PPI funding rnechanisrn. 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

following senes of questions. 

Is the user rate or tariff flexible in the country and sector in question? 
Is there a ceiling on allowable rates of retum on pnvate infrastructure 

investrnents? 
Is there a general, or sector-specific PPI law in this country and sector? 
If there is not a PPI law regulating the project, what laws and regulations 

within the country and sector will pmvide the legal and regulatory framework 
for operation, and what restrictions do these laws and regulations place on the 
project? 

Has any other firm successfully carried out a PPI projed in this sector and 
country? 

2) Political and Social Risk 

In s a n g  to identify and assess political and social risk under a PPI funding rnechanisrn, 

infornation should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

following series of questions. 

Has the host govemment supported any PPI projects in the past? If not, why 
do you think you can be the first? 

What political support is there for the project? 
Who are your cornpetitors for this project? 
Will you obtain political nsk insurance? 



What are the sentiments of the local people regarding the project? 
WiII the local people be negatively irnpacted by the project? 
Will the project necessitate a relocation of people? 

3) Commercial RÏsk 

ln seeking to identify and assess commercial risk under a PPI funding rnechanism, 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

foltowing series of questions. 

What is the estimated size of the project? 
1s there a creditworthy off-taker? 
What restrictions are there on the supply of fuel or other inputs? 
What sources of cornpetition will your project encountef? Deregulation? 

Competing infrastructure units? Potential advents of technology rendering the 
unit obsolete? 

Is there a real need for this good or service? What evidence of demand 
exists? 

What assumptions are king made regarding the commercial aspects of the 
proje&? 

4) Economic Risk 

in seeking to identify and assess econornic nsk under a PPI funding mechanism, 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

following series of questions. 

Who will assume the risk of inflation? 
Who will assume the foreign exchange risk? 
What guarantee do you have that the level of foreign exchange you are 

expecting to generate will be made available to you? 

5 )  Technical Risk 

In seeking to identify and assess technical risk under a PPI funding mechanism, 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

following series of questions. 



Are you using tried and tme technology? 
Do the technical specifications of your work and technology conforni with 

industry standards in the country and sector in question? 
What n'sk rnitigation rneasures will be taken with regards to construction 

completion, quality, performance, reliability, and timeliness of suppliers? 

6) Management Risk 

In seeking to identify and assess management risk under a PPI funding mechanisrn, 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

question, 

1s the fim capable of managing a PPI project? 

7 )  Force Majeure Risk 

In seeking to identify and assess f o m  majeure nsk under a PPI funding mechanisrn, 

information should be revealed pertaining to issues such as those addressed through the 

following series of questions. 

1s there a known or suspected threat of political or social force majeure? 

ASSESSING PROPOSA LS UNDER A NEW PPI MECHANISM 

A PPI-specific proposal structure will go a long way in providing INC with the tools required 

to more effectively screen PPI proposais. In addition there are other issues in the review 

process which will need reconsideration in light of a new funding mechanism. This thesis 

will now address sorne of these issues and recommend preferred policy direction in 

conjunction each issue area. The issues included in this section are, project viability 

as a function of project size; assessing cornmitment to a project; assessing downstream 

finanung cornrnitrnents; and assessing agreements and contracts. 



Pmject Viability As A Function of Projecf Size 

In screening PPI proposals. project sire should be taken into consideration. There are 

diffenng opinions as to how small a PPI project can be and still be viable. PPI projects 

have very high ovethead costs which increase as a portion of the overall projed cost as 

a project is scaled down. These ovemead costs include legal and financial advisory fees, 

as well as the cos& associated with secun'ng pnmary project documentation. In the case 

of power generation projects for instance, legally binding power purchase agreements are 

necessary, and regardless of the dollar value of the output, virtually the same effort at 

legal and finanaal analysis has to be put into securing these documents. The same holds 

true for concession agreements, fuel supply agreements, wnsortia and joint venture 

agreements, financing agreements, and sa on. Subsequently, because of the high 

overhead cornmon to PPI projects, a small project is not sirnply a small version of a large 

project. It is, instead, a different project, and it will likely be a less viable project. 

Non-INC personnel cuntacted dunng the course of this research were asked M a t  the 

srnallest sizeâ project is that they would be willing to consider undertaking on a PPI basis. 

Answers ranged fmm a cautions $15 M to $50 M. Applicstnts were also asked whether they 

would ever participate in a $5 M BOT (INC has recently provided funding to such a 

project). In every case a prompt negative response was rendered. 

In defense of small PPI projects it was argued from within INC that a srnall project could, 

in fact, be a good and viable project because it requires less due diligence than large 

projects, and because it is Iess &cal to have a watertight set of agreements in place. This 

Iine of thought, however, refleds rnisplaced risk assessment. This argument suggests mat 

a smaller project will necessarily be less risky because it is less costfy, and because, 

therefore, less money will be lost if the project fails. This is essentially saying mat if two 

projects face identical tisks, the lower cost project is the less nsky of the two. This 



supposes risk to be an extemall'y relative measure. whereas risk. in fad, should be looked 

at by INC as an infernal project measure. 

It is this writer's opinion that it would be inappropriate to set a threshold project size on 

Mich funding decisions would be based. However, it would be prudent to rewmmend that 

project economics be considered very suspect and be diligently scmtinized on very small 

projects (under $15 M). The exception to these generalizations on project size are the 

cases of expansionary or rehabilitative projects which are, typically, less costiy projects 

because much of the initial capital investments have already been made. 

Assessing Cornmitment To A Pmject 

In assessing a PPI proposal it is critical, though difficult, to ascertain the level of 

cornmitment of the applicant to the downstream project. One way to ascertain cornmitment 

is to understand where the INGsupported project fits within the applicant's business 

strategy and overall business plan. Based on the fact that the INC contribution is 

repayable, one can assume that projeds wbich are sure to be successful are likely to be 

sent to INC for funding more than are the more risky projects. In the case of projects with 

minimal risk, the INC process will be seen as litlie more than an added cost, as there is not 

perceived to be any significant risk to share. This may explain why none of the many 

successful project financings in the telecom sector, which have show up ai EDC, have 

appeared at INC. One can assume that there will be a direct and positive correlation 

between the level of risk in a project, and the likelihood of the firm approaching INC for 

funding. Therefore, the projects submitted to INC can be wncluded to be, in general, 

relative@ high risk projects. This point is reinforced by an observation regarding business 

strategy offered by EDC. It was explained that fims will have an allotment of intemal 

resourœs to chas projects each year, and that such resources will be allocated to several 

selected project opportunities, with the allocations being heavily skewed in favour of the 

least nsky projects, and with the minimal allocations for the riskier endeavours being 

topped-up with INC funding. This strategy brings to the forefront two pertinent points. Fi&, 



INC receives relatively risky projects. Secondiy, the projects INC supports, which belong 

to fims organized in this manner, might be very Iow priorities for the f i n s  involved. 

Further, in ascertaining commitment it is also useful to undentand how PPI work, in 

general, fits m i n  a Company's overall strategy. Is the applicant committed to project 

finanang? or, is the applicant just pursuing the curent project for la& of other work, and 

will the applicant readily shelve the PPI project if paid contract work opportunities corne 

along? To ascertain ammitment it is alsa useful to monitor the number of PPI projects a 

single fîm, or a single ind~dual, is involved in at any given time. In one case, for instance, 

one individual is Iisted as an employee of two different Ems, working on three different 

INC PPI pmposals, in three different countn'es, and in th- different sectors. For whatever 

reason this person appears so frequently, the bottom line is that it is not possible for him 

to be tmly cammitted to doing so many diverse PPI projects simultaneously. 

Commitment can also be assessed by understanding the motivation of the applicant. It 

is useful to ask why the applicant has chosen this parücular project - is it because the 

project is so attractive in and of itself, or, are there factors extemal to the immediate 

project, which are mitigating the nsk, and conûibuting to the fim's decision? Extemal 

factors could include the opportunity to engage in other business, or to explore other 

business opportunities while abroad. One applicant, for instance, having just returned from 

the LDC country in which he had been working on an INC-supported project, noted that 

he had also been chasing other work white he was there. This makes good business 

sense; however, it is also evidence for INC that the applicant rnight not have much stake 

in the projed, or any real cornmitment to it Perhaps, in some instances, the INC-supported 

project is more likely a vehicIe to obtain funding to travel abroad and sniff-out business 

opportunities, than it is a fim commitment to one parücular project. In the case cited 

above, the applicant actually sewred other contract work for his Company while abroad. 

Assuming the contract is greater in value than the 20%, or so, share of the costs which the 

applicant is responsible for in the INC project, the cornmitment to the project can be 



assumed to be significantfy diminished, or even negated, as the applicant subsequentiy 

has little to lose if the original project does not corne to fruition. 

More tangible signs of commitment can also be looked to, such as an expressed 

willingness to be an equity participant in the project, evidence of downstrearn financing, 

initiatives bken to fomally establish a consortium, and evidence of significant and 

promising pre-feasibility work. It has been suggested that one or some of these tangible 

signs of commitment be required in order ta obtain INC funding; however, with the 

exception of notable pre-feasibility work having been done, the other signs Iisted here will 

actually carry littie real meaning at such an eariy stage in the project, as they will be only 

conditional commitments. 

In sum, commitment can largely be seen to be based on what the applicant has at stake, 

or how much the applicant stands to lose if the PPI effort fails. Wthout an incentive for the 

applicant to perfom well, one can assume that the ultimate performance will be less than 

optimal. Therefore, there needs to be at le& a certainty that the applicant will lose money 

if the project in not irnplemented. 

The PPI mode1 is essentially a financing method and the applicant's particular approach 

to finanang is of strategic importance and should be taken into consideration in assessing 

the viability of a project. In general, a project financing will usually be structured with 

roughly 30% equity and 70Y0 debt Financing for PPls still cornes largely fmm traditional 

sources; thus, daims to use innovative financing sources, or even to use stock issues in 

support of a project should be questioned. Project company memberç will usually 

contribute equity to the project both out of necessRy and to present an air of confidence 

about the projed INC PPI applicants should be willing to commit a share of the equity. and 

one should be suspect of the commitrnent of an INC applicant who refuses to take an 

equity role in the project. 



Often PPI proposals are submitted to INC containing letters from financial institutions, 

pdaiming their interest in being invohred in financing the project, conditional on the study 

finding it to be a 'good project" There is no shortage of financial resources waiting to be 

invested in good projeds; thus, the inclusion of such letten is of liffle real signficance, 

other than as an illusbation that the applicant has extended the effort to contact potential 

financiers. A key issue in financing PPls is ascertaining who is going to take the 

commercial risk. With regard to the conditional letters of financing which will be induded 

in proposals, EDC's advice is to foltow-up on them to see if the insütuüon is willing to take 

the commercial risk, and to find out exacüy m a t  conditions they would need secured in 

order to commit to the project. 

Because INC sees projeds at such an early stage, INC can not expect financing to have 

been secured by the time the application is received. One wmponent of the INC- 

supported study should, however, direcüy address finanaal packaging. Further, at the time 

of application, the applicant should acknowledge the importance of the financing package 

and should demonstrate a willingness to wnsult a financial advisor (external or intemal). 

Retainer fees cm, however, be signifiant and engineering fims have shown great 

reIuctance to hire such expertise. However, no more should a banker be designing a 

bridge, than should an engineer be sourcing financing. Financing is a necessary part of 

building a PPI project, where. in essence, a technical project and a financial project are 

being built parallel to each other, simultaneously, and will, one hopes, end up at the same 

place at the same time. Engineering fims that are developing projects, and that do not 

have intemal project finance expertise, should be prepared to pay for an external financial 

advisor. The financial advisor's role is defined as follows: 



The adviser will have expertise and contacts in the country where the 
project is locafed and can advise on structures and local conditions as 
well as having the expertise and contacts to 'seBn the project to the 
Iending banks. The adviser may be a lender too, but aiis does involve 
the potential for confiict of interest The adviser will prepare, but 
seldom accept responsibility for, and information memorandum 
outiining the nature and econornic feasibility of the project, based on 
the relevant assumptions relating to project wsts, market prices and 
demand, exchange rates, and so on together with a profile of each of 
the project sponsors - their financial resuits and their track record in 
similar pr~jects.'~' 

Assessing Agreements and Conûïicts 

The process of implementing a PPI project is, essentiafly. the process of building a 

contractual vehide. To monitor progress, project managers can look for evidence of the 

necessary contracts being put in place. While payrnents should not be conditional on 

progress, a level of progress c m  be looked ta as indicative of whether a project should 

continue to receive INC funding. 'Exit ramps" need to be identified by the project manager 

so that funding can be withdrawn if progress is not being made. This would help to avoid 

the present situation of having projects still disbursing with no chance of being 

implernented. 

Bringing a projed to financial dose requires the identification, assessrnent, and mitigation 

of risks, to a comfort level that al1 project participants can work with. Thraughout the 

development stage of the project the applicant will be putüng in place the necessary 

contractual agreements, so as to emerge at the end with a watertight stnicture to 

implement the project. The objectives of the work done with INC support should then, 

logically, focus on putting this contractual structure in place. Among the pfimafy project 

documents which will need to be secured during the development phase are the 

concession agreement govemment licenses; royalty agreements; title to land documents 

'mClifford Chance. Pmject Finance. p. 8. 



including surface and sub-sea rights; joint venture and consortia agreements; 

shareholders' agreements; project management agreement; construction, operation, and 

supply contracts and sub-cuntractings; technical wnsultancy agreements; performance 

bonds and guarantees at various stages; project insurance of various sorts; supply 

contracts for fuel or other required inputs; off-take agreements; operating licences; 

throughput agreements; planning and environmental pemits; utility agreement; transport 

contra&; and finanung documents. This listing is based pnrnarily on Pm- Finance, by 

Clifford Chance. The scope of this thesis does not allow fumer detail regarding these 

agreements; however, such detail can be found in Chapters 5 and 6 of the Clifford Chance 

document listed in the bibliography to this thesis. 

Two of the most important agreements are the concession agreement, which is needed 

for virtually every PPI project, and the off-take agreement where applicable. In the power 

sector the off-take agreement, known as the powet purchase agreement (PPA), ensures 

a market for the off-take on a take-and-pay or take-or-pay basis. In some other sectors 

such as water provision and treatment and some transport sectors, off-take agreements 

built on the principle of a govemment guarantee also exist. Detailed sample Concession 

and PPA agreements drawn-up by the IFC as a guide as to what should be included in 

such agreements can be found in the IFC document entitled Financing PWate 

Infrastmctum: Lessons of Experience (see pp. 112-1 14 and 11 û-126). Securing the 

network of contracts necessary to implement a PPI and particularly to obtain the 

concession and off-take agreements should be the primary objectives of the funding INC 

provides to PPI applicants. 

POUCY ISSUES IN NEED OF RECONSIDERATION 

Many policy issues will need to be established or else amended for PPI projects. Among 

the policy issues in need of consideration are. determining which projects to filter through 

a new mechanism; eligible expenses and cost-sharing; bid support firm size as a funding 



criterion; funding studies versus funding projects; and repayment These issues will be 

discussed in what follows. 

Which Pmjecfs To Fitter Through New Mechanism 

Much debate was held during the course of this researdi about the range of projects mich 

should be fittered through the new mechanism. This involves consideration of the project 

itself, as well as consideration of the role of the applicant in the project. In ternis of the 

range of projects to be induded under the new mechanism, INC should include PPI 

projects rather than the more narrow grouping of BOT projects. While there is no ultimate 

definition of PPI projects, they can be generally described as having the characteristics of 

a BOT, though Iiberally interpreted or pushed beyond the traditional, rigid BOT boundanes. 

In expanding the definitionai boundaries for INC use, to include a broader scope of 

projects, the deciding factor regarding how far to stretch the boundaries should be 

determined by the risk profile of the projects subsequently included. For a project to be 

filtered ülrough a new PPI mechanism it should have a high nsk profile and the following 

characteristics from the BOT definition, 

it should be based on non- or limited-recourse project 
financing, 

it should involving the provision of basic infrastructure which 
was previously provided by the govemment, 

it should involve infrastructure which has inherent strategic 
policy implications and a rnultipliüty of govemment policy 
purposes, 

it should be undertaken by single-purpose companies, 
it should be a project in which there are limited market output 

options, 
it should be a project wherein the financing, 

provision/rehabilitation, and operation of the infrastructure by the 
pnvate sector are of primary importance, whereas on-going 
output pficing, management, and technical complexity are lesser 
considerations. 

it should be based on a series of contracts beginning with a 
concession agreement, and going on ta Iink together the parties 
to the project. 



Two other definitional characten'stics, however, require greater scrutiny in regards to how 

they should be interpreted for INC's purposes. Specifically, a decision has to be made 

regarding how INC will sectorally define the projects to be filtered through a new 

mechanism, and a decision has to be made as to whether pMtizations, or only greenfield 

pmjects will be included. The purpose of a new mechanism is to effectively screen a group 

of projects subjected to similar high risk issues. Thus, stretching the definition sectorally 

or to include privatizations can be legitimized as long as the projects subsequently 

included are projects subject to the high risk profile defined in Chapter Two. 

It is unlikely that the pnvatization of an infrastructure asset without a rehabilitative or 

expansionary component could be in the same category of risk as a greenfield PPI project. 

This is the case because the highest risk phase of a PPI project is from developrnent to 

the start of operation. However, in the case of a privatization the applicant would becorne 

involved in the project only after the peak risk penod had expired. Subsequently, it is 

unlikely that a privatization projed would have a severe enough risk profile to qualify to be 

put ttirough the new mechanism and likely only greenfield or rehabilitative projects will be 

candidates. 

It is likely that some projects in sectors other than the traditional BOT infrastructure sectors 

(transport, telecorn, power, and water and sanitation) could ft an expanded PPI definition. 

It is impossible to speculate, however, on what secton an expanded definition might 

indude though the tM, most oft cited ones are education and health Gare. It is this writer's 

opinion that private education projeds will not likeiy carry enough risk to comprise the high 

risk profile of PPI projects. The initial pmjed costs of education projects are relatively low, 

thus Iirniting exposure to economic flsk, while the output options are varied and the 

marketing options flexible, thereby, reduang commercial risk. It is more likely that a private 

health care facility wuld cany a risk profile requiiing of smny under a new PPI 

mechanism. 



One important goal of a new medianism is that projects which face PPI risks, should be 

evaluated on the basis of those tisks. Thus, INC should assess any proposal which 

invoives a ?PI pmject, directly or indiredy, as a PPI project As such, it is p r v w  nsk, not 

simply the applicant dsk which needs to be assessed. What this means is that if INC 

receives an application from a dient intending to supply goods or services to a PPI project, 

the a p p l i ~ ~ o n  shouM be beated as a PPI application and should be scniti nized under the 

PPI mechanism. The opposing view supposes that if a finn is requesting funding to act as 

a supplier to a PPI project (for instance, providing rolling stock to a high speed rail project 

on a conûad basis) there is Iittle risk for the supplier and, therefore, no need to screen the 

proposal as a PPI proposal. While it is correct that direct applicant risk is diminished in this 

case, this is a very narrow assessment of risk. This assessment considers only the risk 

between the supplier and the client, and fails to acknowledge mat the supplier's risk is 

adually a function of the overall project risk. It also fails to consider the risk to INC's 

contribution which remains high. In a case where the applicant is a PPI supplier, the 

probability of INC's money effectively leveraging Canadian interests is a function of the 

projed k i n g  implemented and is, thereby, a fundon of the risk issues detailed in Chapter 

Two. Regardless of how certain the applicant firm is that it will be contracted to sel1 its 

goods into a pmject, if the project does not get implemented, the Canadian supplier does 

nOt get the contract In either case, oie probability of INC funds being put to good use and 

the probability of the applicant getting a contract are, primarily, a function of PPI nsk 

issues. 

EIigjbie Expenses and Cost-Shadng In P H  Pmjects 

In establishing a new funding mechanism consideration will have to be given to eligible 

expenses and cost-sharing. This includes issues of what additional costs, if any, should 

be made eligible expenses; what the cost-share ratio should be; and whether the cost- 

share ratio should Vary throughout the project's developrnent phase or be constant. 



Eligible costs in PPI projects should indude expenses typically covered for invesbnent 

projeds as well as for portions of the costiy financial and legal expenses required for PPI 

projed devalopment Such costs will depend on the speUfic projed and its configuration; 

however, in general, recognition of such costs being covered in addition to otherwise 

eligible costs, INC should expect PPI projects to be more expensive to fund than many 

other projects. According to some project managers, legal and financial advisory fees are 

already easily accommodated under the current mechanisms, and a change of policy 

would sirnply be a formality. However, two project managers also reported not having 

actualiy covered sudi expenses in conjunction with particular on-going projects, because 

the appiicants did not request it Therefore, such expenses should be made obvious to the 

applicant during the application process so as to enable the applicant to access al1 the 

advantages for which it is eligible and so as to enhanœ the applicant's chance of success. 

As a rough idea of what to expect, financial arrangers fees at ABN-AMR0 Bank, for 

instance, are comprised of three components. Fi&, the dient is required to pay a retainef s 

fee to the bank. The retainef s fee will be either a flat fee or a monthly rate in the vicinity 

of $25,000 to $50,000 per mont.. Secondly, the client will have to pay out-of-pocket 

expenses. Thirdly, the client will have to pay a 'success fee" if the bank gets the project 

to finanaal dose. The average 'success feen for raising $100 M is estimated to be about 

$300,000. In Iight of these costs, INC should be prepared to cover a share of the retainer 

fee and out of pocket expenses. INC should also be prepared to cover a portion of legal 

fees associated with putting in place agreements such as the PPA, concession, fuel supply 

agreement, etc? 

As far as what percentage of costs (unique to PPI and otherwise) should be eligible 

expenses, several pmject managers suggested that the 80:20 cost-share maximum is too 

high. They believe an 80:20 ratio distorts commercial reality too much, and leaves Iiffle at 

stake on the part of the applicant. It is cbmmonly held that the 80:20 cost share will, in 

lm Infornation of ABN AMRO's came fmm an interview with a representative of ABN AMR0 Bank 
Canada, June 10, 1997, in Toronto. 



reaiii, often cover an applicanfs real costs - a worst case scenano of which is likely what 

is submitted by some to INC for funding. As such the firm's stake in the project is eroded 

as the fim has no financial cornmitment to the project 

To address the specifks of the wst-share question, INC could choose to stick witb the 

idea of a constant ratio, but decrease the maximum covetage downward from 80%. Or, 

INC could use a sliding ratio, increasing or decreasing the cost-share ratio throughout the 

pmject life-cycle. If a sliding ratio is deemed more appropriate, it would be reasonable to 

concentrate INC funds early in the pmject, and to dectease the proportion of costs covered 

by INC as the study goes forward. This would most effectively serve INC's objective of 

encouraging investment by decreasing risk, as it is the earfy stages of PPI projects which 

are the highest nsk stages for the applicants. 

The early development stage activities typically include preliminary technical and 

commercial studies, and efforts to configure and design the stnrcture of the project by 

working on the various agreements holding it together. One applicant explained that if he 

takes a project much beyond these preliminary activities, for instance to the point of 

working dire* on incorporating a consortium, obtaining the concession and other fomal 

agreements, or drawing up a marketable business plan, he would have to be about 80% 

certain that the project was going to go ahead. Thus, if he does go beyond the eariy study 

stage, he is willing to put his own money in because he only goes there perceiving there 

to be very little real risk. It is Ulis wn'tefs opinion that funding should be skewed in favour 

of earlier development activities and that for funding to continue reasonable progress 

should be made, and critical milestones should be achieved. Project managers should be 

prepared to teminate funding if the project is not progressing, such as in the cases of the 

currently disbursing projects which were given no chance of being implemented. 



Bid Support 

INC has traditionally supported applicants involved in international cornpetitive bids by 

providing a Leffer of Intemsf to the fim, stating that INC would be prepared to accept a 

funding proposal frorn the Company if they are successful in their bid. The intent of the 

letter is to provide leverage by illustrating that the Canadian govemment is behind the 

pmject both in name and financially. INC went beyond this standard pracüce, however, in 

the case of one recent PPI proposal, providing financial support to an applicant at the bid 

stage where usually only a Letter of Interest is provided. The appticant fim received INC 

funding for work it was undertaking in conjuncüon with Wo bids it is making for power 

transmission concessions in Mexico. The INC contribution was specifically geared to help 

cover cos& assoaated with technical, financial, and legal aspects of bid preparation which 

the project manager considered to 'constitute elements Mat are well outside the scope of 

a traditional turnkey approach." Support of this nature has the potential to cause significant 

confusion for applicants and project managers who will be left questioning why some 

applicants are awarded financial assistance for bid preparation support, m i le  others 

receive only Letters Of lntemst. 

INC will have to develop some consistent policy guidelines regarding bid support for PPI 

projects. INC wuld choose to change its bid support policy for PPls and offer support to 

cover aspects of bid prepamon vuhich the project manager in the case detailed above has 

rightly identified as being costs not incurred in traditional (non-PPI) bids for work of this 

nature. Such a decision would reflect unique costs, but it would afso be recognition of the 

disadvantages Canadian fims face because they have not had the opportunrty to develop 

projects and hone their expertise at home as their cornpetitors from other wuntries have. 

INC's intervention to leverage bids would help applicant fims to gain experience and to 

have projects to show as evidence of their capabilities the next time they compete for a 

pmjed Furttiemore many European govemrnents provide bid bonds and guarantees to 



their domestic fims whidi are bidding on international capital pro ject~, '~~ sa, bid support 

can be considered to bring some Canadian firms doser to the starting line from which 

international cornpetition is beginning. 

On the m e r  hand, INC could choose to apply the standard approach in cases of PPI bid 

preparaüon support, offering oniy a Le#er Of Interest. Such a position is defensible on the 

grounds that firms need to show some degree of initiative and a spark of entrepreneurship. 

Further, a decision to support bid preparation could result in an influx of ill-considered 

proposais wuhich may, in cases, be little more than knee-jerk reactions to the international 

PPI bid listings which many foreign govemments post on the Internet It will likely be the 

case that firms will have very iintle at stake at the bid stage of a project, and it will likely be 

difficuit to assess true cornmitment If LNC decides to support bid preparation work. a high 

Ievel of mny will be required in the review of applications and funds should be directed 

to unique PPI wsts suc% as financial and legal consultations. Bid support is a difficult 

issue, certainly it would help applicants, but is it going too far to help them? This writer is 

not comfortable recommending that INC offer financial assistance to PPI applicants at the 

bid stage. 

Finn Ske And Other Eligibilily Cnteriis 

Under current INC mechanisms fims must have had revenues in excess of $1 M per 

annum, for each of the last hivo years, in order to be eligible for support. Revenues of $1 

M per annurn, however, are Iikely not indicative of the financial strength required to 

implement a successful PPI project. PPI projects are larger and riskier, on average, than 

most pmjects INC deals witti. PPI investors, require deep pockets and an appetite for risk. 

Finanaal strain in PPI projects cornes partially from the fact that vast quantities of capital 

are tied-up for lengthy periods of time before a retum is realized. Further, bonding 

requirements can demand that a firm to set aside much more in guarantee facilities than 

'O?oronto Consultants International Lirnited. 7ne Structunng and Financing of Intemahona1 Capifal 
Pmjecfs, pp. 40-6. 



is required to implement the project. The unpredictable nature of PPI projects can also 

translate into further expenses by way of time and cost ovemins, As was observed by one 

applicant, "everyone underestirnates the time and cost required to pull one of these deals 

off." 

Ascertaining whether an applicant is financiaily capable of participating in a PPI project 

requires, first of ail, understanding where in the project the applicant fits. The applicant 

might be a small, independent engineering firm wfiich has an idea it n e e d s  to document 

in order to bring the bigger players on-board. Or, the applicant might be a sophisticated 

company or consortium. Otherwise, the applicant might be some configuration of fims 

assembled to suit the project at sorne stage along the development path. 

If the project in question is an open bid, INC should expect the applicant to be a 

sophisticated company or consortium. Original projects, on the other-hand. might be 

presented to INC by lesser players. INC should not shy away from supporting smaller 

cornpanies if they corne to INC with solid project ideas, provided the project looks 

fundamentally sound; the intention is to bring in bigger players, the Canadian fim is 
credible and knowledgeable about the PPI industry. the applicant is organized in its efforts, 

and is capable of playing its role in the project. Such a proposal can be supported on the 

understanding that a good project opportunity wiil naturally attract the larger, more 

resourçeful partners to corne on-board. Like financiers, the large firms too are looking for 

good project opportunities. The need for such support was backed by an INC applicant 

who cited the case of a project his company is currentiy working on. He reported that the 

project started as an original idea by an individual, who referred it to someone else, who 

shopped it to the applicant's firm. Others echoed the sentiment that many projects do 

originate with small independents. Another applicant, representing a large Canadian fim, 

reported that he is pitched roughly a dozen power projects weekly by wmpanies trying to 

get his firm to wme on-board. According to the applicant however, only about one in 40 

unsolicited pitches he hears merits follow-up. 



There is no single guide to financial strength as an indication of applicant capacity or 

likelihood that a project will be implemented, and it is likely best not to try to define 

absolute applicant size uiteria in respect of the reasons detailed above, and because the 

configuration of PPI projects changes throughout the project cycle. Like everything to do 

with PPI projects, each project needs to be considered individually. 

Many of INC's brightest spots in ?PI projects involved the support of small applicant fims. 

INC's $400 M pipeline projed in Tamania, for instance, was initiated with a small study by 

a small fim, and one of INC's two PPI successes involveci a small applicant fimi, Applicant 

A (denoted as such in an earlier reference). In the case of Applicant A, the applicant 

pursued an appropriateiy small ($10 M) project, with strong and connected local partners. 

While the applicant's balance sheet did not allow it to invest significantiy in the project at 

the outset, the company is increasing its stake in the Philippine power project by 

converthg its fees into equity. In this case, the applicant appeared to have a realistic idea 

of M a t  it role it was capable of playing, and in what sort of project. 

In that some consideration has to be given to financial strength as a general guideline, 

financial strength rnight be best assessed as a ratio of revenues to project size. Such 

methodology would not block the efforts of smaller fims pursuing appropnately smaller 

projects, whereas an absolute size threshold would be inherentiy biassed against small 

fimis. 

Some are of the opinion that when a project involves a consortium, the member with the 

strongest balance sheet should be the appficant. While it is important to have someone 

credible as the applicant, the best fim for aie role of applicant is the fim best able to 

perfom the role. A judgement of ability wuld include consideration of the overall strategy 

of the firms involved, past experience in PPI pmjeds, and who has a desire to play the role 

of applicant. The balance sheet is important though not paramount. 



There are two other components to INC's eligibility criteria at present wtiich need to be 

reconsidered to be reasanable in the çontext of PPI projects. First, is the requirement that 

INC applicants 'have a track record in the services offered or in manufactunng the 

products for which assistance is required." This has been interpreted by at least some at 

INC to mean that an applicant must have a ira& record in PPI projects in order to be 

funded for one. It is the recommendation of this author, however, that this policy be 

reinteqmted and that the "services ofFerW be considemi to refer to the infrastructure unit 

itself rather than the method of delivery - PP I. 

Secondly, is an INC requirement that in order to be eligible for INC funding, an applicant 

fim "demonstrate mat it possesses the necessary human and technical resources to cary 

out the study and the capacity to perfom the activities required to complete the project 

with ClDA support."lt is the recommendation of this writer that this requirement be 

reconsidered in the context of PPI projects based on the fact that PPI projects are most 

often implemented by consortia. A reasonable reinterpretation of this guideline would see 

it reinterpreted such mat an applicant need not have the "capacity to perform the acüvities 

required ta wmplete the project," but rather, the applicant should be able to demonstrate 

that it can realistically bring together a consortium with the capacity 70 perfom the 

activities required to complete the project." 

Also at issue has been the question of what sort of applicants INC should be funding for 

PPI developrnent work- For instance, should INC provide funding to a developer whose 

intention it is to make money by developing a project, with the intention of withdrawing 

from the pmjed at financial dose? Or, should INC be looking only to fund those intending 

to stay in the projed for the long-term? Or, should INC be conœrning itself with the intemal 

structure and strategy of the project at all? 

ln making decisions such as whether a developer should be supported, INC's concerns 

should focus on its mandate. INC should be concemed with successfully leveraging 

developmentally sound projects which generate Canadian benefits. If these critena are 



satisfied, INC should mnsider its job successfully done. Thus, the issue of a developer 

pulling out at finanual dose could be of concem if this leaves scope for repercussions 

such as limiting the Canadian benefits in the proje& If the developer is going to develop 

a project and seIl it to a project company with significant Canadian representation. 

however, there should be no concem as to whether the developer stays on as part of the 

project company. In prinaple INC should not be concemed with a developer pulling out at 

financial close. INC's objectives are being met if its money is successfully leveraging 

infrastructure development in LDCs, and if Canadian benefits are being realked. In fact, 

such should be seen as indicative of a fim which has developed a business for itself of 

developing projects, and this should be seen as a positive sign of a finn having found its 

niche in the PPI business. If INC supports a developer, INC should apply the same 

standards of cornmitment and capacity it would apply otherwise. Further, in supporb'ng 

developers INC should limit support to feasibility work, requiring that pre-feasibility work 

has been cornpleted. 

Funding Studies Versus Funding Pm]ects 

Further on the issue of eligibility is the issue of funding studies, as opposed to funding 

proje&. One of the greatest reservations project managers have in approving proposais 

is the concem that they are funding studies done by applicants with liffle, or no. real 

interest in implernenting a downstream project. There is reason to believe that some PPI 

applicant fims had Iittle real desire to implement the downstream projects associated with 

their 

The objective of one INGsupported project was descn'bed as being the development of 

a BO0 plan for government. In another case an applicant received INC funding to do a 

study for the governrnent on the feasibiiii of privatking ports and to assist the government 

with the preparation of public tendering documents. In both of these examples it appeared 

that the fim would Iike to have been involved in the project implementation; however, 

there appeared nofhing convinang in this regard, and it was not evident they would stand 



to lose anything if they did not get past the stuc& stage. Eady govemment solicited studies 

such as these, with no direct ties to downstream projects, should not be the purview of a 

new PPI mechanism. Rather, INC should take a project-focussed approach to its support. 

INC should support studies only in cases when a direct link can be drawn to the 

implementation of a downstrearn projed, and only when the applicant can demonstrate its 

cornmitment to have a downstream projed impiemented. Cornmitment to the downstream 

project can be evidenced by linking the project to the overall business strategy of the 

applicant, or by determining whether the fim can walk away unscathed after the study 

stage. 

The intentions of host govemrnents should also be analyzed with scepticism. Commitment 

by a host govemment to implement a projed can not be taken for granted. It is sometimes 

the intention of the govemrnent simply to have a study done so it can be in possession of 

a bankable document Conœm over such was voiced dunng the review of one INC project 

when the reviewer said, "rny fear is that this will be another great Canadian feasibility study 

which gets buiit by someone eke." 

The threat of INC becoming a factory for studies k ing  camed out by consulting firms short 

of work, or by fims who are simply misled, is an on-going and diffcult issue and one of the 

primary preoccupations of project managers in PPI and non-PPI proejcts alike. In the 

context of the new PPI mechanism it is recomrnended that proposais be required to be 

directly projed foaissed, and that there be something at stake on the part of the applicant 

which would prohibit it from walking away unscathed at the end of a study. 

Since 1990, INC funding commitments in excess of $100,000 have been subject to 

repayment based on revenues generated in the hree years following the fast INC 

payrnent Much fun has been had wiai the INC repayment clause. In the course of this 

research, representaüves of some Canadian fims were asked about the repayment issue 



and were vehemently, and seemingly sincerely, of the opinion that the repayment clause 

should be enforœd. It was added that there would be much more incentive to repay if the 

money went back into a pot for INC applicants to draw on again. 

The repayment issue is being revisited for INC as a vuhole, but there are certain additional 

issues which neeâ to be taken into consideration in the case of PPI projects. The pnmary 

concerns pertaining to repayment in the context of PPI projects are when, and on what 

conditions, repayment should be required. There are three main options to consider. 

1) Repayment in the case of PP! projects could remain 

consistent with the repayment policy for the rest of INC. The 

problem with this, however, is that there is a small probability of 

any PPI pmject generating revenues within three years from the 

time of the last INC payment. Therefore, under the status quo, 

repayment would infrequently be a real issue. 

2) In the case of PPI projects INC could shift the timing at which 

the repayment dause cornes into effect so as to make it coincide 

with financial close. The project will have signifiant financial 

resources at its disposal at financial close; however, it will also 

be facing huge and increasing risks, as the risk profile of PPI 

projects increases through development and mnstniction, to 

peak at the early operational phase. There is still plenty of 

opportunity for a projed to fail after financiaf close and revenues 

are still long from being generated; thus, repayment at this 

jundure might be prernature. A policy of repayment at financial 

close might also discriminate against small projects. While it 

might be reasonaMe to ee>cped an applicant implementing a $1 00 

M project to repay an INC contribution of $500,000 at financial 

close. it might not be reasonabie to expect an applicant 



implementing a $10 M PPI project to repay a $400,000 

cornmitment at financial close. 

3) Altematively, repayrnent could be required at some point after 

construction has finished and operation of the facility has 

commenced. In the interest of the applicant, this sort of timing 

would allow the fim to pass its peak risk period without the 

added strain of repayment- In the interest of INC, this would 

create a real opportunity for repayrnent, not simply a facade. It 

is this wuriter's opinion that the most reasonable solution would be 

to require repayrnent once the infrastructure begins to generate 

revenues, without imposing a tirne frame for repayrnent. One 

concem in this regard, however, pertains to the practice (as in 

Applicant A's case) of converting fees into equity. If a firm is 

converting its payment fees into equity, should the fees be 

considered revenue on which repayment is based? Another 

concern involves repayment in the case of pure developers. It is 

recommended that if an applicant sells the project to a project 

wrnpany, that the time of such a transaction be considered the 

most reasonable juncture for repayrnent. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the fad that, through this early stage of INC's efforts to support PPI projects, 

many proposais with liffle real chance of success have made it through the INC 

application process and received INC funding, it can be conduded that INC's screening 

process for PPI applications is inadequate and that a new screening process is needed. 

It is the recornrnendation of this author that a new sueening process be implemented by 

way of a new PPI-spacific funding mechanisrn for INC. In condusion to this chapter on INC 

PPI policy direction. the general intent of a new funding mechanism will be reiterated in the 



following four points. These points will be followed by a recap some of the specific policy 

recommendations made in the foregoing pages of this chapter. 

1) The objective of a PPI funding mechanisrn is to implement 
pnvate infrastructure projects with developmentally positive 
consequenœs for the LDC host. and with wmmercially positive 
cansequences for Canada. 

2) The reason for implementing a new PPI funding mechanisrn 
is to facilitate the screening of PPI proposals so as to extend 
less money to troubled projects and to increase INC's success 
rate in leveraging PPI work. 

3) The anticipated result of INC funding is to bring PPI projects 
to financial close. 

4) The PPI developrnent funding will be geared towards sewring 
the concession agreement and other contractual agreements 
needed to reach financial close; structure a financing package; 
putting in place appropriate conditions to mitigate nsk, such as 
insurance and guarantee facilities; canying out detailed 
commercial and technical analyses; fomally establishing a 
pmject cornpany; and mducting environmental impact analysis. 

In ternis of specific detailed policy changes, the following recommendations pertaining to 

the implementation of a PPI funding mechanism which were put forîh in this chapter: 

1) The central focus of a PPI funding mechanism should be a 
template to facilitate nsk identification and assessment The 
recommended template is that mirronng the stnicture of risks in 
the theory section of this thesis. 

2) INC should establish an intemal PPI unit to take care of al1 
PPI proposals. 

3) The projects to be filtered through a new mechanism should 
be those fitting a liberal interpretation of the BOT definition in 
Appendix A to this thesis. 



4) Eligible expenses should indude expenses eligible under the 
investment mechanism as well as including legal and financial 
costs incurred in PPI development 

5) Applicant eligibility should indude serious PPI project 
developers. 

6) Applicant eligibility critena will have to be reinterpreted in 
many respecb, several of wtiich were detaiied within the wntext 
of this thesis, 

7) Funding can be concentrated in the earlier stages of project 
development and taper off as the project progresses and as risk 
su bides. 

8) In order to be approved a PPI proposal should be directly 
linked to a downstream project. Govemrnent studies and 
unfocussed applicant studies should not be the purview of the 
PPI funding mechanism. 

9) Bid support should probably not be extended under a PPI 
funding mechanism. 

10) Very small projects (under $15 M) should be reviewed with 
scepticisrn. 

11) Funding cornrnitments should be tenninated if reasonable 
progress is not made. 

12) The approval process should consider project risk rather 
than only applicant risk. 

13) Repayrnent of the INC contribution should be required once 
the infrastructure unit is operational and generaüng revenues, or, 
in the case of a developer, when the applicant sells the project. 



CONCLUSION 

The purposes of this paper, as stated in the Introduction. were to examine ClDA INC's 

record in support of PPI projects, and to make suggestions as to how INC wuld be more 

effective in future efforts to support PPI work. 

The first purpose was acbieved by outiining a set of explanations (or theory) as to why PPI 

projects fail, and by analyzing the INC experience to see if it wuld be explained by the 

theory. Follwving severat leveis of anaiysis it was illustrated that the irnpedirnents reported 

in the INC-supported projects mirrored those detailed in the theory, and that the INC 

experience was, in fact, explained by the theory. 

The second purpose was achieved by using the theoretical and pracücal knowledge 

outiined in this thesis to offer policy recommendations regarding how INC should handle 

PPI project proposals in the future. It was concluded that since the primary causes of PPI 

failure are a known set of impedirnents, it would be reasonable to institute a practice of 

assessing PPI funding proposals so as to bnng to the fore, evidence of potential 

vulnerabili to these irnpedirnents. Subsequently, it was recommended that INC implement 

a new funding mechanism for PPI projects which is stnictured around a mechanisrn 

capable of assessing PPI projects in ternis of viability, by interrogating each project on the 

bases of IegaVmgulatory risk, politicaUsocial risk, commercial nsk, ewnomic risk, technical 

nsk, management risk, and fom majeute risk Such a funding rnechanisrn, combined with 

the other recommendations outlined in this thesis should enable INC ta identify poor PPI 

project proposals. to expend its resources on the rnost deserving projects, to develop a 

criocal mass of intemal PPI expertise, and to develop useful links wi-th others involved in 

PPI work. 
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Thmugh achieving these purposes, it is hoped that this thesis has, in the most minute of 

measures, made some contribution to the growing body of though on 'how to finance the 

prog ress of civilization . " 



Appendix A: 
Defining the BOT and PPI Concepts 

NOTES ON METHODOLOGY 

PPI projects involve the private sector assurning responsibility for financing, building, 

maintaining, and operating infrastructure units. A much more precise definition is 

necessary, however. for the discussion to follow to be properfy understood. 

The process of defining the private infrastructure concept will centre around the 

construction of a definition of the generic BOT concept, rather than the broader PPI 

concept- This choice was made because the BOT wncept is relatively amenable to 

definition. The PPI concept, on the other hand, is essentially a liberal interpretation of the 

BOT concept. The PPI concept is inclusive of BOTs, and also of an essentially 

undefinable, and likely infinite set of project types which are not quite BOTs because they 

somehow compromise the boundaries of the narrower BOT concept. If one can gain an 

understanding of what a BOT is from the following discussion, one will also gain an 

understanding of the greater PPI concept, wtiich can be adapted by pushing and pulling 

the BOT boundaries. A working BOT definition will be established by refemng to existing 

definitions; by drawing on generalized discussions of the concept in the relevant literature; 

and by reviewing specific BOT case studies. 

As this paper undertakes the task of defining the BOT concept, it does so with 
apprehension. Such apprehension stems from a realization that a categofical definition of 

the concept will, in facf be conbary to the very essence of the concept which, at the most 

precise level, defies ultirnate definition largely due to the fact that the involvement of the 



private sedor brings unknowable forces of innovation, adaptation, and evolution to bear. 

Irnplicit in an understanding of BOTs must, therefore, be an understanding of the forces 

which drive private interests in a capitalist frarnework. In respect of these forces, any 

offerings of a BOT definition made herein, should be understood in tandem with a 

realization that the concept is in perpetual evolution, and that it has no finite parameters 

or fimi boundaries, and that there is no ultimate BOT definition waiting to be unveiled. 

Although the bulk of BOT projects are relatively easy for the trained eye to identify, their 

complex nature renders them ditficult to define. Those who have written about BOT 

projects have corne, primarily, from inside the industry. Thus, current BOT definitions are 

largely informal and without due academic rigor. Establishing a clear and common 

understanding of BOT projects is necessary in order to effectively understand and worù 

with the concept At an academic level, a solid BOT definition is necessary for theoretical 

and analytical discussions to be of value. At a pradical level, a clear definition offers policy 

makers and project developers a solid foundation from which to build their projects. 

In the simplest of tems, BOT projects are those projects wherein the private sector 

assumes responsibility for the provision of infrastnidure previously considered to be within 

the dornain of the state. More particulariy, however, there are specific characteristics 

pertaining to the sort of infrastructure, the level of responsibility, and the nature of the 

provision referred to in this statement. These must be specified for a BOT definition to be 

appropt-iately narrowed and adequately meaningful. 

In establishing a definition, this paper will investigate those facets of infrastructure projects 

which constitute the uniquenesses common to al1 BOTs. This will include looking to the 

infrastmdure sectors invoived; the wuntries in question; the policy implications of tuming 

the responsibility for provision over to the private sector; the type of the service being 

provided; the financing methods employed; and the shuctures of projects and participants. 

It is the opinion of this uwiter that an investigation into these facets of infrastructure projects 

will reveal the defining characteristics of BOT projects, the result of which will be an 



undentanding of BOTs which will facilitate identification of BOTs, and understanding of 

them as a unique and cohesive grouping of projects. 

BOT DEFINITION 

The type of inhshuduurs being provided in BOT projects is a defining characteristic of the 

concept, and projeds may be relegated outside of the s a p e  of BOTs if they do not meet 

criteria pertaining to the infrastructure sector involved; the policy implications of involving 

the private sector; the question of outnght privatizations; and considerations of history, 

culture, and timeliness. 

BOT projects involve private sector provision of infrastructure which is of strategic 

importance, basic necessity, and whieh was previously provided by the public sector. 

Further, the infrastructure units in question are rnulti-faceted policy tools, working 

simultaneously as vehides which evoke overlapping economic, military, social, and 

business policies. The autobahns of Gemany and the metro systems of St. Petersburg 

are infrastructure projects which exernplify the overlapping policy intentions which can be 

built into infrastructure, each having significant rnilitary, social, and econornic policy 

purposes. An example doser to home vvould be the road infrastructure of Manitoba, much 

of which is buiit to fundon not only as transport infrastnicture, but as dikes as well in tirnes 

of fiooding. Further, BOT infrastnicture projects involve infrastructure sectors wtiich are 

sources of state sovereignty and security, as well as international prestige and domestic 

pride. The Great Wall of China, the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and more recently the 

Eurotunnel and the Three Gorges Dam illustrate the potential for infrastructure to play such 

roles. 

The significanœ of defining BOTs in temis of policy implications is that such overlapping 

policy intentions add a level of cornplexity and risk to such projects. In allowing private 

sedor fims to undertake such infrastructure projects, the govemment is foregoing control 

on not oniy the most transparent level, but also on a number of less obvious policy fronts. 



Further, BOT projects involve infrastructure in which the govemrnent has a signifiant 

regulatory role, stemming from recognition of the sector involved as being natually 

monopolistic; or, a role to provide safety or secunty considerations; or, to evoke equity in 

distribution, rewgnizing that these infrastructure units provide basic necessities. 

Recognition of these factors translates into an inherentfy high level of political risk in these 

projecl. 

BOT projects cannot be sectorally defined in a conclusive manner as it is not possible to 

speculate on al1 the sectors in which BOT projects may appear. As more and more 

responsibility is being allocated away from the public sector, more new infrastructure 

sectors are being opened up to the private sector, thus, continually expanding the sectoral 

parameters of the BOT definition. Subsequentiy, there is a need to preserve sectoral 

flexibility. Most BOT projects to date have involved the provision of power; transport 

(roads, tunnels, bridges, rapid transit, mass transit airports, raihys); water sewage 

services; waste and hazardous waste management; telecornmunications; and gas 

distribution. 

Generally speaking, BOT projects involve the provision of public works and utilities. 

Natural resource extraction projects and the provision of social infrastructure such as 

education and health services, are not considered BOTS, though they are part of the 

greater PPI concept According to Walker and Smith, infrastructure pmvision and financing 

are the paramount issues in BOT projects. The authors make this statement within the 

wntext of a discussion of whether the conœpt is indusive of highly technical maintenance 

facitities, such as defense servicing and information systems facitities. The authors 

determine such projeds to be outside of the scope of BOT concept, as the build, finance, 

and operate issues take on only secondary importance, mi le  technical complexity, 

ongoing management, and output pncing bewme paramount? 

'OJ C. Walker and A. J. Smith. Privatireci Infrastructure: the BOT Approach. p. 248. 



White there is no explicit discussion of BOTs which f m s e s  on oufput, thoughtful 

consideration of the output issue demonstrates there to be common constraints regarding 

the market options for BOT output Specifically, BOT output is constrained by very Iimited 

market options. Projects in which output can be sold in export markets are not typically 

BOT projects. This consütutes a unique revenue risk element in BOT projects. If the 

original purchaser renegs, or if the market deteriorates for reasons of economics. 

technology, obsolescence, or other demand-side movements, the contractor retains few 

or no marketing options. Consideration of this point offers understanding as to why pulp 

and paper, timber, and mining projects are not BOT projects. Vendors of these products 

do not face the same levels of risk, if mey lose their original market, as do those providing 

electriaty, airports, or highways. Unlike gold or timber, bus service, electricity, and airport 

facilities cannot simply be redirected or utilized elsewhere if an output agreement fails to 

materialize, or if a market otherwise deteriorates. 

BOT projedç are not outright privatkafions, though privatizations do fail under the broader 

PPI concept Privatizations occur when state owned assets are tumed over to the private 

sector through a variety of methods, for wntinued operation. BOTs, on the other hand, 

involve greenfield pmjeds or privatizations with significant reconstnictive or expansionary 

components. The distinction between BOTs and privatizations is not clear-cut and simple, 

and the hm methods are sometimes hard to differentiate. They are best conceiveci of as 

being separated by a variable and fluid division. Recently, privatizations have 

outnumberied greenfield projects. Most illustrative of the difficulties wtiich can exist in trying 

to distinguish between privatizations and greenfield projects are examples from the 

telecommunications industry. Private finns often acquire access to a state's 

telecommunications infrastructure through a privatization programme. However, since 

telecoms is such a growth industry, the initial privatization will Iikely be only part of the 

investment, and will most Iikely be followed-up by significant additional investment in new 

faulities and expandeci capacity. Based on IFC experience, pdvatizations with a significant 

expansionary component have been almost as frequent as greenfietd pmjectç. Of 113 



IFCsupported PPls, 55 were expansionary-PPls, and 58 were greenfield-PPls.lm lndustry 

analysts at the World Bank exped that new investrnents will soon take over from 

privatizations as the driver of the market '06 

BOT projects can be country specific, incorporating issues of history, such as political 

culture, institutional structures, past policies, and legal traditions. Put more eloquently, 

"experiences in private involvement have been shaped by wntingencies of political and 

institutional developrnent and idiosyncrasies of time, place, and circ~rnstance."'~~ The 

value of understanding the conb'ngenaes of time, place, and circurnstance is that it brings 

awareness to the fact that a project which is a BOT project in one country, might not be 

wnsidered a BOT in another country. This is a useful characterlstic to understand when 

reviewing present day infrastructure development in transitional economies. BOT projects 

involve pnvate development of infrastructure which has historically been in the public 

domain in that country. 

The specifics of financing are among the most defining characteristics of BOTS. Many 

authors adualty define BOTS as a financing method. AI1 authors at least acknowledge the 

importance of the financing aspects of BOT projects. Critical to understanding the 

financing constraints of BOT projects is an understanding of the fact that BOT projects are 

implemented by single-purpose companies. Subsequentiy, debt appears only on the 

balance sheet of the new project wmpany, thus, ernploying off-balance-sheet financing. 

Using this method, debt is raised without participant company's assets standing as 

collateral. Further, BOT projeds utilize non- or limited-recourse project financing methods 

(also referred to as project financing). In cases of non-recourse project financing, lenders 

'O5 IFC. Financing Private Infrastructure: Lessons of Experience, 1996, p. 94. 

'O" Worid Bank- The Emerging Infrastructure Industry: a US$60 Billion Market, p. 3. 

'O7 Charles D. Jacobson and Joel A. Tarr. Owning and Financing Infrastnidure: Historical 
Perspectives, p. 31. 



can look only to the revenue stream of the project for debt repayment. In the case of 

limited-recourse project finanang, lenders also look to the revenue stream for repayment 

however, in the event of default they have a Iimited degree of recourse to the project 

assets and possible guarantees. The project financing method is not exdusive to BOT 

projects. There are projects of other types, most notably natural resource extraction 

projects, wtiich are atso structured on project financing bases, though not typically by 

single-purpose companies, and not typically with all of the other nsk-butdens associated 

with BOT work. As such, an important distinction exists in that M i le  all BOTs are project 

financings, not al1 projed financings are BOTs. Aside from the lack of recourse, financing 

risk also exists in the long-terni nature of the revenue streams characteristic of these 

projects. Threats of inflation, foreign exchange rate swings, or interest rate increases are 

among the obvious examples of risks which may impact on the lengthy revenue stream, 

building a high level of economic risk into these projects. 

A consultant's report prepared for lndustry Canada in 1994 offers a definition of BOTs 

which gives prirnacy to financing aspects, both in regards to the impetus for the concept 

and its subsequent nature. The report envisages the BOT rnechanism to be, primarily, a 

financing tooi which has emerged as a response to a changed financial environment 

As a resuit of credit constraints world-wide, countries have been looking for 
innovative new ways of financing projeds. One set of such techniques is the "Build, 
Own, Operate" (BOO), "Build, Own, Transfef (BOT), and "Build, Own, Operate, 
Transfef (BOOT). These ternis describe very similar transactions. The underiying 
approach involves a group of equity investors assuming the risk of design, 
constfudion. financing, completion, start-up and operation of a projed. 

Cash for repayrnent and of investment and loans necessary to constnict the project 
and capdalize interest during construction and start-up, plus a margin for safety and 
profit, cornes from the cash flow generated by prwiding the produd or service over 
a number of years- This cash flow may be guaranteed by a government or user of 
the produd or s e ~ ' œ  under an uncondiaonal Yakwr-pay" contract or a conditional 
Yake-and-payw (take if delivered) c~n t rad . ' ~~  

ID Toronto Consultants International Limited. The Struduring and Financing of International Capital 
Projeds, Appendix A, p. 2. 



Smith and Walker, in Prhtized Infrast~ctum: the BOT Appmach, also stress the 

importance of finanung issues as they banter about a definition of BOTs. Their 

cornprehension of the concept is that it is a mechanism which has emerged to benefit the 

cornmunity by allowing the "use of the faality without beïng indirectiy taxed to fund building 

that faciMy."'* Further. the authors express their vision of the role of the financing issues 

intemal to BOTs, when they state that BOTs are those "types of business where the 

provision and financing of the faulity itseif is the major business is~ue.""~ This point is a 

critical one and it will be taken up again later in this paper as several of the projects in the 

original INC sample will be rejected in this papef s follow-up analysis, due to the fact that 

their primary issues are not in the provision and financing. 

The way in which projects are stmctuted is another definitive characteristic of BOTs. Smith 

and Walker stress the value of project structure king a definitive element of BOT projects, 

in their description of BOTs as "contractual vehicies." The c m  of BOTs, they believe, is 

found in "the fomalized risk retationships between govemment, lenders, investor and 

contracton.'"" Further, Norman Peagam defines a project financing in general as simply 

"a network of wntracts."l12 The World Bank also focuses on the importance of the 

contractual structure of PPI projects, defining them, in part as "concession-type 

arrangement, granting both rights and obligations." 

The main tiers of contracted players comprising the structure of BOT projects are the 

project sponsor, which is the government extending the concession; the project developer, 

which is the cornpany or consortium accepting the concession and managing the project; 

lm C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized Infrastructure: the BOT Approach, p. 6. 

C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized Infrastructure: the BOT Approach, p. 248. 

111 C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized Infrastructure: the BOT Approach. p. 6. 

H2 Norman Peagam. The  Hunt For A New Source of Capital," p. 222. 



and extemal parties to the project who are not part of the concession cornpany. such as 

suppliers and contracton; and the lenden. Diagam A. 1 illustrates the basic contractual 

structure linking these parties. 

lAGRAM A.1: BASIC BOT STRUCTURE 
(Source: C. Walker and A.J. Smith. Privatized Infrastructure: the BOT Approach. p. 5) 



Actual projects will be stnictured on a framework which begins in a structure akin to 

Diagam A. 1 and is then tailoreci to the specific needs of eadi projed. Each project will 

have a formal concession agreement Iinking the govemment to the single-purpose 

cornpany which will be undertaking the project Concessions are sometimes allocated by 

sole-sourang, and are other times let through cornpetitive bidding. The mechanism of the 

concession process depends on whether the project was a solicited or an unsolicited 

project, and on what the local law dictates. Cornpetitive bidding is being utilized 

increasingly in the allocation of BOT concessions. The function of the concession is to 

verify the govemrnenfs agreement to extend the right to provide the infrastructure unit in 

question, to the project Company. The concession agreement will also outline the tems, 

conditions, and expecbtions of the project. The fact that BOT projects are extended 

through formal concession agreements illustrates the importance of the infrastructure to 

the government The government could choose to completely divest itself of involvement 

in the sector attogether, by deregulating the sector and opening it to cornpetition. But, the 

fact that lirnited, contractual divestiture is the method of choice, illustrates the importance 

of oie sector to the govemment and its desire to maintain an entry point through which it 

can re-invofve itseif at some point in the future, if it so chooses. Although the concession 

is usually extended by the government, there have been occasions when the govemment 

has not been a signatory to the concession agreement. but, rather, the concession has 

been a private or quasi-private/private agreement. 

The next contractual level of importance in BOT projects is the web of contracts tying 

togettier the parties to the concession, and others not party to the concession, but wbo will 

be involved in the design, construction, operation, or maintenance of the facility at some 

point in the Iife of the project Typically, there will be a dedicated developer or else one or 

more construction, engineering, or supply fims to take on the role of project developer, 

forming a consortium to act as concessionaire. Many traditional supply, construction, 

engineering, or management firms have restructured to intemalize PPI expertise, ta better 

enable them to play the rok of PPI project developer. There is also a slowîy emerging 

group of dedicated project developers who are in the project only for the high risk, high 



reward development stage, seling out at financial dose. Thus, the developer can be of 

any of a variety of types. 

The number of contracts binding the private sector participants together will depend on the 

projed itself, and the strategy wiai which it is undertaken. As more strategy is employed 

in project stnicturing, more and more risk is being allocated away from the project 

developers via the network of contracts holding the project together. The methods and 

complexi"Jes of risk allocation are varied. One of the most often used strategies is the 

contracting out of construction on a fixed-price, tumkey basis. Much wmpetitive 

advantage can be gained from a wll-structureci projed, and as the BOT concept endures, 

the role of particular participants in this industry is changing as each finds its personal 

cornfort level. Thus, details of how the various participants to a project are involved, and 

what each will be responsible for is in constant flux. What is important is that there is a 

solid contractual network joining a number of fimis together, each seeking to participate 

at that juncture where it is best suited to carrying the risk inherent at that point in the 

project. 

Finally, there is the critical network of contracts comprising the financing stmcture of the 

project bringing in both debt and equity participation. The debt to equity ratio in BOTS is 

typically in the 8020 range, though, more risky projects tend to require greater portion 

equity financing to attract the debt. The debt contribution is typically sourced from 

commercial banks loans, bond issues, and ECAs. BOT lending is most accurately 

designated as financial engineering, and, as such, lending agreements are not for the 

uninitiated or faint-of-heart. In the case of the Eurotunnel, for instance, the credit 

agreement extending the primary loan facility from the banking consortium was more than 

2,400 pages in length, and tied-in more Vian 220 commercial  ende ers.''^ The bulk of the 

equity in a BOT project usually cornes fmm mernbers of the concession Company and from 

H3 Rod Momson. "GE Launches US$2bn Equity Fund." 



DIAGRAM A.Z BOT Project Stmcture Example - Geheyan Power Project 
(Source: Tomnto Consuitants I ntemational . The Stnrctunng and Finaming of International Capital 

Pmjects, Geheyan Case Study, p. 2) 

1,280 MW GEHEYAN POWE.? ?I<OECT 
PEOPLES RE?L'BLIC OF C2INA 
FINANCING AND SCSFE OF WORK 



DIAGRAM A 3  BOT Project Structure Example - Tate's Caim Tunnel 
(Source: Toronto Consultants International. The Struduring and Finanang of International 

Capital Projeds. Tate's Caim Tunnel Case Study. p. 4). 



other pdvate sedor parüapants in the projed, such as contracted suppliers and engineers. 

Thus, contractual finanang agreements must extend to these participants as well as to any 

other equity investon which may include the host govemment, IFls, or development 

banks. Diagram A.2 and A.3 illustrate some pmjed structures based on different nehnrorks 

of contractual agreements. These examples are real BOT projects, and they buiid on the 

basic project structure illustrated earlier in this section. They are being presented herein 

to offer insight into how a final project might be stnictured. 

SUMMARY 

A strict BOT definition can be considered to have the following characteristics: 

lt invoives the provision of infrastructure which was previously the state's 
responsibility, 

It involves the provision of infrastructure which has a multiplicity of 
overlapping policy purposes, 

It involves (though not definitively) provision of infrastructure in the 
following sectors: power; transport (roads, tunnels, bridges, rapid transit, 
mass transit, airports, railroads); water; sewage services; waste and 
hazardous waste management; telecornmunications; gas distribution, 

It involves provision of infrastructure wherein the issues of provision and 
financing are of paramount concem. Issues of on-going management, 
output pricing, and technical complexity are secondary, 

It involves greenfield or rehabilitative projects, 

It is structured on limited- or non-recourse financing, 

It is undertaken by a single-purpose company with no other assets or 
revenue streams, 

It is based on a series of contracts beginning with a concession 
agreement, and linking together the govemment, project company, extemal 
suppliers, and lenders, 

It involves provision of output with limited market options. 



APPENDIX B: 
WORLD BANK PPI DATA TABLES 

NEW PPI PROJECTS BY REGION (3984-1997) 

1 Regian Naw PPI Pmjects MeMred By WB 

Asia ( L E  and lndustrializing) 

North America 

OECD Europe 

163 

1 52 

137 

Latin America & Canbbean 
r 

Africa & Middle East 

1 Total 1 730 

127 

52 

Asia (lndusûialized) 

Eastern Europe & CIS 

47 

32 



NEW PPI PROJECTS IN L 3C & INDUSTRlALKiNG ASlA x COUNTRY x SECTOR 
Sectar [ ~ e w ~ ~ ~ ~ r o j e c t s ~ ~ ~ ~  l Country i BY WB 

Telecom 1 1 
- - -- 

Power 1 China 

Water I 1 II 
Power 1 lndia 
Transport 
Telecom 9 

- - -  

/ Indonesia Power 1 5 II 
Transport 1 5 II 

-- - 

Telecom 
Power 2 , Laos 

Malaysia 
+ 

Power I 4 Il 

Transport 
Waste 1 

l2 I 
Water 1 

' 
Pakistan Power I 

Transport 1 
- 

Telecom 5 
Power 38 

Transport 5 

Telecom 1 4 

Philippines 

Thailand Power I 

Transport 1 
Telecom 1 
Waste I 

Vietnam Power I 
Transport 1 



II 1 Transport 1 

NEW PPI PROJECTS IN LATIN AMERlCA & CARiBBEAN x COUNTRY x SECTOR 

1 Telecom' 

country 

Argentina 

Transport 

Chile Power 
1 Transport 1 

Sector I New m. Projecb 
Identifieci BY WB 

Il - 

-- 

1 Telecom 1 

Power 

11 Coiombia 1 Power 1 

8 

1 1 Transport 1 4 11 
11 1 Telecom 1 
Il Costa Rica 1 Power 1 
11 Dorninican Republic 1 Power 1 3 11 
11 ~cuador 

1 1 - 

1 Transport 1 
1 El Salvador 

I I 

( Power I 
II Guatemala 

1 I 

1 Power I 3 II 
1) Honduras 1 Power 1 2 11 

r 

Jamaica Power 
Mexico Power 

II 1 Transport 
( waste I 

11 Panama 1 Transport 1 

Puerto Rico 
Venezuela 

Transport 
Telecom 1 1 



NEW PPI PROJECTS 1N AFFüCA & THE MIDDLE EAST x COUNTRY x SECTOR 
11 1 Sector 1 New FPl Proiecg Identified 11 

I 

Gas 

Benin 

Gas 
WasteWater 

Bv WB 
3 

Telecom 
WasteMIater 

1 

1 

1 I 

1 Telecom 1 2 11 

1 I 
1 
n 

1 

Burundi 
Camemon 
Cote d'Ivoire 

- - 

II Guinea 
1 I 

1 Telecom 1 2 11 

Telecom 
Transport 
Power 

Telecom 
Gas/Power 

II 1 Gas 1 1 

2 1 

lsrael 
Madagascar 
Mali 
Mauritius 

II 1 Telecom 1 ' II 
I ~ a t e r  I 2 II 

Water 
Telecom 

1 
m 

2 

11 Nigeria 1 Gas 1 ' Il 

1 I 
i 

Telecom 
Transport 
Telecom 

Mozambique 1 Power 
I 

Namibia 1 Telecom 

1 Telecom 1 3 11 

I 

1 

1 
1 

f 
1 

1 
11 Tanzania 

L 1 

1 Gas/Power 1 1 II 

a 

South Afnea 
Telecom 
Transport 

- - 

1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
1 

- - - - 1 ~ o w e r ~ a s t e  

Tunisia 
Uganda 
Yemen 
Zaire 

8 

Telecom 
Gas 
Telecom 
Telecom 
Telecom 

1 



KEY BOT VARIANTS 

This thesis has used the acronym BOT in a generic manne?, encompassing a host of tems 

representing various BOT methods. Some of the more cornmon ternis included under Me 

genehc use of the terni are B O ,  BOT, BOOT, ROT, DBFO. BLT, BRT, and DBFO. These 

variants will now be briefly described. 

The essence of a build-operate-transfe (BOT) project is that a private firm is pemitted to 

build and operate an infrastructure unit. The unit must be transferred to the govemment 

after a specified period of tirne, detemined by calculations of how long it is expected to 

take the concessionaire to recoup its invesbnent. pay-back its debt, and eam a fair retum 

on the project While there is no expiii ownership cornponent in BOTs, in some countries 

the assets constnicted under BOTs are irnpliciüy understood to be propefty of the 

concession company for the duration of the concession. In other countries, however, 

assets revert to govemment ownership immediately upon construction. This distinction is 

important in tems of finanang considerations. If the assets revert immediately to the state, 

the project is then non-recourse and, subsequently, it will be more difficult to finance. 

The acronym BO0 designates build-owndperate projects. This mechanisrn is rapidly 

ernerging as the PPI mechanism of choice. In 8 0 0  schemes the private sector company 

assumes an indefinite concession. In other-words, there is no automatic transfer 

mechanism ta turn the unit over to the govemment In some BO0 schemes. the ownership 

component gives the concessionaire property rights to the assets wnstnicted, and, in 

some cases (depending on dornestic fegal frameworks or the specific contract) the 

conœssionaire might afso obtain property rights to adjoining lands. The specifics of the 
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"ownership" component need to be detailed in the concession agreement and in BOT- 

related legislation. One of the most illustrative examples of the value of adjoining land 

rights k ing  granted is in the case of highway projects, wherein the adjoining land is then 

utilized for complementary services such as gas stations, hotels, and shopping facilities. 

Inclusion of such ovmership rights will provide the operator with additional revenues. Such 

will benefit the concessionaire, but as such revenues will also be factored in to the 

wmpany's commercial analysis of the project. it should produce a welfare benefit as well, 

as user fees should be lower. Furthemiore, because BO0 projects are not constnicted on 

finite tirne-lines, they have an inherent capacity to generate lower user charges, as 

recoupment can be factored over a longer period of time. A 800 scheme also has an 

inherent capacity to provide higher quality services and better maintenance since the 

contractor has a direct interest in revenues over the long-tem. Finally, because the 

ownership camponent of BOOs creates (at least) the appearance of assets as collateral, 

such projects should be easier to find financing for, and financing should corne at a slightly 

better price. 

The build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) variant of projects combines characteristics of 

BOOs and BOTs. In reality the differences between BOOs, BOTs, and BOOTs are 

inwnsistent, and the Iines separating the three mechanisms are blurred. The BOOT 

contractor builds, owns, and operates the facility, and transferç it to the government after 

a specified concession period. As under the BO0 mechanisms, ownership rights may 

pertain to the assets consbucted, or to other property nghts, depending on the details of 

the contract, and depending on domestic legislation. 

DBFO (design-build-finance-operate) is a British project concept also in the BOT family. 

The idea ernerged subsequent to the UK govemrnent's commissioning of a paper on 

DBFOs in 1994. The paper culminated in eight DBFO toll road concessions being let. 

DBFO is a combined public-private sector effort. Under DBFO mechanisms, toll mad 

remuneration is paid by the govemment. to the concessionaire. through shadow tolls 

based on estirnateci traffic flow measures. An issue which has arisen in DBFO discussions 
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in the UK, but which really pertains to any BOT rnethod, regards whether new roads should 

have to conform to Transport Department critena. It has been suggested that such a 

stipulation "may remove the innovation in design and methods offered by the pnvate 

sector. and in particular, the adoption of new techniques and ideas from abr~ad,""~ 

thereby negating much of the value of bringing-in the private sector in the first place. 

lnvestments in already standing structures are often referred to as ROTs (rehabilitate- 

operate-transfer) or LROTs (lease-rehabilitateoperate-transfer). In the case of ROTs, a 

firrn acquires existing assets which are in poor or non-operating condition. The firm 

rehabilitates the assets and operates the unit on a non- or limited-recourçe basis. The 

same uncertainty prevails with respect to ownership conditions as was discussed in the 

case of BOTS. In LROT projects, the contractor pays the govemment a lease rate for an 

old site which it then rehabilitates, operates, and eventually transfers back to the 

govemment. 

BLT (build-lease-transfer) or BR1 (build-rent-transfer) mechanisms are less frequently 

used methods in which the concessionaire finances, designs, builds and owns a facility 

which it subsequently leases back to the govemment. Ownership is not conceded by the 

pnvate sector until the transfer stage. The sarne concept is sometimes witnessed in 

prhtsprivate projeds such as in the case of the Standard Chartered Bank in Hong Kong, 

which was commissioned on such ternis. 

The rapid growth in the popularity of private infrastructure provision is forcing new and 

innovative means of bn'nging-in the private sector. m i l e  the forma1 mechanisms ouflined 

above are among the most cornmonly observed mechanisms, they are by no means 

exhaustive. In fact, it is critical that the boundanes be considered fluid and the options 

IlJ Geoff Haley. "Developing BOT Variants." 
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infinite, as the very nature and the job of the private sector is to push such concepts, and 

to find new and better ways of creating, providing, and delivering goods and services. 
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II INC PPI PROPOSALS APPROVED IN mg7 II 

1 
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2 

3 

K-Number 

052594 ** 
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052450 ** 

052594 ** 

1 
k 

2 , 

Country 

Mexico 

lndia 

Peru 

K-Number 

051862 44 

052176 ** 

Sector 

Power Trans 

Power Gen 

Power Gen 

Country 

lndonesia 

Nepal 

File Status 

Disbursing 

Disbursing 

ûisbursin~ 

Sector 

Power Gen 

Waste Mgmt 

$ Disbursed or 
Committed 

$498,761 

Comments 

$1 91,200 

$498,761 

File Status 

Disbursing 

Disbuning 

- - 

$ Disbursed or 
Committed 

$420,000 

$242,600 

Cornments 



052128 04 1 Mexico I 
- - - . - -. ( Rapid Transit 

051 372 M 1 Mexico 1 Power Gen 1 Disbursing 1 $229,000 

050956 O+ ( Cuba ( Power Gan 1 Disbursing 1 $100,000 

052125 # Cuba Power Gen Disbursing $230,000 

051947 Cuba Power Gen Disbursing $329,615 

052051 * Peru Power gen Disbursing $499,024 

051651 + Tanzania Pipeline Disbursing $2,161,468 

l 

051865 4 E ~ Y P ~  Waste Mgmt Disbursing $495,000 

052085 4 Turkey , Airport Disbursin~ $200,000 

Second approval. 
See also K044400 

--- . .- 

In audit 

4Ih approval on this 
project. May 
expand to include 
water distribution 
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Pipeline Y l5 

Third application 
on this file. 
Cancelled. 
Applicant still 

047479 ***O Canceled & 
Closed 

II lNC PPI PROPOSALS APPROVED IN FY94 

Ghana $2,798,000 
(Committed) 
$52 1,000 
(Disbursed) 

Country Sector $ ~omrnittedor 1 status 1 Disbunecl (1 1 1 046520 1 Philippines ( Power Gen 1 Closed ( $492,075 

11 2 1 047683 1 China 1 Power Gen 1 Follow Up 1 $99,000 

Comments 

3 

Success. See also 
K043004 KO5O7 12 

Subsequent 
application 
rejected, see 
K050791 

048332 O* 

Appendix D continued 

China Power Gan & 
Waste Water 

Disbursing 

(Committed) 
$95,636 
(Disbursed) 

$300,000 
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Appendix D continued -:J 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Power Gen 

Power Gen 

Power Gen 

Pipeline 

Hazardous 
Waste 

Power Gen 

0481 68 O* 

047660 O+ 

0481 55 *+* 

042806 04 

048697 Si+ 

048016 M 

Laos 

Cambodia 

Bangladesh 

Panama 

Argentina 

Mexico 

Closed 

Follow Up 

Follow Up 

Cancelled & 
Closed 

Cancelled & 
Closed 

Disbursing 

$476,800 
(Committed) 
$403,199 
(Disbursed) 

$347.31 3 
(Committed) 
$342,270 
(Disbursed) 

$372,450 

$460,240 
(Cornmitteci) 
$1 48,061 
(Disbursed) 

$350,000 
(Committed) 
$87,000 
(Disbursed) 

$99,000 

Not lmplernented 

Subsequent 
application 
rejected, see 
K051005 

Subsequent 
application 
rejected, see 
K051365 

In Audit 
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Mexico 

Mexico 

Venezuela 

Ghana 

Ghana 

Hazardous 
Waste 

Potable 
Water 

Railway 

Pipeline 

Pipeline 

Closed 

Closed 1 $83,414 

Follow Up $92,059 
(Committed) 
$88,158 
(Disbursed) 

Closed 

Closed 

Nat lmplemented 

Not lrnplernentedp 

F irst of three 
applications 
approved on this 
project 

Second of three 
applications 
approved on this 
project . 

Appendix D continued + 



INC PPI PROPOSALS APPROVEO IN FV93 

Country 

China 

Venezuela 1 Rail 1 Follow Up 1 $99,990 1 

Mexico 

Appendix D continued ~ s ,  

Sector 

Power Gen 

Rapid 
Transit 

File Status 

Follow Up $345,000 

FollowUp 

$ Disbursed or 
Cornrnitted 

Comments 

$412,050 Subsequent 
application 
approved, see 
KO52 1 28 



INC PPI PROPOSALS APPROVED IN W92 

Country 

China 

Philippines 

Tanzania 

Sector 

Airport 

Power Gen 

Pipeline 

File Status 

Follow Up 

Follow Up 

Closed 

$ Disbursed or 
Committed 

$1 5,000 
(Comrnitted) 
$14,710 
(Disbursed) 

Comments 

Success. See 
also K046502 
(approved) and 
K050712 
(decl ined) 

Subsequent app. 
approved, see 
KO5l65l. Prior 
apps for related 
project different 
applicant, see 
K040486 and 
K026817. 





INC PPI ACTlVlTY IN FY96-97, NOT INCLUDING APPROVALS 

CURRENTLY IN INC PIPELINE (As of May 1997) 

Country 1 Sector 1 File Statur 1 $ ~equested 1 Comments 

5 

6 

7 

052506 

052676 

None Yet 

Morocco ( Power Gen ( In Circ. 1 $499,147 1 

Guyana 

China 

Philippines 

Congo l Power Gen Awaiting I circ. 

Power Gen 

Power Trans 

Water 

Uruguay Pipeline 

In Circ. 

In Circ. 

In Circ. 

Awaiting l Cire 

- - 

$1,844,000 

$500,000 

$635,024 

Appendix E continued -3 

Philippines Power Gen Expecting 
Proposal 

NIA 



II CURRENTLY IN INC PIPELINE (As of May 1997) 11 

1 DECLIND 8 REJECTED IN FY96-7 (THIS IS NOT AN EXHAUSTIVE UST) 

8 

K-Number Country Sector 

1 050791 China Power Gen 

2 052389 Vietnam Power Gen 

3 05 1005 Cambodia Power Gen 

File Status 

> 

None Yet 

Rejected 
after Circ 

Rejected 
after Circ. 

China 

Rejected 
after Circ. 

Rejected 
after Circ 

Power Gen 

Cornments 

Second application 
on this project. 

Second application 
on this project 

Second application 
on this project. 

second application 
on this project. 
Now teamed-up 
with US Company. 

Expecting 
Proposal 

Appendix E continued -3 

NIA 



II 
- - - . .- - - - - 

DECLlNED 6 REJECTED IN FVBB.7 (THIS IS NOT AN éXUAUSTIM UST) 

Philippines Power Gen 1 1 pEzirc 1 
7 

8 

9 

'O 

II 1 1 1 1 before Circ. 1 
l h l l  
1112 1 ~ o n e  1 Mexico 1 Pipeline 1 Rejected 1 NIA 

051007 

051 187 

051491 

051837 

1 request for 1 

05 1537 

Letter of 
.L lnterest 

lndia 

Vietnam 

Turke y 

Kenya 

Third application 
on this project. 
Successful result. 

Kenya 

- - - - -- . - - 

Second application 
on this project 

Power Gen 

Airport 

Power Gen 

Pipeline 

Other Canadian 
firms in bidding 

Railway 

Appendix E Continued * 

Rejected 
before Circ. 

Rejected 
before Circ 

Rejected 
before Circ. 

Rejected 
, before Circ. 

$499,480 

$496285 

$500,000 

$432,72 7 
, 

Rejected $1 00,000 
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